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LETTERS,
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CARACAS, 21.1 Febnsary, 182S.
My former letter will have put yoii itt pos
session of the narrative of a rnost favourable
'voyage from Falmouth, of thirty-three days;
1 therefore resume my Journal from the
111k .&b. near La Gitayra. How grand azul
magnificent a sight is now before us! The splen-
did coast of Tena Firma rises in lofty majesty,
tui its towering mountains are iost to view in
the fleecy clouds that envelóp their summits.
.How novel and sublime a prospect the first
opening of this fine country to an Europeant
its very aspect bespeaks independence 1 We
are coasting along at the distance óf a few
miles; the mountains, whicb rise abruptly
from the verge of the sea to a stupendous
beight, are completely clothed un verdure,
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wbich, Oil nearing the land, seems principally
to consist of brushwood, with here and there
patehes of forest. In two Ot three spots near
the sea, the ground is cleared, and small
Indian villages and plantations form a pleasing
variety. The Silla, or Saddle Mountain of
'Caracas is by far the highest iii this range of
eminences Oil the sido of La- Guayra. At three
o'clock we were at anchor before the town,
which is a singular object, appearing as if it
had dropped in a heap at tbe bottom of a deep
ravine; the rnountains at its back rise to an
arnazing height, and are rnost imposing in their
aspect. Although thç inost frequented, this
is by. far the worst port on the Coast, being
exposed to a constantly rough sea.
Owing to the swell, it was not without sorne
difflculty we landed at a rotten wooden pier. We
proceeded thence t& the French Posada (in).
It was dinner time; and many of the inhabi-
tants of tbe town had met at the Ordinary-
a promiscuous assemblage, from the shop-
keeper's clerk to the governor. Alniost the
first object that presented itself to our view oit
landing, was the coast covered with wrecks; a
violent awell from the N. E., unaccompanied
by any wind, having, in the preceding month,
eest en shore every veasel, excepting an Ame-
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rican frigat.e, that was lying off the port.
There were no less than fourteen , hulis then on
the beach, aud amongst them Captain —'s
ship, himself aud crew having fortunately been
saved. After paying cur respects to the
Governor, we supped wit.h Mr. , a respec-
table merchartt here, ¡md had bedb prepared
for us at tbe inn, after the fashion of the
country. these are nothing compIicatd;
consisting of a simple piece of canvas drawn
tight up6n a stretcher, with a pair of sbeets,
and a Baiky boister; 1 dare say well adapted
to the climate, but certainly a novelty1 la
apite of a whole frat.ernity of fleas and mus-
quitos we slept soundly until four the next
morning-
• ]2t4 .Feb. When my compagnow de voyage
monuted their mules for Caracas, with a view to
znnke the necessary árraxigements for our imme-
diate departure for Bogotá. The town of La
Guáyra presents a most dismal aspect, from tite
ravages committed by the earthquake of 1812;
two'thirds of it, st least,- is a heap of ruiñs,
and the tattered appearance of the btack popu-
lation is ¡u unison with the general desolation:
aznongst them 1 observed many weU made, Md
even athletic pien. The female sex are more
unpightly, sad neither of them *re ineumbere4
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4by superfluous clothing; tbe children have
nene at aH. Tite coinmerce carried oit with
La Guayn is considerable, and is daily in-
creasing, with tite English and North Ame-
ricans. During my short stay ¡ visited a
pretty little village on fue sea coast, at the
distance of a mije, called Maiquetia. It is
characterized by a fine grove of cocoa-nut
trees, whicji, ¡ believe, thrive best near the
sea-sbore. It is an .elegant tree, growing to
the height of fifty or sixty feet, tIte top of. the
stem being crowned, with about , fifty leaves
from. ten • to fifteeñ feet long, with nuts in
chisten of about a dozen each hanging ('mm it.
The houses here are constructed in a manner to
exclude heat as much as possible, and admit
the sea breezes, which set un from ten in the
morning until sun-set. They have generaily a
court in tite centre, surrounded by an open
terrace, which communicates with the respec-
tive apartments. The rooms are lofty, and for
the most jiart tiled instead of boarded; whicb,
in a hot climate is pleasant, for every otber
reason, than that• it generátes fleas most
abundantly.
13M Feb. This morning ¡ had att opportti-
nity of seeing a little of tite wild aspect of the
country round La Guayra; ¡a seekiag (br a . ñt
5spot to bathe in; a small rivolet descending
from the mountains at tIte back of tIte town,
and forming occasional pits, is frequented for
this purpose. TIte scenery it grand. and
striking, but jüst as nature formed it; unaided
by art or cultivation. The mountains, rising
to a towering height, lose their summits ja the
clouds; many fine ravins are formed clothed
in wood; vid tite stream, fhlling from one
steep tú another, is oceasionally seen tbrough
the openings. SeveÑl birds of curious plu-
mage frequent these solitudes, but 1 did not
observe asy that were particularly beaütiful.
Humboldt. speaks of the ydllow fever as pr&
vailing at La Guayra; if it was known there ¡a
bis time, it has disappeared since, for there is
no trace of it at prcsent. A» English physician
directed his enquiries particularly to this point.,
during a short stay at La Guayra and Caracas
but could no where meet with, or bear of tite
yellow fever.
Having dispat&hed tbe cavalcade of. baggage
mutes to Caneas, 1 took ¡cave óf La Guayra at
three o'clock, aud commenced the steep aseent
whieh is cut ¡a a zig-zag fon» up tIte mountain.
iLe roa¿ is so rough and precipitous, •that it
r
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surprizea one 1mw so much traffic can be
carriéd on with the interior. It was long
before La Guayra bogan sensibly to recede
from our view; but by dirit of perseverance we
reached "La Venta," the haif-way house, in
three hours. Nothing can exceed the gran-
deur of the scenery while winding up this
immense steep. The mountains are generaily
wooded, excepting only in a few spots where
Itiey hayo been cleared to give place to
"Tierras" of maize, plaintains, coifee, &c.;
and words cannot convoy art adequate idea of
the majestic beauty of site view froni tito
Venta, whieh has already been most justly
celebrated
This spot does indeed, wbeb the clouds
permit, present a nagniñcent view of the sea
and tite neighbouring coast. You discover an
horizon of more than twenty-two bagues
radius; tite witite shore reflecta a dazling
mass of light, and you see at your feet Cape
Blanco, tite village of Maiquetia with it.s
cócoa treos, La Ouayra, vid tite vessels lying
at anchor in the 'port. But this tIew is far
more extraordinary when the sky is not serene,
and trains of clouds strongly illunained oit
tbeir upper surface seem projected, like fioating
7i.lands, on the surface of the ogean. Strata oí
vapour, hoveringat different heights, then forra
intermediary spaces between the éye aud tite
lower regions. From an ilhision easily 'ex-
plained, they enlarge the ' scene1 and render it
more extraordinary. Trees and dwellings dis-
cover themselves from time to time, through
the openings which are left by the clonds
driven on by the winds, and rolling over one
another. Objects .then appear at a greater
depth than when seen through a purer ami
more setene air."
According to Humboldt's computation thiÍ
spot Ls 3,600 feet aboye the level of the sea, aud
the differeúce of température between it asid
La Guayra is very striking. From hence to the
sumait of the mountain, which 1 reached at
suuset, is a distance of two miles, and thence
to La Guayra Ls computed at eleven, which it
took me four hours to. perform. The descent
to the vale of Caracas is seven more. Tbe view
of that City from hence, 1 am inforined, Ls one
of the grandest sigMa imaginable, asid 1 han to
rgnt that the advance of eveniñg deprived me
of the enjoymeut of it. It was eight o'cloek
ten L paised the city gates, descending by the
Odie (Street) deCambobo, a complete picture of
desoLstion .i*.that pafl of Caracas neoxest to the
8zucuntain presenting a continued nmss of ruina.
For the fuil space of a mile the streets were
ove rgrown with weeds, and entirely uninha-
bited. Such are the remains of the violent
earthquake of 1812!•
201/i Feb. ¡ regret that (uit employment dur-
¡ng my short stay in the second capital of
Colombia prevents my giving a very detailed
account of its peculiarities. It is situated in a
valley, about four leagues in extent, running
east and west, and surrounded by the immense
chain of mountains which border the sea from
Coro to Cumaná; the only regularity observable
in the town is the direction of the streets,
which ron at right angles; the principal squaro
is calied the Placa Mayor, where the market is
heid; it ¡s built without any symmetry or order,
and surrounded bysmail shops which are any
thing but ornamental. The cathedral occupies
the eastern side. 'ile houses of Caneas, once
so rich in the costliness of their furniture and
decorations, can now barely boast the com-
nionest articles of convenience, and it ¡a with the
utmost difficulty that a table, chair, or bedstead,
can at present be procured. The cathedral ¡a
neitber remarkable for ita architectural regula-
rity or bate; on the contrary, ocie is surprized
lo se in dic capital where the Ronian Catholic
religion 18, air rather. was, so honored, 3D edifico
that does not correspond more with the former
size ami importance of this city; tite interior is
divided by four rows of pillan at equal distances,
consequently the nave has only the width of the
aisjes; the principal altar, instead of being de-
tached, is fized to the walt, ami ñotwithstanding
the gaudiness of ornament, aud a certain degree
of grandeur, as respects tite size and general
effect, the several parts will ñot bear scrutiny.
Depons informs us, that in 1641, a plan was laid
for.a superb structure, but when, in tite com-
meacement of the. work, a severe shock of an
earthquake arrested its progress; it ' was then
decided that solidity should take the lead of
maguificence, and suóh is the character of the
preaent.building,. which indeed ita age bespeaks,
having stood nearly two centuries, braving tbe
repeated shocks ofearthquakes, and aboye ah,
thé.overwhelining calamity of .1812, which has
laid. more iban hnlf.the town in ruina.
Tite early settlers in Spanish America had
more difficu!ty ¡u conquering the district of.
Caneas than any other on the main, for within
a circumference of ten or twelve leagues there
were: upwards of one hundred and fifty thousaud
Indians, governed by more than thirty Caciques:
after desperate resistance .they were at length
'o
conquerod by Don Diego Losada, who founded
the city ¡u 1567. During or stay here the
cliinate was most delightful, the maximucn of
heat not exceeding 75°, and the moroiugs and
evenings sufficiently cool to make additional
clothing agreeable. Fn*its of various kinds are
very abundant and delicious. A beautiful pano-
rama of the vale and town of Caneas, might'be
taken froin dic ruina of un oid hospital, situated
on a gentle Se near the foçt of the Silla.
This vale, fonnerly so celebrated for ¡tu great
krtility and the value of ita productions, is now,
with the exception of a kw Haciendas,* inuch
neglected; but it would be unfair from this cir-
cumstanoe to judge of the people's disposition
te industry, for in no pafl of tizo Republie are
they more distinguished Ibiagricultural activity;
th, causo may very justly be assigned to the
desolating and long protracted war, in whieh
they have atnsggled kw, sud ut length obtQinud
their independence.
My nat letter will probably give ome ac-
count of our progresa to*axds Bogotá: en g
fkvourable opportunity pre*ents itself of for-,
warding tbis Vi Europa, A will not detain it Ñr
further partioulan.
Éstates.
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TOCUYO, 27h Mara-
1 intend to be 1ithful to my promise by
inforrning you from time to time of our progress
—tbe aspect of the couxitry—its irihabitants-
manners—eustoms--and general state of affairs.
Although 1 feel aud lainent ¡ny ineompetency to
delineate these objects with the force they de-
serve, to convey any thing like an adequate
idea of (be grandeur aud sublirnity of th
scenery—general fertility of the soil—its pro'
ductions, spontaneous, and such as result froin
cultivation—both for want of tilo neceflary iii'
formation, and from my very recent acquaintance
tth tilia quarter of the globe, 1 will endeavour
w impart to you what little 1 hato acquired by
obsenation, resuming ¿ny journal from tbe
period of out leaving Caracas. 1 must, bow-
«ver, prepare pu to expect many repetitis
for as alt ddnitions of the Mme thiag han a
tandency to resemblauce, so dic descriptiona
ci country, which frequntly occu!, mútt áJways
bear in a degree thát similarity to eaoh other
which they haya geñeralty to their object.
228Feb. Aftera mal of ten daysatCm~
dio object of our detention baing satisfactorily
ananged, *e took lean of oua friends at five
in the sftento^ equipped witk enty téqui-
*¡te and convenience for the journey to Bogotá,
the capital of the Republic, from hence a dis-
tancecoinputedat 1,200 miles!
The only method of traveffing in this country
being oit mules, the best were provided that
Caracas afforded. accomanying us a few
miles oit our mute, formed with the three fra-
velling companions, and like number of servants,
a larga cavalcade than had departed hence for
sorne time. Tocuyo was fixed upon as the place
of rendezvous, where the arriero in citarge of
our effects was to join us.
The evening as usual, wasdeightfully mild and
serene; by sun-set we liad gained tite surnrnit
of an eminence from whence .the retróspect of
tite city ir extretnely fine, backed by its lofty
Cordillera, or muge of Andean mountains, in
tite centre of which tite Silla (so named from a
dip betwien ib east and west extremity, which
gives it tite shape,of a saildie,) was eminently
conspicuous: oit tite left of the toad, situated ¡it
a deligbtful valley, and halfenclosed by wooded
heights', the first object of much interest that
preseuted itself wast sugar plantation, belong-
ing to a rich merchant of Caracas. Tite trans-
pareat tinta of tite cane, its, romantic situation,
theriver Guayra wiadiagthrough tite plantation,
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together with a variety of trees peculiar to dic
western hemisphere, formingaltogether a scene
ofdeep interest. Our friend left us at tite village
of Antimoné, and we pursued our route through
the vale of Caracas, once so celebrateçl for its
richness and fertility, now in a state of compa-
rative abandonment, but not less interesting
from the noble &truggle whence it has pro-
ceeded: tite moon shone with uncominon splen-
dour to ¡Ilumine. this seene of novel and pecu-
liar beauty; on each side the road mountains
rose to a rát height, apparently meeting tite
brilliant stars that twinkled on their sumniits;
tbe murmuring Guayra still . accompanying lis.
Such a scene, softened by a most delicious tem-
perature—the stillness of the evening, inter-
rupted only by tite progress of tite Ser and
chirruping of crickets—was truly astonisk-
¡ng.
At eight o'clock we stopped at a snalI village,
called "Las Juntas" (from tite junction of severa!
streams,) to give time for the arrival of the bag-
gage, our sable eook, a most ¡mportant person-
age, baving already fallen in the rear. We waited
titree hours in expectation of bis arrival, witen
it became too late to proceed; tbe hamrnocks
were tberefore slung under a shed in tite Pal-
peña, i method of refl to me so unusual that 1
'4
Ud titilé sleep, asid ng atartied before it wat
ligbt by tbe crowing of a fighting óock clase at
y ears. These animais are custoinary inha-
bitants in alt Palperias throughout tbe country.
A messenger who had been dispatched after the
cook returned without any tidings of him.
23rd Feb. Sunday. We mounted at six, and
quitting the plain of Caracas, began to ascend
the mountains which separate it from the valleys
of Aragon —here the river Guayra takes its
source, ami the country at every turn presenta
objects for oncreazing adiniration; the road
was steep, but our animais being sueh as con-
quer alt difficulties, we were soon enclosed by -
this brandi of tbe Andes, which you must
picture to yoursetf as the grandest of scenery;
indeed, on such a scale, that 1 am at 'a loes to
give you any idea of it. The mountains are
covered with the very richest verdure, ami
spontaneous natural ornamenta.. Trees and
ebrubi of snch variety and exquisite beauty, as
quite astonish the inexperienced mmd of a
European, and render every step of the deepest
interest; a new object presenta itself at every
winding, and the attention is kept in a atate of
constant excitement by the magnificence of the
changes. The richuees of the verdure is nfl
the Leaat source of astohihment ami admiratios.
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¡u a tropical cimate, where one expects to see
vegetation pazched and burnt by a vertical Sun;
here, on the contnry, it luxurittes in the
greatest possible freshness; the climate is
delicious, owing to the rarity of the air at so
great an elevation. In fact, nature s^ems fuil,
spreading ber gifts with an abundant hand in
the midst of a perpetual Spring! The road
¡ay occasionally through beautifully verdant
avenues; it would then open to a panoramic
view of the sea, of mountains that encompassed
us, with here and there an inconsiderable spot
of cultivation.
ilaving passed "Buena vista," an eminence
which describes its meanirig, ¡ muM lead you
on to .the village of San Pedro, a distance of
four leagues, which we performed befpre break-
fast. lts site, ¡u a sma.11 valley, is very roman-
tic; bat 'the place itself is inconsiderable,
consisting only of afew hoveis, amongst which
we Sound a Pulperia. It being Sunday, the
inhabitants had aasembled to witness a cock
fight, a diversion peculiar to the da.y, and u
very favorito amusement throughout the country.
There were no ¡esa fian four combatants in
eaoh comer of the room where our bantmocks
were placed, whose constant musie interrupted
our mideday slumbers.
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At two, we again mounted and cominenced a
steep ascent, the road Mill winding through a
grand and naturaily rich country, aboutiding ¡u
a variety of beautiful shrubs vid wild fiowers,
sueh as in Europe would excite the greatest
admiration. .We dined at a place called Las
Majas, commandingly situated On this summit,
the bighest point of the .
 Cordillera. For our
dinner, consisting only of a few eggs md a
piece of lean pork dried in the sun, with a bottle
of bad Cat.alonian wine, our simple mountain
host would have charged lis the moderate sum
of seven dollars, the half of which he ultimately
received with evident glee. The distance henee
to Las Coquises (named after a speeies of aloe,
wbich grows in great abundance in its vicinity)
is three leágues; but by sucli a steep descent,
vid so bad a road, resembling more the bed of
a mountain torrent, than the principal commu-
nication in the country, that it was late ere: we
reached it. The "Posadero"* was gone to bed,
vid it required ah our persiiasiøn, accompanied
by liberal promises, to induce hito to open the
door—one of the fraternity having been mal-
.treated by travellers a few nights before; hów..
ever he made ample amends for our detention,
by setting before us vi excellent supper; vid
was ¡u himself so complete vi original, as highly
• IDflkeeper.
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to entertain us. It would indeed be difflcult to
find a bétter personifiáation of Sancho than
"Coetano Rios;" the foliowing are specimens
of his poetry, as inseribed on the walis of the
Posada
Todo el que traiga Dinero,
Entre 1 tratar con este Ventéro.
Companeros! øoy no' se ña aqui,
Manana Si!
Vayan Entrando. Vayan Comiendo;
Vayan pagando y Vayan Saliendo.
Ye who bate pockets fui), inay enter here:
The hoát ebali welcome—and ne'er doubt your cheer.
Traveiler, no trust ¡s giren bote to-day,
We'fl trust to-morrow, if to-day you pay.
Pray enter here, eat, drink your fili,
Merry depart—but pay your bit! 1
This is the first village in the plains of Aragua,
so celebrated for their valuable productions aud
fertility. At ten -o'clock we again proceeded,
and had a most delightfut vide to Consejo, two
leagues diátant. The moon shone with great
splendour whén we Ieft -the Posada, and fol-
lowed thecoursé of a siall river, the Tuy. On
our right the plainwas cultivatedwithsugar cane,
C
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msS, and pMntain, (or tut halla mlle, when
it terminated suddenly in high mountains ridily
'wuc4af. Oit tite opposite bpnk ,
 they rose
abruptly from Ibe ztream, tite whole formiag a
view of great beauty in so soft a light. We
found it expe&ent to lake advantage of the
moon-Jight nights as much as possible ; jthey
certainly tend to enhance the rich efl'ect of such
scenery. The same difficu!ty again occurred
in giining admittance here; and it as pat
twelve when we "tumM in," after a long day's
journey.
24tA Feb. tu the last 'vilage there is nothing
worthy of remark ; like most others coosisting
of only a few cottÁges or huts, which are ex-
tremely peor asid miserable; but the country
now opening upon os, is as much noted for its
luxuriant richness, as Se lofty Cordillera for
its magnificence. The valleys are generaily the
most productive, on 'account of Se equal dis-
tñbution of heat and moisture; tite piaS being
more exposed to tite beat of Se sun, are ¡a
general extensive pasturages—those of Aragua
are considerable, tite eye nevertheiess encom-
pessés tbe boundary of mountains SaL endose
titem. This fract is more abundantly fvoured
by nature, titan any 4 have hitherto seta—ita
produce consisting of cocoa, coie, sugar, indigo,
¡9	 -
mate, cotíon, plantain, and aH kinds of fráité.
The land is completely intersected with rivulets,
and the attention is constantly Stracted by a
variety of birds of the most brilliant plumage,
froni dic commencement of the vale.
At La Victoria we only stopped to eec dic
church, formerly of great beauty and gran-
deur, but its ¿ay has now gone by. This
place was founded by the Missionaries; azul
from a small village, inhabited only by a few
Indians, has risen to a very considerable town.
It has many good houses, aud the remains of
others, tiiat were destroyed by thc overwhelming
calainity that desolated Caracas and other cities
in 'the Republic. In 1804, its population
amounted to 7800—now probably not a third
of the number, from the Earthquake and the
Reirolution. Here, for the firat time, we began
to feel inconvenience from the heat: it beçame
rather oppressive ere we reache4 San Mattéo,
a sitiall village with a tolerably good Posada,
taking ita name from att hacienda of considerable
extent and richness, belonging to Bolivar, at dic
entrance. It is one of the largest in tIte country,
consisting principally of sugar-cane plantations.
Notwithstanding tIte quantity of sugar that is
grown inVenezuela, but little (and 1am notaware
if any) ¡a exported, owing to the amazing con-
c2
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sumptión at home; largequpntities are consumed
in making "Guarapo," the common beverage
of the lower grder; it consists simply of sugar
and water, whichis maite toundergo thevinous
ferinentation, after :which it possesses intoxicat-
ing qualities. A great deal of "popelon" is
caten by tite common pople, either witit or
instead of bread—this. is sugar in its first state,
before the treacle is extracted. Preserves and'
sweetmeats are in very general use by al! classes,
and are another great meana of consumption
The plant requires a warm elimate, rich soil
and abundance of water; according to the
degree of heat it is froin fine to sixteen months
in ripening —it is then cut down and sent to the
miii, the upper parvof each cane being reserved
for re-planting. Wben cut, it is imme4iately
carried to the press, and thence the jujee to the
boiiers; if ieft only a short time a fçrmentation
would talce place, that would greatly destroy
the saecharine qualities; the process of reflning
follows, which is not carried to haif the per-
fection in which it is done in England, or is it
at al) to be compared to the Brazilian sugar.
If 1 am not mistaken, a decisive battle was
fought in the neighbourhood of this place.
On opening my best thermometer to ascer-
tain the temperature of this place, the hottest
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we have yet come to, 1 was truly grieved Lo
find it broken, owing ¡ suppose to the rough-
ness of the carriage; the Ioss is irreparable, my.
stnaller one having been broken in coming from
La Guayra. We remained here during the heat
uf the day, reposing in our hammocks, which
indeéd we 'find necessary, to make up for short
nigbts. The continuation of to-day's journey
is, if possible, more beautiful than the com-
mencement of tite Vale. A large Hacienda,
belonging to Don F. Tovar, in particular,
exdeeds in exuberance of ricE foliage and um-
brageous coifee and cocoa plantations, any
titing of tite kind 1 have yet seen. Between
seven and eight we reachéd the large village of
Maracay—a march of five Ieagues. This place
is regularly built, and contains a number of
Jarge houses, which are sufficiently commodious
aud solid, tite greater number being of stone;
most of them have gardens attached, a custom
little known in this country, probably on account
of dic extreme indolence of the people----this
circumstance alone justifies the character for
industry whichiiusually given to the jnhabitants
uf this village. According to tite custom of tite
country we sought lodging in a private house,
tite Jadies of which received, us with tite usual
good nature and hosptality that are invariably
shewn to travtllers, amusing us moreover by
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singing national airs, although ¡a a style that
cannot be much extolled. We were visited
here by two young naturalists, who were sent
out by Mr. Zea, forming pafl of a Academy
of Science, which he was preparing the foun-
dation of, for dic general irnprovement of
the country. It appears that their researches
have been atteuded with success, both ¡a
Botany ami Mineralogy, during their short
progress. When at Caracas, they ascended
the Silla, a undértaking of sorne difliculty ami
danger, ami were successful in discovering the
Milk Tree, described by Humboldt; tite liquid
that is extracted from it exactly resembles milk;
so strong ja tite affinity, that upon annli7ation it
proved to contain the sarne animal properties.
They intend proceeding further witb. their
researches.
Tite renowned General Paez with alt his staff
pasaed us this eveniné—a man as remarkable
for courage, as he has been erninently succeasful
¡u ha country's cause; he ¡a secoad to none but
Bolivar in the Ñgeneration of this pafl of
Aznerica, vid ¡a asmuchesteezned byhis troops,
as feared by tite enemy; he generaily traiels
with considerable pomp, accompanled by a
nuinerous staff. Phis place may be conaidered
within tite limita of the blockasling army of
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Puerto Cabello ami, has somewhat tite appear-
ance of military rule. We were glad to swing
our hammocks in the open air, the night being.
very close.
251/zJ'eb. At huz in the morning we began
making preparaüons Gr our departure "en
mute," favored by the moon asad freskness of
the morning air. Wc reached ttke borden of the
beautiful Lake of Valencia, just as tbe moon
was retiring behiud the mountains, which bound
it on the West. At the 'same time, the aun
rising ¡a dazzling apiendour from tite fertile
vale, gilded ita placid waters with tite moat
delicate tinta. Situated in a.cbarming valley-
sunounded by moantains of tite richest and
niost agreeable vegetation—studded as it is
with numerous and picturesque islanda, adorned
by the fresheM verdute—I thoiight, as we traced
Uit read whicb winds round the Lake, that it
wsa no of tite eest exquisita sights imaginable.
ThM sane ¡a comparad' by traveflers te tite
Lakt of Geneva, wbiá it it "id, muclt to
nseable. In ¡te giréates$ length it ja abnut
forty-two jáha, aS Vwelve ¡u brtssltb, asid
nearly tnS diffsaiesi rivera e 'said to fall
liS it; notwitbstnvi ¡ng wbiebç wititout having.
any osslet, Se waten do »os encrease—their
nou.aceumnlMioa ¡a conjectured te arise (mm
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sorne subterraneous exit, as it would be impos-,
sible for evaporation alone to consume the
inilux.
At Fórt Cabrera, bailt on an eminence, for-
merly. an
 Island, on the borders of the Lake,
we should have been stopped- to shew our pass-
ports, which were improvidently left with the
baggage, had not our friend fortunately been
acquainted with the tommandant, who allowed
us tó pass. The richness of the foliage, aud de-
Iicious perfume exhaled from va iotas odoriferous
shrubs, was very agreeable, together with, the
freshness of the morning; but as we advaned
towards the Condil lera, the country became
more arid. At half-past eight we reached San
Joachin, a distance of six leagues, havingpassed
a fine Hacienda of Cocoa. Here we remaiñed
tul four in the afternoon ¡a onsequence of the
héat, vid were- well taken care of by the
Posadéra aud her daughters, who were ratker
superior and agreeable lasses. A Ietter .was
he'nce dispatched by - to a particular friend
of his at Valencia,. Don Fernando Penalver, to
apprizehiin of our approach, vid intent'ion to rest
• day at his hous& We followed at four, and had
• very cool vid pleaaant ¡ide of five leagues,
passing the village of ..Guacára, where we inet
Don Francisco, a brother of the Marquis Toro,
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also an oid fñend of his. It was eigbt wjien
we entered Valencia, and no sooner were we
hoúsed, thañ a tremendous storm carne on; the
rairi fe!! ¡ti torrents for three hours ¡a a manner
peculiar to this hemispheré.
• Valencia, situated in a large plain, a little
to the west of the lake, is a large town, tbe
next ja size to Caracas, and at present the
hóad quarters of the army investing Puerto
Cavello. There are about two thousand
troops here, and amongst them most of the
English that have sunived the different cám-•
páigns. The entrance to the .town is by a
good bridge of three arches, built of stone
aud brick, and. 4escribed as the best by far
of any in tIte Republic The "Glorieta" at-
táched to it, is a large cirçula.r seat, enclosing
an arca, whére tIte inhabitants meet in tIte
evening for dancing and festivity; This is, in
fact, tIte only public promenade. Of ihe few
beaéfits bestowed on tIte country, by :the
Spaniards, this is one. TIte bridge and Glo-
rieta were erected by Morales, not maty yeürs
sijice. • The towo contains many large hdüses,
the best of which are occupied by tIte rnilítáry:
a greater number are in ruins, presenting a
Ñrther memento of tIte nvaés committed by
the earthquake. The population is not, how-
e
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eva, proportioned to its presest sise. In tbis,
as well as la napea to itt resources, the
pSonged aM harassiug war has left behiad
it> moat mdancholy menioeials. Valencia has
an appearance of antiquity: 1 belien it was
founded ja 1555, by Alonso Dias Moreno.
261k Feb. General Pasa, the commander ¡a
chief, atrived at eight in the .norning, from
Maracay, a distance. of forty miles. It is bis
usual eustom, wben travelling, to start at miii
nigbt, tu preven¡ bis, movements being kaown.
It ja descxibued as a mot active man, COUt-
teon it bis mannera. tu foreigners, ami iii bia
penen quite tite beau. No officer ja the ser-
vicehassogoodoisolargeastud; heis, con go-
qusntly, always extremety weli mounted. MiS
vigilanes ¡a. Se biockade of Puerto Cavello ¡a
vwy great; nutwitbstanding which, the par-
S~ of tite olé systen, meny of wbont hayo
taksn yefaige ¡a C*uac.a, coutiiive oecasionálly-
te introduce mecoma . tu dio bealeged. It ¡a
not. rnny dsp a briffrom Se ¡alaS,.
LnLt witk prowiaions, evade4 Se Ñtnce st
lb. Conaodbm aS ges ¡ato te port. Wat•
fir tía asaistance it was Soughv the;garrisos
aould un bne beid out ny days, being
much aaitene&.	 It ¡e, 1' am' ¡aformed,
natswaUy lbs aweageat,. aS tito beat ÑwtiñS
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town on the cóest, and ita occupation by the
enemy is a serious losa te the country, being
tbe principal entreps3t Coy the commerce of this
part of Venezuela. The town is deacribed , as
being very unbealthy as soon as the rains set
in, when the stagnant waters iii bbc musties.
with which it is encompassed, tbat bave been
putrefying du 	 the hot. moathi, being set in
inotion, the ring  cause fever of a most
malignant kind, particularly destructive to
Euxopeans. When the port is liberated, Va-
lencia wiU probably become a place of muck
commerce. The distance between the two ja
only six or seven leagues, and the cowmuni-
catioa is facilitated by a good toad. Indepe»-
dently of the stiniulus ti> cultivation offered by.
ita vicinity to so good a port, Valencia en»ys
a great fertility of soil asid a warm cirnata;, it
is necessarily 'the medium for importa. zçad
exports to. asid from the vaileys of Arag1sa,.
St. Carlos, Tocuyo, Barquisimeto, &c., cøWr
prising tbe riehest district of Veaezuela. A
great atagnation te tale is at ptesent cause4
by Se diSevity of tranapcit; dic growext
having to seud their produce from tite abon
dskicts overland te Qaracas, at a very con-
sióerable expense.
Geperal Vaez seat for	 titis. morning,. ami
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gaye him, ¡u addition to General Soublette's
recommendatory letter, one that will enstire to
g the aid aitd assistance of every "bon Colom-
biano," should we stand ¡u need of it on the
route. There is, probably, no man in the
Republic whose wishes would be more parti-
eularly attended tó, his valour having made
him universally respected.
During ¿ur stay in Valencia, Mr. read us
a most interesting letter which he had received
from Bolivar. It was quite a friendly ami
private communication; and the more valuable,
as shewing the unreserved opinions of the
writer. Its principal objéct was, to be informed
of the state of affairs in Venezuela; in all
probability previous to the President's makbg
up Ms mmd as to going to the assistance of. Peru;
taking at the same time a glance a  the moral
and political condition of the severá republies
of South America. The sentiments it contains
are not only those of a true patriot, but bear
al the irñpression of a noble audgenerous mmd,
ardeñt in his éountry's cause for her béñefi.t
alone, in which bis' wholé soul seemed 1w be
engróssed. .Wlth a spiit of prophecy highly
creditable to his judgrnent as a statesman, he
laments, in the liveliesi terns, tire evil that must
aceite to Mexico from the ambition of Iturbide,
and speaks of the time as arrived, when, in the
Western Hediisphere, despotism must bow be-
fore public opinion; in fact, from its ingenuous
expressions—the ñature of the communication-
to one of his oldest friends.and active coadjutors
in. the regeneration, óf Ajnerica—a man who is
looked upon as, one of its ablest senators—no-
ihing conid have been more interesting to us
•than the opportunity of perusing such a docu-
ment.- The miad of the illustrious . writer shon,e
forth in every une, aud excited icx us, a degee
of admiration and resject for bis character, that
1 know not how to describe.
In addition to tIte aboye, 1 shoald not omit
a slight sketch of our hospitable host. His
conversation is that of an intelligent aud en-
. lightened mind—one who has profited by bis
communication with ihe world, and dismissed
prejudices tbat are natural to the American
character. His having been President of the
first National Congress, bespeaks tite esti7
mation in which he is heid by his countrymen;
in addition to which, although or acquaintance
was but short, 1 am sure 1 do not overrate his
merita ja describing him as a very ainiable man,
and one wito would- be received in any society
with respect and consideration. He is living at
present in a very quiet way, although pos-
IrnA
sessipg ene of tbe finest eatates in the country;
but it having snfired much during the war,
he very wisely appropriates all bis disposable
mesas te ¡te restoration, wben he 'witi probably
reeeive from it fifty or sixty thousanddollars a
year; á very considerable fórtune in a country
where luxuries are but little known, or indeed
(what in Englandwould be considered) the com-
mon convenien ces of Efe. Few of bis country-
inen, whose property is in like manner deterio-
rated, poneso dic saine prudenee.
27th Feb. We lelt Valencia between eight
and nine ¡u the morning, accoinpanied a few
miles by aur worthy host; here we obtained an
addition to olir studs of three fine saddle mules,
making eight animais lbr orn ownuse, indepen-
deathy of those for the servants ami baggage; so
that with the first recom'mendations in the coun-
try, the friendship and respect that all the lead-
ing inen entertain for , who indeed has n-
dered thetn is.nportant services, this supply can-
not ÍaiI te diniinish tery considerably the diffl-
cuides and inconvenientes of this long journey,
in acountry so devastated by war, and deprived
ofthe usual accoinmodatióna that travehlers stand
itt need of. We arrived at Tocuyito ¡u tite middle
of the day, after an almost sitffocating ride of
three leagues across a savannab, in which there
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it ktothitg worthy sí observation exóepting the
natural lúxuriance of the herbage; the approách
was Se me grateful, the village beisg prettily
situated ¡u ibe .midst of Haciendas añd green
foliage. We were particularly fortunate in meet-
ing with sorne ladies of 's acquaintancé,
ene of whoiu was tite most obliging, lively, vid
amiable Colombiná that 1 have yet seen; Se
beat.of every thing that tite honse aforded ni
inimediately ¡u requisitión for us, and whule
dinner ni prepaxing, we were regaled witit
ddicious fruits, vid moreo*r liad tite luxuvy
ol'acold bathinthe shadeofacoffeeplantution
adjoiiúng tite house. Here, ¡u het. we expe-
rienced to ib fui! etent Se hospitality fbi
which Valencia and ib neighbóurhood ate sodis-
tinguished, and it was with regret we took leavé.
of our kind friends at tbzee o'clock,pursüingour
mute along Se road. by which Se Spaniards
retreated after their signal défeat at Caraitobó,
first to Valencia, mid tbence to Puerto Caveilo,
to which spot tbey have since been ctmfined.
We reached tite fleid of battk just before dusk,
but unfortunately, not in time tú set dic
respective positions. Tite Spaniards were pur-
sued with considerable slaughter by the victors
through Tocuyito te Valencia, vid en to Puerto
Cavello. By the road side, asid scatteied over Se
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plain, we observed tite rinains of many of the
unfotunate Godos (Goths, the namé by which
tite Spaniards are usually recognized by the
patriots,) who were kil!ed in the rétreat. After
quitting the plain, the road became very preci-
pitous and romantic, either winding along tite
side of inonntains, or descending into deep dells,
in the bottom of each a stream or rivulet was
invariably found. The moon had not yet risen,
and but few stars were occasiónally visible
thiough the thick foliage thát towçrs abo ye tite
deep ravines, to relieve tite darkness of the de-
scent. At the bottom myriads of fire fijes and
other luminous insects which floated on the sur-
face of tite water, tended only to make - the
gloom more apparent, whicb, accompanied by
tite hoarse eroaking of toads, hissing of serpents,
and chirruping of crickets, formed altogethér
quite a •
 scene of romance. In tite steepness of
tite ascent from these occasional ravines, our
sumpter mule twice broke down, and at one
moment (being blind of one eje,) was as nearly
as possible precipitated down a steep, which
would at once have eaed us of him and the
effects. Alter repeated disasters such as the
aboye, tlíe led mules getting astray (and ah
without embeilishment,) we at length, at eleven
o'cloek, reached a hovel, called "El Hayo," a
distance of six leagues from Tocuyito; the
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animais, as weII as ourselves, completely tired.
Wc, therefore, with sSe difficulty persuaded
the inhabitants—a half-starved Indian woman,
and a young giri—to open tite door, and receive
ow canteen; saddles, &c.; tite animais being
fastened to a cane fence, witile tite servants
went upon a forage. Tite haiian woman in the
mean time made a fire, and prepared .our cho-
colate (which, by the bye, provea a great re-
sóurce in thisland of badliving.) Couldyouhave
sea us seated on blocks round tite embers, sip-
ping our repast out of Indian calabashet, our
two dingy attendants hardly knowing what
to make. of us in tite back-ground tite stud
tied round the amail enclosure, you would han
thought. it an amusing groupe. The ham-
mocks were slung in tite small place which
served ns as our kitchen, but from tle damp-
ness of the atmosphere in this low apot, our
slumbers were neither sound or refreshing, and
we were glad to move as soon as tite morning
dawned.
Feb. 281h. lience to Tinaquilo, a distance
of four leagues, diere is nothing remarkable in
the route, - excepting that the roads are good;
indeed, since descending into the valleys of
Aragua, with ver)' few exceptions, there would
be no impediment to carriagç conveyance, either
Fi'
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for tite purposes of agriculture or of comnierce.
• The various and beautiful plumage of the birds
here is very remarkable, the commonest ainongst
them would be considered curiosities iii Enrope,
while there are inany of exceeding beauty.
The mocking-bird builds its neat in an ingenious
manner, to protect it from tbe depredat.ions of
• tite destructive venhin which abound so much in
this country; it is suspended (mm extreinities of
the branches, and isoften from one to two feet in
length. and very curiously bound together. Par-
rots and parroqnéts are very abundant, and
make a great chattering, as they fiy about in
large flocks.. The cardinal is another beautiful
bird, entirely scariet; the tropical, equally
pretty, and much esteomed; the most abundant
ja a small dove, which is perfectly tame; there
are others of a larger kind vid fine plumage.
We have shot severa¡ macaws, the colours of
which are exceedingly brilliant. Indeed, if
facilities of conveyance and preservation offered,
ene might make a very interesting zoological
collection. There is also a fine bird, called the
"Guacharaca," very like our pheasant, and
somewhat similar in ilavour; they are plentiful
in the plaina, and are easily shot.
The approach t» Tinaquillo is extremely
pretty, mi account of tite freshness of the verdure,
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and its pleasing contrast to the monotonous sa-
vannahs uve hayo lately passed. Ja the village,
however, there is nothing worth recording; the
houses are straggling and as poor looking as the
inhabitants, who are reduced to few in number.
Indeed, in every place we have yet pasaed
through, the war has decreased the population
to the Iowest ebb; there was a tolerable Pul-
pena, where we breakfasted, .and took an eanly
dinner, resuming our march between three and
four o'clock. The position of Tinaco you will
perhaps not find even in a good map, bat it nay
be considered midway between Valencia and
Barquesimeto. The ride here in the cool of té
evening was extremely pleasant and varied, par-
taking mach of the wild and romantie scenery
we passed Iast night; the moon rose at ame,
rendering the latter part of our journey doubly
agreeable. It was eleven o'clock before we
entered Tinaco, and then had sorne difficulty ¡a
procnñng Iodging fon oursel ves and beasts,
through the cook's stupidity, who had been sent
forward purposely to secure them. To effect
this, it is only necessary to forward General
Paez's letter to the Alcalde, and quarters are
always provided. It was our intention to atari
hence fon San Caños, at four ¡a tite morning,
butwiwere not off till sun-Se, having overslept
ourselves, notwithstanding the same ahed served
D2
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for u and tite mules—trifles that toe travelJers
become accustomed to; indeed, this occurrence
is generaily a source of mirth rather than vex-
ation.
Tinaco ¡a a large village, but having entered
it so late, and left it at day-break, ¡ cannot con-
scientiouely attempt a description of its -pecu-
liarities.
Jet March. Tite ride to San Carlos was ex-
tremely sultry, it being near ten o'clock before
we ,were Iodged. The approach is by far the
most interesting of any town we have seen;
there is a good deal of cultivation in jis imme-
diate vicinity, the produce being of tbat luxu-
riant kind, which invariably characterises and
rewards industry in this favonred land. Tite
"annil," or indigo, is amongst the richest of its
vegetation. "This valuable plant was flrst cul-
"tivated in Venezuela ¡u 1774; tite attempt
"being ridiculed at the time, but in tite result
"it proved a rival to that of Guatimala, the
"price of which had always tul then been 80
"per cent. aboye that of any other pafl of the
"globe." The spot where it is chiefly raised
is the vafley of Aragua, where it has increased
with ainazing rapidity aS success. It requires
a light soil, hot climate, and but little moisture.
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To eztract the indigo the greatest degree of care
and experience is necessary. - The plant is first
mixed with water; in this state it undergoes a
fermentation to a particular xtent; it is titen
boiled, aud theblue is precipitated; afta which it
is dried in the aun, and formed hito cakes f'or use.
As you approach tite town several white
steeples, and tite remains of large edifices, are
visible abóve tite rieti foliage, as well as sorne me-
mentos of tite same trernendous visitatioh of which
•we have fornid so many traces in Venezuela. Oit
the north it is bounde4 by tite lofty Cordillera,
which stretches along'the coast fromCoró toCa-
mana, as singular in its appearance as it is alt
essential provision of nature against the en-
croacbments of tite sea, which would otherwise,
in all probabiity, inundate tite iinmense expanse
of Savannab, or" Llano's," which e;ten4 as far
asthe Orinoco, constituting (or rather have done
so, for they are now cornparatively ruined,) tite
great Source of the tiches of this province from
the amazing quantity of horned cattle, horses,
and mules that have been raised in them. To
tite south, these plains are sorne hundred mileg
in extent. We were quartered in one of the
best houses in tite town, exhibiting in its gilded
mouldings, tite remains of former tiches. lis
principal inhabitants are no'v bats aud spiders.
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The owner, Don Andrés Herrçra, a name distin-
guished amongst the conquerors of the New
World, was one of the richest men of tite place,
but is now reduced to comparative poverty, from
tbe depredations of one party, and the necessary
exactions of the other, for the support of tbeir
cause. The resouíces of this town were for-
merly irnmense, indeed, 1 am toid, almost iii-
credible, as diere were individuals pos8essing
wealth beyond their power of óomputation,
from the amazing aud incalculable increase in
cante, the principal Source of their prosperity;
but a moat destructive warfare has proved that
tite spring was not inexhaustible. Titere now
barely remains a sufficiency for the common
purposes of freight aM conveyance; ami unless
timely measures be adopted to replenish the
breeding stock, the country will sustain a most
serious loss in the extinetion of this branch of
trafflc. There are sevéral churches in San
Carlos, of neat and rather elegant exterior, one
of which was built at the solé expence of an in-
dividual of tite town. Sorne large houses have
withstood tite earthquake, more are in ruins, as
well as tite .
 greater pad of the town; but should
the time arrive, when the government or mdi-
viduals may be enabled to rebuild or renovate
this place, it may be made one of tite prettiest
towns in the province. The principal objection
gE
to it as a residence, ¡a tite excessive heat wbicb
prevails. During our stay, the glasa was at 969
a beat beyond any we have yet experienced.
At times 1 understand it is much bigher. The
orangeá grown itere are considered by tite natives
to be the best in tite world; they are excelient,
but not, in my opinion, equal to Buropean fruit.
The population ¡a computed st five or aix thou-
san& including probably tite adj acent viII ages.
To avoid as much as possible tite heat of tite
day, as well as to ensure to ouranimals better
fare titan theyhave lately had, we did not ¡cavo
tui one tite following morning.
• 2ndMarch, (Sunday.) Passing through " San
José," abont a league from tite town, we reached
La Ccvii, another small hamiet, st five leagues
distance, by sun-Se, where we took orn cho-
colate, and proceeded without loas of time. Tilia
tract consista principally of savannab, which is
susceptible of tite bighest cultivation: a proof of
it ja tobe found ja tite great vigour of tite herbage,
watered by nuinerous ri'vulets, wbich continualiy
intersectthe plains. Thesituation of tite Palperia,
where we refréshed. ourselves, vta such as
would be envied ja tite moat favoured apota in
Europe.. On tite north, for about a miJe, there
was a rich fiat, capable of producing sil thnt
nature requirea, backed by a range of low but
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pictureaque Mlle, a scattering óf wood suc-
ceeded, beyond wbich rose a range of lofty
mountains. It is painflul to see such favoured
spots entirely negiected, possessing as thej
do, a climate and soil that only require the
seed to be scattered on the sw,face, to produce
in three or four moathe a most abundant bar-
veat. Having a lonk day before us, we pushed
on at aix o'clock, tite country increasing in
variety and interest. Now, in confined s'allies,
invariably watered by a small streain as clear
as chrystai, succeeded by unu1ating bilis,
wbich produce spontaneously a variety of beau-
tiful sbrubs, occasionally a few trees are seen,
such as 1 imagine from their size aM beauti-
ful foliage, p to be met with .only in the
western hemisphere; in fact, it was quite park-
like scenery, enlivened by numerous birds: of
the most brilhiant plumage, with wild deer
brówsing at a distance oit tite verdaut hillocks.
Thesun became very pwerful ere we reacbed
Caramacig, a otraggling Indian village, of niise-
rable appearance, at the distance of ten leagues
from San Carlos, wbich 1 inade eleven by miss-
ing the toad: the mule being completely fitgged,
1 remaineda little in the rear, and took a wrong
patb, but fortunately feil in with an Indian,
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from whom 1 learnt my mistake. We took up
our residence here at tite honse of the Alcalde,
or chief magistrate; but whep 1 usé this term 1
must caution you against forming too high a
hotion of bis importance, for tbese dignitaries
usually keep their Pulperias, exercising at the
same time uncontrolled authority over their
respective towns or villages. While the
Alcalde prepared our breakfhst he did. not
consider it derogatory to attend lo the cattle!
The aspect of this place is that of perfect po-
verty, and the lowest degree óf' civilization, for
a country that laya claim to its possession.
However, we bad nothing to object to our host
—a little squat man, bis head shorn of all ita co-
vering but a single curt which feil in plaits over
bis forehead; for in bis double capacity of (Jhief
Magistrate and Pulpero, he did not seruple to
lay aside the forma of office, and to provide
us a ineal, if not the most luxurious, the best
the place afforded. It being thought desirable
that we should push on a little further before
night, baving a very , high mountain to pasa;
called "Montana del Altar; " we left Caramacal
at Tour o'clock, immediately penetrating into the
thick wood tbat skirts tite village, and amongst
which diere are trees of majestic growth. We
anet a Indian family, tite men armed with laige
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bows asid arrows, asid the whole groupe so con-
sonant with the position asid solitude of the
place, that it gas'e one the idea of beüig trans
ported amongst the wild Ab-origines of America;
having traversed it about a league, we were
stopped in our progress by a rapid river (Co-
gedes), which it was necessaryto pass to regain
tbe road. A canoe was moored on the opposite
bank, bat we could not with al! our efforts make
onraelves heard by tite ferry-man. asid
myselfwho were foremost, attempted to ford,but
we soon fodnd ourselves iloating down with the
stream, asid were very glad to regain the shore,
at the expence of a complete ducking. in
coming up had observed a Practicable part
higher np, where we efl'ected a passage, and
thence proceeded tothe ascent, whichsatisfied us
oftheexpediencyofhavingpushedon for thispart
before dark. As a precipitons asid difficult pass, it
exceeds any thing we have yetencountered! As-
other league brought us to a miserable Pulperia,
where we proposed passing the night, after a long
march of thirteen leagues. All we could obtain for
refreshment was "Guarapo," (tite liquor 1 hav
before mehtioned as being extratted from sugar,
neither unpleasant norunwholesome) and cassava
bread, made from the yaca plant, which also pro-
duces arrow'root; this is the common sustenance
of the Indians. Our animais were reduced to
feed upon the Match of the Pulperia.
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March 3rd. At two in t.he morning we were
again mi the move, to benefit by the moon, and
to avoid as much as possible the burning Sun.
We had now passed the steepest of the ascent,
the road was nevertheless qaite of a novel
character, asid differing from any thing 1 have
before seen. 1 can only assimilate it to what my
fancy has painted "Vallambrosa," or the more
irnaginary gloozn of the enchanted Forest in "La
Gienisalemme Liberata." Although the moon
shone with great splendour, this dark pass was
impervious to her rays, from the height and
close texture of the intwining branches—even
the sun's beams never penétrate them; hence
the cause of marshy spots, which in the rainy
season are often impassable. We rode for
miles in almost total obscurity—the trifliág light
that entered, being just sufflcient to- shew the
gigantic size, and great variety of trees with
which the foreat was composcd; áinongst them
were a great many paims of beautiful growth
asid uncommon height, probably from eighty to
one hundred feet, the rugged pathway frequently
obstructed by sorne that had fallen from age or
tempest; tite knowledge of tite existence• of
wild beasts ¡u so retired a spot, gaye additional
novelty and romance to this grand, but gloomy
scene!
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At two leagues from the place whence we
started, we emerged fi-orn the darkness. of "El
Altar," at a place called "Boca del Montana,"
axriving at day-break at Cugisita, an incoa-
siderable village—the knapsack being ransacked
aud the mules fed, we proceeded another four
leagues, to La Mórita, a small and scattered
hamiet. The road hitber being much diversified
with hill and dale, and park like scenery,
from ene or two eminencés commands rieti
views, of a tract but little cultivat4d. On
our left, was a very extensive range of mountains
nmning north and south. The place itself
deserves no other mention, than to record tite
extreme poverty and wretched "acconimoda-
tion" of the miserable Pulperia. Having rested
during the heat of the day, we were again in
march at three o'elock, passing through a tract
of country highly gifted with the spontaneous
productions of so favoured a cimate. It was
dusk when we entered Augare, a village of
very considerable extent, neat in appearance, and
evidently containing a redundant population-
tite only place, in fact, where tite inhabitants
have appeared at all adequate to the number
of buildings. This is satisfactorily accóunted
for in the extensive and valuable haciendas of
indigo, cocoa, and sugar cane, ¡a the Vale
eastward of the tange of mountains 1 before
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mentioned, which is abundantly watered by the
river Cogedes, and various minor streams, tend-
ing to enrich to an amazing extent a soil,
already abuñdantly prolifie. We were tnuch mor-
tified at passing through this luxuriant Vale,
which is of considerable extent, at dusk, when
we could not enjoy its beauties—espeeially as
this is the season when the crops are in the
highest perfeetion. We had to ford the river
Cogedes five or six times ere we reached the
aseent that leads to Barquesimeto, aud it was
eight o'clock before we obtained quarters, in
consequence of the remnants of this town being
fihled with refugees from Coro, and the borders
• of the Lake of Maracaibo, who have iled before
the maranding bands of Morales. The house
of .the curate was assigned to us, aM we were
received by him with the courtesy aM hçspi-
tality for which his Cloth are celebrated through-
out the Republic—a djstinction must be made.
between the monks aud the parish priests-
the former are almost proseribed, wbile die
latter constitute not only a useful, but very
patriotic class of eitizens. This was another
long day's journey of twelve léagues.
Barquesimeto and its environa are supposed
to contain a popufation of between eight and ten
thousand persono, by far the greater portion
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inhabiting tite villagea—the town is but a rem-
nant of what it was formerly. In no part of
tite province of Venezuela has the earthquake
comanitted sucli appálling ravages a$ in tbis
illefated place—not even fin Caracas, a great
pafl of which withztood the shock, but here, 1
am told scarcely a house remain&I entire; and
of ita comparatively sm2ll population 1500 iii-
habitanta were buried iii tite ruina! The
inhabited pan
 is now comparatively amail,
.having been built since the awful visitation from
the materials that abound ¡u every direction,
asid atili its ihilen edifices present a mournÑl
picturé of desolation. The town ¡a situated at
tite extremity of an extensive table mountain,
which ¡a again enclosed bystili higher eminences
• (tite fertile valle intervening), hence probably
the cause of tite severity of the shock. Situated
on tbis Plateau it has the benelit of constant
breezes, which cool in a degree ita excessively
hot climate. This town ¡a Meen years older
than Caracas, having been founded in 1552, by
a Spaniard named Villegas.
March 4th. It was 4 o'clock in tite tfteitoon
of dic 4th, before we thanked the hospitable
Curate for his attentions, asid again were on tite
road—passed a small and miserable place called
Seritos Blancos; descending from whence we
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reached Los Horcones at seven o'cloFk.—.tnree
¡cagues from Barquesimeto.
At half-past two, as soon as the moon rose, Wc
left Los Horcones, ami traversed an uninterest-
ing and arid tract, where the only vegetatión
consists in abundance of tite prickly pear (the
tree of which grows to a large size, and in most
fantaatic shapes), ¡loes, aud a species of dwarf
cedar. We arrived at Chibor to an early break-
fast. Here again we found a great many
etnigrants (ram Coro, &c. who liad fied .with
part of thcir property rather than risk tite whole
under tite rapacity of Morales aM bis kilowers.
Tite village is rather considerable, aM presents
many symptoms of regeneration. Houses are
being repaired—others rising from tbeir ruina,
but all on a smahl scale—a neat cbnrch has also
lately been erected. Being anxious to reacb
tite. first place of red, both for ourselves and
animais, who iii fct are much more wearied
titan we are, we left Chibor at fine o'cloek, the
country assutning the same aspect as aboye,
consequently but of little interest, till by
descending a winding ravine, we found ourselves
enclosed on all sides by mountains. Tite aun
itere became very powerful, ami by tite time
we entered Tocuyo, tite heat was excessive!
lien we shall remain until tite bulk of on
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Juggage, which is ¡St in charge of. an  Arriero,
arrives from Caracas. My nexi letter will
probably be daS from the City of Metida.
MERIDA, lfarck 22, 1823.
1 NOW enter on the second division of
our journey—namely, from Tocuyo to Metida,
both in the province of Venezuela, which you
are aware, no doubt, derived its name from
severa¡ villages buitt on piles in the Lake of
Maracaibo, which according to Robertson, bote
a resemblance to Venice, hence the abo ye name
meaning little Venice, afterwards extending itself
to the whole province.
• The town of Tocuyo was founded as fhr back
as the year 1545, by an agent of the Welser's
Company, to whom Venezuela had been ceded
by Spain; but who were afterwards expelled
tbe country. We were detained here from the
Sth to the 11 th .of March, in consequence of our
luggage not having arrived from Caracas.' Senor
Arráiz, a. civil and obliging native of the place,
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accommodated UN with his .house during our
sta» where we were tolerably at our case.
The site of this town alter that of Caneas is
the best we have seen; but the climate is at
least ten degrees hotter, as diere ¡a seldom
much air stirring; dic mean heat during our
staywas eighty-sik degrees. The plain in which
it is situated ¡a about three leagues long, and
one in breadth, with thé Ser Tocuyo winding
through it at the back of the town; between it,
and a chainof high calcareous mountainsrunning
from N. E. to S. W. there ja a considerable
tract of fertile laud, the produce of which M
principally sugar cane, inaize, aM plantaina;
but the natuÑ of ita soil ¡a adapted to alt aorta
of cultivation—the wheat from hence, ¡ti par-
ticular, being mach esteemed. The ópposite
tange ¡a more wooded, but exhibits lesa rieti-
neas in the intervening fiat. Wc are here shut
in on all aldea by mountains. The town, though
large, has not been a place of much commerce,
farther than in the exehange of ita agricultural
próductions. It, therefore, seems an anomaly,
that it should formerly han supported two
convents—the one of Franciscana, thé .other
Dominicans; besides which, there were three
parisb churches, and a publio hospital-4he
foriner having suifered by the earthquake, the
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Franciscan convent, which with the exception
of the Cathedral at Caracas, is the finest reji-
gious edifice 1 have seen, is converted ¡rito the
"Parochia," and senrice is regularly per%rrned
there, since the suppression of the monasteries.
The population at present don not exceed from
three to four tbousand persona. We met with
every assistance from the Political Judge (Juez
Pcxlitico) in procuring fresh baggage mutes, not-
withatanding an embargo bac! been ¡aid upon aH
animals in the neighbourhood for the Govem-
ment serviee.
Like afi other towna ¡a this country, tite
streets run at right angles; generahly speaking,
tbey contain '
 but few good itouses. - During our
stay here, there was very little variety in oni
occupationo. Once or twice -- took out Ms
gun, and brought home sorne herons and
macaws; tite fiesk of the latter is much estéemed
by the natives. In the evenings there was a
sort of rendezvous at the river, where the
females make no scruple of bathing at the sama
time and place with the men! The best article
of provision here is the bread, called "Pan de
Tunja." It appeared to me tite best 1 ¡md
tasted, being very white and rather sweet.
Fruits were not very abundant, we could only
prácure oranges and water melons. Here it
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was necessary to Jeave our horses, and purchase
three fresb mules ¡a tkeir otead.
111k. March. Wc set out at éeven ja the
morning, more regularly organized ja marching
order—as from hence the difflcult panes com-
mence. The toad is level and good for the first
four leagues, winding through a defile of rieh;
varied, aM cultivated land, abundantly wa-
tered. Ita productions appeared to be cane,
maize, plantains, aud there were one or twa
haciendas of cocoa. There are several pretty
panes through thc lafter, espeeially tete the
toad led down to the river, which i'uns over a
rocky bed itfr considerable impetuosity; a
tange of sterile mountains on either side this
pan, rise gradually as you approach Olmucaro;
their only produce being a species of wild liMe,
of a fixed, and much brighter tolour than the
European plsnt. It was near four ten we.
entered "Olmucaro Abaxo," a small lu-
dian 'village, consisting of about forty houses
or detached huts, aud probably two hun-
dred inhabitanta, descendants of the original
owners of tite sol, who were reduced to the
lowest state of indigent wretchedness, by tite
oppressive system of government, justituted
by Oid Spain, and its selfish and narrow-
minded poliey in keeping them in a staté of
-	 E2
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brute-like ignorance, and the rnost sesvile sub-
jection—the natural consequence of which is,
a disregard of ah moral obligations. But
lii the midst of their poverty asid degradation,
there is to be obeenred ja theae poór lndians,
a great degree of primitive simplicity, meck-
ness of disposition, asid a willingness to
oblige - qualities that under present aus-
pices may yet be rendered highly valuable 1
The Alcalde from whorn we had b.ught
a mule at Tocuyo, had prepared. for us
an apartment in the guard-kouse - thá ad-
joiuing one being occupied by sorne ludian
Conscripto, tite contingent furnished by tite
village, in consequence of an assessment which
has been made throughout tite province; out of
ib smahl population, Olmucaro has lately ben
calIed upon for fifteen recruitz. The subdud
spirit of these poor people is stiongly exempli-
fiçd in their prison diseipline—there not being
even a door to secure thein, asid merely a sen-
try placed at tite entranee. 'Fhey are in ge-
neral strong, well proportioned men, capable
of undergoing much fatigue, asid inured to tite
greatest privations. For a trifle sorne of thern
brought us a sufficient supply of forage tor
¡he animais. We had provided ourselves with
a coid dinner at Tocuyo, and tite first time
made use of tite canteens, a real luxuyiu
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a tract of country where a knik aM fo&
is seldom used, vid a plate frequently a
novelty. To reach the place we had a long
ascent frorn thebed of tite Ser. It ¡a situated
at what ¡a called tizo extremity of tite plains-
(Llanos) shut in on all sidea by mountains, aM
immediate!y at tite foot of one of immense per-
pendicular height. The temperature ¡a agree-
able, Ining eight degrees cooler than Tocuyb.
l2th Match. At aix o'clock we Ieft tite vil-
láge, taking with us tite servants, aud one
baggage animal to convoy the cantéeñs, tite
remainder, together with thé spare mulos; will
henceforth follow, and Join us at night at a
given place. Sucb ¡a our marching order.
We descended by a steep aud craggy patb,
tii we again met dic river Tocuyo at tite bottorñ
of a deep ravine. A rude bridge formed of tite
trunks of trees bound together, was raised on
buttresses of stone, on either side, at a con:.
siderable elevation from tite stream, which
issuing from fissurea in the mountains, foamed
dówn a rocky bed. It was with great difficulty
we goi the mules over, aid proceeded np a
narrow defile, threatened by overhanging rocks
aid "cloud capped" inountains. At this apot
the aboye river bites ita rise, reeeiving severa¡
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tribntary streams, which issue (mm dio motn-
tain, and join in ita couree. E saw 1aM year,
in Wales, aomegrandpasses; where the scenery
ns magniñcent, asid a greater body of water
lbwning downb rocky precipices; but *ben
compared with fiS, tite recollection dwiadles
into comparative insignificance. Here tite na-
tural a000mpanimenti are inconceivably gnwd,
and beggar my humble powers of deacription.
The more we advanced, tite greater was our aMo-
nishment at diese beautifiul scenes—Nature's
sok work! Winding along avenues of luxu-
riant foliage of tite moat vañed description;
amougat which, overbanging tite stream, were
trees of gigantio aize—many loaded with a
white kind of flioss, dropping from tite branches
like pendent icicles—others covered with ivy,
or festooned with arches of bignonia, wbich
stretch from treo to tree ¡a verdant arcada,
forning rick contrts witb those bearing . an
orange-coloured and dieep bine flower—&cks
of parroquets, doves, tropiales, &c. added to
the novelty of a seene to all of us of tite most
intense interest 1 We now began tite ascent of
ene of tite highest asid mot difficult passes ¡a dio
route.-4hat betweeu Oftuu caro asid Agua de
Obspos winding a considerable tinte up a
precipitous asid barren inountain, succeeded by
o4hers co~ wth irsinense foresto composed
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of dic saine rick variety of trees, whicb, fiera
their hcight asid size, mult haya stood.fer agta.
Tite mote we gained ground .the more distant
appeared tite steep we liad tu .climb; but tite
wbliinity of thia mountain world would bate
repaid any Fatigne. •After feur houra of con-
stant asceut wt resohed sotne.sbeds about. tite
middIe of tite ¡naustain, which had ben
ereeted by Morillo as a (X}V&iflg &r troops
wito secwed t& pasa. liare we ma& a ha1t
i Md reoouxse to 0w casaseus, . Ñ.rniáed
tth i tolerable breakist, wbiéh. we enjoyod
e&ctedmgly in this romanuie aud inagniñce$
wilderness. The .tnperstun, owing te thé
great elevation, was cool asid agrecable, aM
we Ibuad a spring of deticious water clase. S
hand. It would be difficult la cónceive Abc
trise grandeur of ibis apot, surroanded on afl
sida by immenae barriers—some ooveredwitb
impervious foresta—the verdant kliage rélind
'by a sprinkling of traes, the leaves, of whicb
appeared white as snow —in puta imn,esse
craga of rock projeçting through tbe fohage.
from the sidea of the mountaiw—others more
sterile, asid of immeuse elevation—the soemn
silence disturbed oiily by dic nwvmuring of
water down the rocky precipices 1 It was
near two o'c1oc4c when we arrised aL tbé
suevnit of this chain of the Andes, after
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truly arduous and constant ascent of sevén
honra aM a Italf. The ecene now before us
was again stupendous; mountains gradually
lowering until they appeared to subside into a
#4—but probably deceptive, from the great
distante. We were considerably aboye tke
clouds, which rolled cii the snmmits of other
emineanes below us, vid there was a very
sensible ehili ¡u tizo atmosphere. We now
descended Sr vi hour and a hall', on such a
toad that it was wonderful how tite anirnais
could keep their Iboting. Wé were much inter-
ested on tilia side by tite great variety of
beautiful wild fiowers vid mountain shrubs
tbat grow in tite greateat profusion and lun-
nance - a complete study Sr a botnnist -
which science 1 never more regretted ¡uy
ignorance of, Agua de Obispos, at tite foot of
tite eminence consista only of a few detached
huta inhabited. by agricul turista. We were
rectived ¡Done of them, with our retinue, with
tite accqstomed hoapitality. The chango of
olisnate hero is surprising: the tberinómeter iii
thenightklltotO°; a difference of 36 degrees
between tisis place vid St. Carlos. Tite produce
of the few patehes of grouad that are in culti-
'ration hero, ja wheat, peas, "garbances," &e.
We liad little expectation of nzeeting witit provi-
ion, but were unexpectedly provided.witji fowis,
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inilk, aM coifee, added to sorne dovesthat w bel
shot. The lodgingwó indufferent, bat we ere
Dow pretty well accustomed to nau4 walis and
earthen fioors; asid with 'a originality,
aud inexhaustible fund of entertainmertt, sud
'a invariable good humour, such scenes are
very entertaining, inasmuch as they give one'
en insight into the domeatic character of dic
natives.
Match 131*. We delayed «ir departwe.till
e. late hour than usual, topartúe of " La. i'e-
bidade los Dioses," coSe and new milk—finMly
proéeeding at seven o'clock. The first part of
the toad was a steep ascent wbich occupied us
en hour, alter which we had a delightful vide
alóng a ridge of high mountains, constantty,
though grkdually descending for three Isuas
byan even road; te scenery was c( tSe gruad
tat description, althoughbearing bat kw traces
of' cultivaíon; a deep valley on eitber Se
succeeded by nunierous ~el,  res of
greater ot len elevation, the path ny aS times
So narrow, that a false step wotild han precipi-
tated ohe down su almost perpendicular steep
of incalculable depth. £1 te way aloúg this
beautiful siope we met with the moat deliraSe
ehnibs, and inparticularagreatvañetyofmyr
des of very luxuriadt growth. About midway
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ibe nl. of Caraóhe, rirnning east vid west,
opened to our view; it liad a most picturesque
effect in Uie midat of this gigantic AMeaa sce-
nery, and reminded me of a model 1 had sean
of the vafley of Chamouny, backed by the ¡city
Mps, only wanting perpetual snow to make it
a great resemblance, although prcbably from
hence tete ¡a a muck greater extent of moisa-
taina. The descent to the town occupied
- three hours; on a nearer approach it has all
fue appearanee of a camp, consisting of about
one hundred detadied honsa built ronad a
equare; a Ser runa tbrongh: the Se, which ¡a
mcnt hn'orably situat'ed tbr culture, thoqh st
pre.uut much neglected in dicvicinity of tite
tbwn, which, having been occupied, st different
titos, by both contending armies, ¡o reduced to
theloweat ataSe of misery; noplae diaL we haye
paised through bu presented so truly desolate
t apnnce; many of tite hóuses aro dnerted,
ibe inhalítants baving sought sbelteí la Ui.
Wo.ds, ¡u pteferenee b betg subject to military
occupation tther from Mead or foe; te £*zner,
being iii paid, are sometiniesdriven. to coznmit
exactisma, La whicb, of course, the tatter han not
beta bebind thom. La tose huta thai are nili
oceupied, diere it kaidly an article of fuSituze,
(o many not cies a door, aS it iras widi ininite
diftculty we procurad provision of ny kind;
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tite Alcalde's infiuenáe, (who by Se by wasnot
the moat assiduous we met with) was not aM-
fielent to procure us a fowi at any price. To
conclude the liat of wants, we were informed
that there was not ¡a tbe town wine enough for
tite Communion Sen'ice! The church la equafly
bereft ofita ornaments,as tite housesof their
little fúrnitun azul utensils.
March 141k. LeftCarache before dayligbt,
foliowing the road through the valley, whieh
is probably' titree leagnes ¡a extent, bid very
nnrow. Tite mountains on c*ch side forin
part of tite Cordillera, witick 1» lid don ¡a
the map eaat of tite lake Maracaibo, ¡te di-
rection being n*th asid south. Shoitly afta
leaving tite viUage, tite va1e asaumed ft 1CM
desolate pect, tbiere appeared a auccesaicu of
amali haciendas of, cañe sed maS, more re-
markaNe for the freshnees of their verdure, Urna
teir actual richuesa. Tite vale tsminatS ¡u
a high mountain which we liad tu ameS,
pursuing tite toad to tite Jadian village of St.
Anita; having croased tite tidge, we enterad
a traçt of quite another dscripSn, whk& for
idemtlty miad be called tite vale of St. AnnI,
ita direction isnearly ~el with thai of
Guache, probably tur leagues in extemfr, aM
one ¡a breadth, but ita features totaily op-
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posed, excepting at ita cornrnencement whcre
the soil also appears good. 1 do not think
we have passed a spot more rernarkable for
its enberanoe, and great natural fertiity.
From tbe summit of the two ranges of emineilees
which endose this vale, descending in a gradual
declivity, vegetation is abundantly pÑlifie, and
of a force that bespeaks a great depth asid rieti-
neas of soil. The wood on each sido is thick
asid umbrageous, in the bottom a imail river
runa the whole extent of the valley; in the
lower ground the soil being pleasingly diver-
sified by wood asid lawn, the richness of the
pásturage Oil these verdant aud sioping banks
isreinarkable; asid if the hand of industry were
but einployed in the cullivation of so naturaily
proliñc asid piøturesque a apot, it could not
il to be erninently succesaful. Sorne groirnd
has been cleared, asid is now cultivated, bat ita
atent is trifling compared to that which is
yetin a Mate of natqre. We have not pazsed
ay epot thai we have óonsidered so favorable
fbc a Buropean settlement; for, ¡a addition to the
great advantageí offered by the soil asid situation,
tite climate is íuch as to suit a European eón-
stitution. Ita present inhabitaúts considér i
cvld, asid from ita elevated situation it ¡a com-
paraüvely so with tite plains, but what we
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should consider a moderate temperatura, the
thermoineter being at 70. In the neighbour-
bood of the village tite vine has been triad, aid
we were toid it yieldód a abundant produce.
The soil and moderate heat it alzo well adapted
for the coifee plant. Wheat ¡a grown ÍD consi-
derable quantity, as well as potatoes, .beans, &c.
plantains and maize; all other produce that
thrives in a mild temperatura would no doubt
succeed. Por cotton, indigo, and cocoa, it would
not be warm enough but tite preceding articles
tU sufficiently recominend a situation which
for natural beauty we han not seen exceeded.
The site of the village is en a oblong eS-
nence, at the further extremity of the vale; the
houses are small and of miserable aspect, and
it was with difficulty we procurad wherewith
te make a meal. The inhabitanta are without
exception ¡he comeliest looking people we have
yet sean in the country, although the. women
are more or leas afilicted with " Goitres ;" their
complexion are of a lighter cast than what we
han usually seen. Títere are not at présent
aboye fiiteeq or twenty fhmiies in the place. It
was between eleven aid twelve when we arrived
here, leaving it again at three. The only Curie
osity. the place containa ¡a tite atona oit which
General Morillo alighted to meet Bohivar, te
treat of tite annistice concluded ¡it November,
lO. We heard several anecdotes of both froni a
pr but patriotic inhabitant of the village,whom
we vWted. 1 should not omit to remark, tite pre-
dilection which the poputation in general han
for foreigners and the attentionthat is generaily
paid to us, for it is a circumstance of sorne im-
pórtance, and may tend to very beneficial
resulta. As we advanced the western extremity;
the vale appeared to have been more cultivat-
ed, although niuch neglected at present. From
hence the road, accompanied by the saxne inte-
resting aM fertile scenery, ltd us up a consider-
able ascent, till we attained tite surnmit of
another eminence enveloped witit clouds. As
night approached, we quickened our pace,
enabled so to do by tite even pathway along
the range, until we carne np witit ant arriero,
who had 6iVOUrZCked on a grassy spot. Hence
we liad a most tedious and ttiguing descent of
a least two houi, to an insigniflcant vifiage,
called "Mocoy," which we liad in view alrnost
continually, and to all appearance clase at hand,
bid sucli were the windings and zig-zag path-
ways, that we were heartilytired oit arriving.
It is placed at the foot of the mountain, consist-
ing only of a fe.v straggling huta, inhabited by
goatherds. The poor animais, aftér a hard day's
journey of ten leagues, were doorned to pus the
night in1sting, there being neither a blade of
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gran or cornin the place; and the miserable
hut wherein we were recéived not contaiaing so
much as a draught of water, at least we could
obtain none; ami 1 have little doubt it is the
policy of these poor In4ians to ny, "No hay,"
to every thing that ¡a enquired for, as it cer-
tain1y ¡a their practice, in consequence of the
repeated passage of troops, wbo levy contribuø
tions, asid seldoin think it necessary to pay for
their entertainment. It was near eleven before -
the servanta arrived with our hammocka.
lAdi March. Before starting in the morning
we did, for aniple payment, obtain 'a little
fresh goat's milk and coffee. Then pursued
á southerly course along the valley, which, as
we advasiced, increased in richness aM fer-
tility. The firat part was wild and ro,nantic,
asid áut in by immense rocky fastaesaes; but
the nearer we approached Panpanito tite more
tke nionntains receded, leaving a rick tract of
partially cultivated asid ja pad wooded 1aM,
wÍth abundance of water. We passéd several
sin!l haciendas of cocoa, p!antations of cane
asid inaize, v ry good coxidition; tite natural
productiona being of tite most prolific asid
verdant description. Arrived at Papanito; a
distanceonly of twoleagues asid a hall be-
tween eigt asid, nine, having pasaed an un-
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usual number of detached cottages. Tisis is
the nearest point to Truxillo, aud contains an
advanced guard from thence, consisting of a
troop of cavalry. We remarked the fine tU'-
letie appearance of tite men was muciz at
variance with their wretched accoutrementa:
the greater number were in a state of demi-
nudity—none of them with either stockings or
boots; the principal badge of their profession
being a kind of helmet made from ¡JUIIOC1?S
,'üde, with a strip of blacked sheep skin in lieu
of afeather. We were sorry not to see the ancient
city of Tntxillo; a sacrifice we nedeasarily
made in consequence of ¡te being a couple of
leagues out of our. route. In tisis small place
we w&e toleMbly supplied with provisions,
but found the heat very oppressive—the ther-
mometer at 84°. Made preparations after an'
early dinner for a long march to Mendoza, dis.
tant eigbt leagues, but our plan was frustrated.
Leaving at three o'clock we had a delightful, al-
though at firat sultry ride, through tite remainder
of tite vale, which expanded as we advanced.
The road lay through verdant and shady lanes
of the richest fertility, in one or two instances
through haciendas of cocoa; a greatportion óf
tite surrounding country being tolerably culti.
vated, but not to haif the extent of ita capability,
The great circumference of this fine valley ¡a
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hardly. surpasaed ¡a beauty by those of Araguai
although. inuck of it yet remaS to be cleared
aM. planted. Tite coup d'eil o ¡ta." basin,
from a wooded emineace st the furtiter eme-
mity, heightened by the warm tink* of tite
evening aun, waa.rich alrnost beyond piecedent.
Having loitered away sorne time .ia tite wood,
¡a parrot shooting, we fornid it too late to carry
Qur fiat intention into effect, therefore stopped
for tite night at. a Fulperia ca" Savanna LargÇ
--a plain of considerable extent, situated o» tlie
summit of a mornitain, where we fornid good
pasturage vid a» accommodating Fulpéro, who
prepared us a excellent «lidi made froni tite.
"yuca," tite plant from which arrow-rootand cas-
saya are made. Excepting tite arracacha, it la.
Se best of many good roots that 1 haya bitad
la Anierica, vid rnust be very nutrítious. We
found tite temperature mild sud agreeable.
16th. March. Leaving st aix o'clock, we de-
scended from tite Sawmpsh by a winding toad
to the river Motatan, wbich we had sorne diffi-
culty in pasaing, from the narrowness ami Seta.
biIüyof tite wooden bridge, which tite cautious
mules liad a particular aversion to. Oit tite
opposite bank we pasaed sorne beautiful trees,.
of extraordinary growth and symmetrical fon».
Tite country continued to be highly interesting,
ir
ieterspersed with fine estatea, and others that
bate ben totally neglected, but bearing tbe
trace of knner richness; especially a cocoa
haciemia in the vicinity of Valen. It is citen-
siye, aM Used to produce diÑe buadred anule
loada a year. fle abon village la remartable
enly u the nearest point tú Maracaibo that
we ahail pan; being situated between tbat town
ami Truxillo, and not more tbsn ten leagues
distant from dic lake—aa immense inland sea,
whieh measures ene hundred and flfty miles fmm
north to south, ib greateat width being ninety,
and circumference four hundred and flfty. The
easterncoastisspokenofasbeingveryarid,
not susceptible of cultivation, and extremelt
irnhea!tby; and on the west the 1aM only
begine to be fruitful twenty leagues soúth of
dic city of Máracaíbo. The southérn extre-
mity of tite lake, on tite contrary, la equal in
richness to any portion of South America. The
city built Qn tite west bank, la seventeen
or eighteen miles fSm tbe sea. It standí
npon a sandy soil, devoid of vegetation. RS
teinperature is excessively hot, aggravated
by tite scarcity of Sn. In July and August
dic heát iskcessiie. Li this tropical country,
from March to October la conjidéried slnnmey
but tite seasoas are not divided, as witb us,
intó four parta. YoU only heat of siunmer
ami wipter.;nor jsit coldor heat thatf'drms
the diatinstion, but .tbe wet asd dry periodi..
wbicb, a$ they are very variable, subject oñe,
¡mt to four, but to tweuty d&trent seasous
iii dio year. tu Maracaibo the atmosphere
¡a so itnpregnated with heat, titat you spar
te bytathe thg sir of a furnace. The inhabi-
tanta conMeact ita effects by frequent l*thing
¡u the lake, wbi* s çgnsidered. healthy. Not-
withatanding sil this, a residence thes ¡a faz
from pernicious afier a person becomes "ac-
cljmaé;" no endzuiç dsØrde$ beingr . known,
agd you no ¡utah leas eubject te disease
tIwn iii many places where tbe beat is leas;
sud the ineana of refreshment more numerous.
We continued our mute to Mendoza. The sun
was exceedingly powerful, and the beasts much
tired. On approaching it the scenery becante
lees interesting; the mountaina áartowing until
we wçre shu% iii by two aterileranges It being
Sunday, the . inhabiemía were sil at mass, and
it was twélve Ó'dbtk: btftwe We were iñ dic
ny of getting á. breakfast. At length tbe
retinue arrived, and with the remaine of a fowi,
a littk bread, and three eggs, all we could pro-
cure ¡u tiñe miserable hole, we made a mee).
r2
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This is another poor indian village: tite chief
produce of the neighbourhood is wheat. For-
tunately the alcalde heard of our arrival,
and carne to invite us to take up our quarters
at his botase, a short distance from Mendoza,
where we should meet with better accommQ'-
dation; an ,offer we gladly availed ourselves of,
aud expeñenced from him and his wife every
civilityand attention bis ineana were capable
of affording. The temperature here was very
tgreeabl e.
• 1 7th March. Having a cordillera to pass itt
the cóurse of ¡he day, we ¡St Mendoza be-
tween six and seven; at a distance of two
Jeagues we comrnenced the ascent, which oc-
cupied us a couple of hours, the road being
tolerably good. Theré was a considerable ex-
tent of the same grand and móuntainoas forest
scenery which we enjoyed on the journey
tó. Agua de Obispos, pervaded by the same
soléznn silence,—a remarkable feature in the
foresta we have pasaed, where yoú acattely
hear asound but thatotyourown vóiee aM. tite
rushing of	 ers,•
 1 ant, at a loss to. describe
* Humboldt saya of the American woods, 11 It ja
acwçely te be distMguisbed what most excites your admi'
rsthon ;—tbe deep aite'nce of those aolitsides—*he isdividual
besuty aud coatrasi of forgp_.pr that vigour ami freshness
the magnificence of tite scene from titis lofty
summit; for mountain grandeur we havé
scarcely seen it equafled. Beneath ts, at an
immense depth, lay the verdant vale of Timotes,
through which we could trace for 1agues a
serpentine river ;-e-rising abo ye thiá, a range of
bilis of moderate dimensions, but of a1mot per-
pendicular acclivity; the summits are exten-
sive table. lands, cuitivated in parts, with the
village. La Mesa, (so named from the fonnation
of the eminenee,) at the eastern extremity;-
hence a second chain, of immense height,
rose abruptiy from tbe "Mesa 1' mostly co-
vered with forest, but terminating abo ye tite
clouds, which appeared to rest midway,
in rocky ami craggy summits of various forms.
It occopied nearly double tite time to descend
into tite vale, and it was two o'ciock ere we
reáched Tiinotes. W  had pretty sharp
appetites having only breakfsted with a crust
aud a cup of coifee at tite hospitable alcaldes.
We were itere at tite foot of the Paramo, with
tite clouds just hovering over our heads: the
atmosphere . wfl damp and chilly, the max-
imum of heat being 63°. We were present at
of vegetable ¡¡fe which chaTacterize tbe climate el' Dio
tropice. It might be said. that tbe earth, overloaded with
planis, does not allow theta ipace enough te untaN thew-
.elves.
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a religious procession of San Felipe, (who
¡8, 1 beliere, the patron saint of the 1ndi*n,)
exceeding ÍD burlesque ay thing 1 han before
seen; but which excited at the• sarne time, a
sensation of pity. tint tisis mild asid tractabie
people .hould han been subjected to so ido!-
atrous asid disgusting a systém, asid of indigna-
tion tlsas their former government should bate
contrjyed thus to huniiliate a race of human
beings to so degrading asid revolting a on-
dition. Itistobehoped a more enlightened
policy will sweep away sucb gross abuses.
18M March. The objectof tisis day'sjourney
was to cross the 44 'Paramo»_a neme given to
the higheat mountain ja a Cordillera. Wc
started soon afier day-.light, comméncing .a
regular asid continued astent. The road was
muchbetter tháa any.we had passed in dic
inoantain dislxicts. The diference in the
temperature graduallymanifested itseif until we
were giad to have recourse to our cloaks. With
tise change of cimate; the country also assumed
a different aspeót; Use more we advanced, the
greater the barrenness of the soil, until pasaing
Chachopo, a straggling vilage in a biesk part
of the mountains, afi usful vegetation ceaseda.
the on]y covering to the stony mountains being
a kind of moss, asid a plant somewhat resembliug
11
the aloe, but of a more woolty appearance. Wc
continned ase ending, tite raÉity of the atmos-
phere eucreasing, un ti! we reached the summit.
of tite Paranio a ten &cloek. llore we found
a surprising fail in thé thermometer, wbich was
don at 421P—a transition tbat te of course
Mt very sensibiy. The morning was extremely
favorable for croesing, being perfbctly cien;
at other times it is often dangerous, asid in
stormy weather impracticable, to effect Se pas-
sage. Tite view from tite height comprised
only a mass of bañen asid rugged mountains,
more wild than interesting. 1 much regret not
having a barometer, by which these respective
ele'ntions might han been accuratetyascertain-
ed. Ilence we descended bys gradual dope, asid
tólerably good road for Ibur hours successively,
tite scenery possessing no novelty, unlesa indeed
the abundant sources of variona rives, wbich
take their rise in diese mousitalos; and it is
intereiting to watch tite enereasing velocity of
their currenta as they proceed, receiving rein
forcementa from every ravine. Arrived at
Mucuchies at two o'cIock..-the temperature
was agreeable, about 860 ; but tite CQUUtI7
equally uninteresting, not a tite to be sesab A
considerable quan$ity of conr is grown ben; sud
as we approached tite town, wc obsenod upon
tite mountains a pat many horaes and oxen.
TJ
Fhe town ami ¡te neighbourhood forinerly con-
tained 3000 inhabitanta, but tite nuniber ja very
senaibly dhniniahed, froni .three causes, tite war,
emigration, ami amall-pox; tite place itself u,
however, so evident a improvement o» Uit
villages we han lately passed, that 1 begin to
hope we han seen tite worst. Took up our
quarteri.
 st tite Pulperia, where we fornid very
tolerable "accommodafion for man and beaat."
Tite church, although quite in humble atyle, la
one.of tite neateat, and best constructed that
we have snn.
J 9th March. If we found tite ciMate itere
agreeable in tite middle of tite day, we han liad -
reason to think leas fvorably of it during tite
night, the coid being very shap. Qn rising,
tite glasa was as low as 46 11—a citange of twenty
degrees in a (ew honra  From hence we gra-
duallydescended, untij wewere again in sumnier
heat; diese transitions are surprisingly great
in so short a space of time. By degrees tite
country became more fertule, ami as we gra-
dually descended by a stony road froin Mucu-
chies, liad a» .opportunity of tracing (mm ¡te
source the river Chmna, which receives a num-
ber of mountain streains, and «Jis over ¡te
rocky bed with great velocity as it approaches
.the amatE village of Mucucubar. Mere we
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observed fox the first time, the craggy summits
of distant mountains, bearing S. W. cóvered
witb perpetua¡ snow; the scenery increased
amazingly in ricbness ami grandeur on nearing
Metida. The high chain of mountains on the
left were finely wooded—the vale paxtially cul-
tivated—and the road crossing verdant Iawns
intersected by rivulets with the Chaina increasiiig
¡u impetuosity ami size from numerolis streams
that it receivés. Between twelve and one we
commenced an abrupt ascent to crown tbis
morning's ¡ide, exceedingly fatiguing to the
animais from ¡te steepness. When Oil the sum-'
mit, wé found ourselves in the delightful City of
Menda, from whence 1 propose tó fornid this
)etter.
1
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II
ROSARIO DE CUCUTA, la Apvil, 1823.
22*1 March. Having recruited at Menda
three days, and it now beiñg tho éve óf or
departure, J; rnSt «ita toú sorne account of so
chaMi*g á spot and itt neighbourhood. It u
coiisidered by travellera to be about baif ny
between Caracas 1 aud. Bogotá; but 1 belien
there u no accurata cornputañon of the diatance
'Ç The city was founded s-long shice as tSb8
under thennnie oíSt.Jago de lbü.C*ixafleros
and ¡a situated on a table land of three bagues
ia longUi, and OS: Woad," surróunded by tite
rinri: Macujai, wzieh has ¡ti source $0 dic
north, ¡a "los Paramos de los Conejos,'—the
"Albarregas," and the Chaina, which empties
itself hito the Lake of Maracaibo; here are
united with extraordinary .felicity the greatest
gifts of .nature, soil, cliinate aud situation;
the first ¡a of that peculiar quality as to be
equally adapted to all the productions of a
tropical climate, as well as those of northern
latitudes, aM ¡a ita present imperfect state
of cultivation, it yields within view of the
city, cocoa, coffee and cotton, indigenous td a
warm cimate; plantaina, maize, idi kinds of
roots, such as arracacha, yuca, vegetables, and
the ben of fruits ja high perfection; which
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require considerablé heat; moreover wheat, bar'
ley, peas, potatoes, &c. are equaily abuñdant,
although thriving mn a coznpatitively coci
atmosphere.
Tite primary case oC diese heterogeneous
produc4oi, 'o diffsnt . n tbeir nature, ¡a tite
climate varying according to tité position of
tite land, froin kut exceas of heat, to tite greatest
intensity of colé.. In tite vale of tite Chaina
for instance, ruúntng at the foot of tite tabla 1aM;.
tite heat ¡a probably between 80 asid 90° and
st tite surnntit óf the'niount*ins, (14,000 fra
aboye the letel of tite sea,)' which form ib
boundery, sal immediately frouting tite town,
u have perpetual snow. Jis site ¡a inost
striking aM singularly beautiful; ascending
from thevalley by a very steep sud narrow pus,
you gain the sunimit of en extensive table
land, tending ¡a a slight degree towards a
inclined plane as it runa westward. Tite city
commences at the cestera extremity, éovering
st lean a aptare haif league. On tite north,
soutit, and east, tite sides of the mountain are
perpendicular, asid to tite west, as 1 have before
obaerted, jradually sioping ¡a en eflensive
pksteau." St tite bottom of each precipice
ase tite three abovenamed rivera, andbeyondin
each direct.ion, Se a 'chain of lofty znotrntains
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of more or lees fertility. Thoae to the south,
which are the highest, covered with large (orefl
tyees, and aboye their dark green appcar the
rocky summits enveloped in perpetua] snow.
¡ can gire you but a faint outline of this most
picturesque and delightful spot! the city being
iii, the middle region, enjoya a temperáture
extraordinarily moderate and agreeable; the
beat never being oppressive, aud coid scarcely
sensible, the average ¡a from 67 to 70°. Next
to Caneas, this is by far Use largest town in
the province of Venezuela, and like it, two
thirds at least is a heap of ruina the Same
melancholy cause; (ita population,. in 1804
amounted to near 12,000 persous, whereas at
present, 3,000 ¡a probably the extent.) The
prodigious velocity of the shock which laid
both cities in ruina is inconceivable; dic di3-
tancd is nearly 500 miles, aM yet the convulsión
was simultaneous 1 Metida in .proportion to it3
size, has sufe red more tina Caneas, for with
the exceptiou of two streets, at least a mile in
length, it presenta an unyaried picture of ruin
and desolation. Metida ja the capital of a de-
partment, the see of a bishop, and a muni-
cipality. Before dic calaznity of 1812, it pos-
sessed five convents, and three parish churcheá;
at present one only of the former remajus,
that of St. Domingo, wbich, since the abo-
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lition of religious ordeñ by tité decree óf
congress, ja converted into the cathedral. Itere
is a convent of nuns, twenty-three iii number,
of tIte order of St. Clara, diii existing, an hos-
pital, aud public college, ja which sixty stu-
dents are instructed iii Spanish, Latin, Na-
tural Philosophy; and Theóiogy. ¡u like man-•
ner to Caracas, tite stréets intersect eaeh other.
it right angles, cadi having intIté centre a
clear stÑam of running water. ¡ assure yo¡¡
¡ do not exaggerate ¡a settiñg tus lbrth as tité
most delightfiil spot tite imagination can paint
What might not be made of it, if peopléd by
European families of enlightened ideas, and
with suffióient capital to rebuild and beautify
tite city as ita situation déserves? With any
society it inight be made a delightful residence;
there is agreat ¿eal of laud on tite "Mesa,"
in ita immediate vicinity, which could be con-
verted into gúdens ami pleasure gtouúds,
capable of producing te finest friiits. Tite
snrrounding country oflrs abundancé of pro-
ductive soil for those disposed to agriculture.
Tite jntrinsic value of lands ja of course
influenced by tbeir aite and irrigation, as well
- as their ptoximity to principal towns and
sea ports; ami in alt diese points tite
neigbbourhood of Uña town is abundantly
favored. Tiere could mit be a spot bétter
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adapted for tMcapital of the ptetin, for whith
it enjoy the following advantages;—placed in
a centrieal ¡xttión, it wonld'be an entrepót for
the comnzerj,e of the .LISÑOS, the moat fertile
part if tbe S.éñor, whence their produce might
hi conibyád fór exportation to tite lake of
MuaS}bk, distant only four or five days
jonrney, and which,• by a improvement of
ioade, might be reduced to two or tinte. The
ñver Chama, already become a considerable
body of water, might, 1 conceive, altbough at
considerable expense and labour, owing to dio
velocity oC tite current, be ¡nade navigable;
In which case it would by ¡te cominunication
with the lake, gite to tite town álmost the
advantages of a majitime situation. Tite abun.
dance of mountain rivera, and streazns would
give great facilities for manufactories, milis,
and machinery in general. Weunderstood that
land:niight be porchased hért at wett Iow tates
from individuals, to whonz itpribcipally belongs,
and in whose hands jt h eatirely néglected; ¡te
natural advantages are loo tnany te, allow of ¡6
hmg coñtinuing uncultivated. ---, being te-
4níttdwith tité Oov. Col. Puedes, he.quar.
tered nt Uia bed heume ¡a t& twn; one tbat
has beta lateir búilt by a Snor Lobo, the mcd
complete and certainly tise cleanest 1 bate seen
in the óountry; it is well adapted ¡br tite heat,
T9
wisk a tótridot round tite innó court, large
alty momo, &c. Ve expéilenced great civlflty
ftttn our hoat during oür st*y here, Md bate
Mred excellently Well, te make up fór ahod
coihinoñe erSR: Frbiisións of all kin&s are
pleúSÑl; *iMé only Ls St to be procured, ja
éonsétjuence' ót the commibiátion •with Ma-
racaibo being stopped. OÚrtelay óf n%nles
wehaireagreedforwith Snor Lobo. We proceed
oit our march to-morrow morning, and tite
impressions which Menda (from what it znight
be, more than what it actually is) has ¡nade
úpon us, will, 1 venture to ny, be as lasting as
they are pleasing!
23rd March. At an early hour we com-
menced the third division of our long journty,
proceeding westward along tite Plateau, at least
two leagues in extent. The soil is of tite nichest
déscniption, but little cultivated; not so the
extended valley beyond the river, which runs
north ofthe Mesa; fon froin ts bñkR to tite foot
ofthe mouútains, whicStlose ¡he view mi that
side, Ls one oP&e finesttracts of huid 1 ever be-
heid 1, monet cuhiviiéd; (atthóugh not ¡nade the
moat of,) titan any apt of tilik extent that
we bave passed for a long time, Md lbrming
scenery of tite mofl pictures4ué aM beautiful
descniption; in one or two "places thé vale
NTO
winding round projecting bases of the moun
tains, branches off to the right la gentle rises,
and terminates in a distant perspective. Sorne
quantity of rain Izad fallen early in the morning,
which Izad brought out the rich colours of the
sugar-cane, plantain, an& a variety of foliage za
the valley. la the distance were visible the
rugged summits, enveloped ¡a eternal snows,
with fieecy clonds hanging about the midway,
forests. Mi artist of the most happy imagina
tion conid never have composed so beautiful a
picture—not even Claude, who "enends the
faults of nature." Descending from the table
land, by a short but steep aM stony toad, we
entered the vale of Exj ido, having crossed two
rivers, the "Alvaregas" and " Montauban," we
arrived at dic village, wI%ch is about two leagues
and a halffrom Menda. Thiarich fiat is pro-
bably a league 1» extent, surpassing the preced-
ing in the unifonrnity of its cultivation; indeed,
no where have we seen so great an extent of 1aM
more fully employed, ami la no place has it pro-
duced so admirable and picturesque an efféct.
As we ascended dic mountains we cast many a
parting glance at this lovely scene. Thé rest
of the road to St. Juan lay through moun
tainous passes; the acacia, ¡sin great abundance
here, togetizer with wild jasmine, and other
beautifui rnountain fiowers, spreading a delicious
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fragrancé. We passed a fine hacienda of cofee
asid cocoa about midway; crossed two or tbree
rapid riyers, asid arrived, añer a fatiguing
ascent, on a rough and rocky toad, at Se
plain, on whicb is situated St. Juan.
We took up our quarters with the com-
mandant, Señor Pina, whose hospitality
had before experienced, and found blm not only
a good host, but a sensible and well informed
man. He einploys a portion of thç inhabitants
iii eultivating a small hacienda (farm,) asid go-
veras the whole ja so mild a manner, that at
bis slightest summons tbey assemble, even for
the purpose of conseription; at the very idea
of whicb, in other villages, the inbabitants fre-
quently quit their bornes, ami retire to Se
mountains.
The greater part, 1 may almost say tite
whole of tite personé we lave yet met upon
ow journey, lave declared their utter de-
testation of the yoke under wbich they have so
long groaned, asid which they have now so gb-
riously cast off. Tite grinding oppression which
tite Spaniards exercised over this thai ¡11-fated
country, was inconceivable. Tite inhabitanta
were not albowed to cultivate eitber the vine, the
olive, or tite mulberry. These restrjctionswere
El
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enforced merely to insure to tite inother country
(as abe was then termed,) a znarket for three of
her staple commodities—wine, oil, and silk;
aM the natives of Colombia were prevented
exercising their industry iii three branches of
trade to wbich their soil aud climate were pe-
culiarly applicabie—they wil now be able to
resume them, but it will require much time, aM
tbe aid of European activity and capital before
they can be carried to any extent. It is the con-
viction of all the reasonáble and reflecting peo-
pie, with whom we have con'versed, titat the
beat pohicy the goverument can adopt, is to
encourage, as much as possible, the introduction
of European industry, mechanjcs, and popuk-
tion. This is the only course by whieh the coun-
try can possibly bq relieved from the extreme of
poverty, and wretchedncss, by which it is now
eompletely overwheImed; but itis, nevertheless,
surprising, to hear these sentinienta expressed
by a peopie who have been tutored by their op-
pressors in an absolute abhorrence of alt fo-
reigners, aud of tbe innovations upon the oid aM
corrupt system, which they would naturaily
introduce; which, by enlightening tite people,
would have accelerated the term of their eman-
cipation; aM it ja no less singular, tbat a
population, which ¡u general confonns so scn-
pulousiy to tbe Catbolic rites, shonld not oniy
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look favóurably upon those Óf a different reli-
gioñ, but receive them as the regenerators of
their country.	 -
There was •fornierly a conVent here, tite
building - ¡o now ja niiris, and the nuna dlsh
pbrsed, ¡a consequence of a difl'erence ja poli-
tice. With tite revolution, party feelings were
introduced hité tite aanctuary, which ended
In tite abolition of their orden the Godas are
gone to Maracaibo; thoseat Metida being tfie
patriotic portion of tite sisterhoód.
1 should not omit to mention a ama)l lake in
the neigbbourhood of St Juan, possessing
singularly useful qualities, as it may be con
sidered one of tite greatest natural curiosities in
tite country. In ita bed ja deposited a kind of
salt of a rocky covsistency, called Unido,
which, when mixed with Chimovi, an extract
from tobacco, possesses very valuable pro-
perties, ami is ntuch used by tite natjves. It
¡e aleo essentially serviceable in fattening
cattle, ud is sed for a variety of other pur-
poses. The Indiana obtáin it in amali portions
at a time, by diving to the bottom of the Lake,
wMch is four or fin fathoms deep, asid detacbing
it from the bed; in this dangerous service mauy
haya períhed, asid it is only surprising that for
o2
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so trifling a recompense (the utmost they car
gain being a few rials per day) they subjéct
themselves to the risk. The (Jrado ja not
known to exist in any other pafl of the Repub-
lic, and it is matter of regrét tbát sé valuable an
article sboul& at present be totaily neglected.
24tA March. Departed from St. Juan early
in the morning, having before tu one of tbe
most difficult and dangeróus pases in this part
of America. On leaving the village (be country
assumed a neglected and generaily sterile ap-
párance; descendiug gradually for about a
Jeague we arrived at a double chain of motin-
tains, between which, .at considerable depth,
the Ser Chama rushed along ib rocky bed,
its violence .augmenting every instant from the
numerous streams it receives from the moun-
tains. Wc alternately ascended and descended
by difficult passes cut in the side of the móun-
tains, and followed the road which runs from
North to South in tilia romantk debió. The
further we proceeded, the more graíd the
scenery benme— rocky mountains on e,ither
side, encreasing, in height, and wildneas of
aspect—the narrow pathway cut in the almost
perpendicular sides of tbe mountains, asid
barely wide epough for the passage of tite
•animals. We arrived at Ieagtk on an ele-
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vated promontory, at: the bottom of .which
another rapid rivei joins the Chama. The road
winding down the steep. side of the rock, is
justly considered a difficult ami dangerous pasa;
so narrow ja it, that the srnallest deviation
would precipitate the mule and rider down a
perpendicular height of sorne hundred (st into
the Chama, which róllsat the bottorn. On the
other hand, the rocky mountaiti rises .with equal
precipitancy, so that you have no resource but
tite 'narro'vi pathway winding don in sharp
angles, which barely adrnit of tite animais
turniñg. lo this defile we passed two cu-
rious bridges, thrown across tite Chaina for
tite éonveiiience of traveilers .betweeñ Menda
ami Maracaibo; they .consist simply of long
strips of hide, fastenéd oit either side te polea
fixed jo the earth; oit tite surface of these is
placed a square piçce. of hide, oit which tIte
traveiler sáb hhnielf, and witit the assistance
oía co'rd, te which it la fastened, pulla himself
acroas: tbe river, although not deep,, mus with
such violence titat it wóuld be impossible to
ford it. The animais were much fttigued when
we reached Estanques, a distauce of only five
leagues.
• This la tite nne of.a cocoa and . coWee plan-
tation of considerable estent, belonging te sorne
fhmiliea who reside in Bogotá; it ¡a under
the superinteudance of a Major domo, who has
150 siaves under his command. Being yet
eaxly, and as we proposed remaining itere for
the night, we pasaed a botar ¡a the hacienda in
shooting, where we found a variety of birda of
beautiful plumage.
On titase estates the cocoa tree ¡a planted ja
fines, at intervalo of from twelve to fourteen feet;
and as it requirna protection from tite sun's
rays, rows of plaitin ami .L'Er,yirine (of very
rapid growtb asid very umbrageous) are planted
in alternate Enes at tite sanie time .—tbe latter
shelters it after tite second year, and tite formar
protects it the first, at tite saine time yielding ¡Ls
own fruit; tite plant usually yieldstwo cropa tbe
one in July, the other ja December, which ¡a the
gathering ami drying reqüire particular cure.
Tite mit ¡a extracted fromthe pod, and'placed
either oit leaves or cane-work to dry, great
caution being taken that no moisture is com-
municased; tite proceas is repeated fór a con-
siderable time, after which it is honsed,
especial care being taken that none of tite
pod, or tite unripe mit be mixed with it. Tite
plant seldorn yields fruit before tite fifth year,
ja sorne places not tul the aixth or seventh;
Mit after once bearing, it propeily managed,
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til continue to fructify froni thirty te fifty
years.
The cocoa of Caracas, which 1 believe is
understood to be that of al! Venezuela, IB
esteeemed, with ono exception only, that of
Soconusco, the best that grows. It requires
a situation sheltered from the north, .to be near
a Ser by which it may be irrigated in dry
weather, and drained in the rainy season.
The cofl'ee-plant is comparatively of • recent
cultivation; it was not introduced into Vene-
zuela ti!! 1784, since when it has been an ob-
ject of great attention; it is less capricious as
to soil than cocoa, and a much hardier plant;
it yields a erop the second or third year, aM
the tree, whieh is allowed to grow to four or
five feet, will 1aM forty years; like the cocoa,
it requires shelter from eceasive beat—the
plantain, in sorne districts, 1* considered suffl
cient—in others, L'Enjlrine, ¡a used, which is
planted álternately with the coffee; plenty of
moisture is aMo requisite. When the berry la
ripe, it is shakenoffthe tree on 1» cloths which
ere spread for the purpose, and afterwards ex
poeedior the aun for two ox' threewéeks, to be
well dried.
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The agriculturist, ¡it this country, has an ex-
cellent metbQd of availing hiniself of the ser-
rices of bis siaves, alrnost free of any expense.
Each man, or family, receives a certain portion
of land, called a Conuco, wbich he cultivates
for bis own support; for this purpose he
is Ief't at Iiberty a day in each week. A taste
for husbandry is hereby acquired, which in the
end is beneficial to the estate; five days are
devoted to the hacienda, and on Sunday they
are again free. After hearing mass, in which
they are very punctilious, the rest of the day
is devotéd to dancing, a recreation which the
blacks are passionately fond of.
• Amongst the most liberal laws adopted by
the firat national congress, is that of abolishing
stavery after the present generation. A fund is
also established for the purpose of annually
redeeming a certain number from bondage, so
that in a few years the uúnaturaldjstjnctjonwjll
no lónger eist Froin the period of passing the
decree, the children of si aves are declared free,
but bound to indemnify the master, who has
•been at tbe expense of cothing and. feeding
them, eitherby a certain number ofyearsof per-
sonal serpitude, or•
 an equivalent to the expense
incurred.
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We were seated at dinner on the balcony
which surrounds tbe house, when alt the
children belonging to the estate, to the nurnber
of about sixty—the boys in one fine, the girls
in another - descending by a winding-path
from the village, .approached the church, sing-
ing in very good time an hynm, OF evening
prayer; when, in front of the house, they all
knelt don in the same order, and lifting up
their hands prayed aloud. Alt religious cere-
monies, are. impressive; and in the présent in-
Manee thatfeeliñg was greátly enhaticed by the
situatiotz—aK it were ja the midst of tite wilder-
ness. Taken by súrprise, the efi'ect of so many
young creatures addressing their Creator in the
same words and tone, joined with the consi-
deration, of how inestimable a blessing the in-
troduction of Christianity, although so disfi-
gured, is amongst a race of beings but lately
barbariana, made it the most impressie sight 1
reeollect to have witnessed.
Towards evening it began to ram, and con-
tinued with considerable violence the whole of
tite night. We did not fail to hear it, being
kept awake by myriads ol mosquitos, ami a
small fly, called Ejen, equally persecuting,
although more diminutive . than a flea; we were
Lt&J
frightM figures ¡u te inorning from their joint
eforta.
Mr. , who has occasionally fallen in with
un since we left Valencia, arrived here this mora-
¡ng in a heavy shower. A day or two since he
Jost a valuable horse, from the sting of a very
diminutivo serpent, the poison of which was so
very subtle that the animal died within an hour;
they are called by the natives Aranas; and it Ls
only when immediate precautions are taken
after the bite, that the animal ¡a ever saved; it
¡a even then a matter of much uncertainty. One
of our ben mides was stung in the foot, but re-
medies being instantly applied, we have hopes
of her recovery; fhlling in with these reptiles,
¡a not te least of our apprehensions. This
particular species, bowever, oniy attack the
bruta creation.
About noon, there being a temporary gleam
of sunshine, we thought it well to proceed.
We commenced oiir route by entering a wood,
vid forded a small river, which intersecta tIte
road in a serpntine f'orm at lead a dozen times.
As we advanced, (he forest tbickened, asid tites
presented themselves of a size and luzuriant
growth, such as we liad not before seen. (Me
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of tite .peculiañties of tren iii this heznizphere ¡a,
that they run np to an amazing height, la a pez'-
fectly straight Une, before tbey begin to branch
out, andfrom thebougbs, variousshoo6, equally
perpendicular, descend ami take root. We had
not advanced very ftr when tite rain carne don
ja torrenti, obliging us for tite first time to have
recourse to our cloaks. At tite distance of two
leagues we carne np witit our baggage animala;
many of them having got lose ¡u tite foreat, tite
inorning had been lost ja recovering titem; tite
arriero therefore proposed stopping tite rest of
the day at a cottage ja tite wood, azul Wc thought
it expedient *0 do tite same. Tite ¡nhabitants
of the next 'village being equally famed for horse-
atealing, asid anti-republican principies.
1%iagua4 tite nanie of this Chaumkre ha-
is tite moat romantie apot imaginable;
situated oii a gentie risc, it eommnnds a Sw
of tite mountainous forest that enconipasses it
on aH sides; for tite inost pafl ¡mpervious to man,
and tite sole residence of animais hostile to hjs
nature. flé gloomy, silence titat uniformly per-
vadea American foresta ja itere bróken by the
impetuous course of tite river Macuti, whioh
Hows through it, now muck swollen by tite rama.
In thlswildenieós we again found a family poi-
seasing tite sanie hospitable. attributes, asid
walacrity to supply tite wants of travellen, who
they hayo been taught to look upon with mis-
trust, if not with horror. Wc moreover met
with good provision, and plenty of cane for the
mules. Themother had by no means tbe mIn-
nera of a persón who Md passed tite greater part
of her life, as was the case, in such a solitude;
she had four as fine children as 1 have seen in
the country, which with two or three servants,
completed the circie.
26M March. At day light pursued our mute
titrough the foreat, which, with: the excéption
of one or two. openings, pTéaeúting dii grandest
pictures of wood and moúntain scenery, ocmi-
pied the gr ater pad of the tract from hence to
tite Parochia of Bayladores, aud consequently is
not len than six leagues in extent; the river was
our constant companion, watering a: soil of
uncn'nmon natural fertiliS r ; tite road tólerab1y
leve¡ ami good ;. a number of detached houses
(onu tite Parochia of Bayladorés. For the
first time we saw the tobaeco plant in cul-
tivatión, a considerable quantitr being grown
ja this neighbourhood; it is a source of great
profit to tite government, who have ¡fi tite
village of Bayladores an establishment Lot
tite manufacture of segara asid snuff. The tu-
.dividuais who grow the plant are obliged in
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seil it to tite government at a certain price.
Alter undergoing .the -various preparations, ¡t-
ia retailed to the publie at an advañce of four
or five rials a pound; this zñónopoly is however
to be done away with as soon as circumatances
will peflMit.
"Tobacco since tite year 1777 has been tite
"exclusive property of the state. The valleys
"of : Aragoa, Orituco, Varinas, La Grita, and
"Bayládores, are tite spots wbere it is most
"cultivúted. It réqi.zires a rich and m9ist.soil,
"ami great care in keeping the plant free from
"weeds; it grows generally to the height of
"tinte feet; vid as the lenes ripen, they are
"separately taken oil' when the aun is at tbe
"meridian, to avoid the least degree of moisture
which would otherwise inj are it. This tobaçco
"is principally madó iutó sepia, before which
"ajuice it exttácted, called Chimon; which is
"taed by the inMbitants in large quantities."
There appeared to be nothing remarkable
in th& town which we merely passed through;
it has been much destroyed by the Spanish
troops, a division of which, commanded by La
Torre, was quartered here eleven mónths.
Strange to say, the village vid neighbourhood
añil bave the reputatión of being attachéd tu the
Spanish interesti Another league brought us
to La Cenda, so called from the quantity.
of barley that is grown tbere; the situation is
extremely pretty, vid the land very fertile, vid
tolenbly cultivated; twq ridges of wooded
niotintain endose an extensive vale rurniing east
and weat, the greater part óf which is sown
with grain, but atii Ieawing patches. of riel'
pasturage: several detached farm houses of ant
appearance add to the pictureáque effect of dic
scenery. It ni our wish to stop at one of
these honses, the animais be&ng very Sed, but
ja none could we fiad an inhabitant; we were
therefore compelled to proceed to the eztrcmity
of tbe vale called La Playta, where by .the
greatest chance, we discovered a farm house in
a retired spot, the owner proving tó be the
person to whotn we were recommended by the
farnily at Vijaguel. While our wiliing boat was
employed in preparing our dinner, we spent
vi hour or two in dove and pigeon shooting,
having observed large flocks of each ¡a the
cora fields of La Cevada. The han'esi liad
lately been got in, which 1 believe selddm faila
of being abundant without ay artificial pre-
paration; the soil i8 naturaily so rich, that it
yields a crop every year. Their mode of
agriculture is of the. simplest nature: after
gathering the grain, which they cut off near
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tite ea:, tite straw is burat en tite 1aM; a
wedge of ¡ron fixed te a rougb block of wood
forma the plough wherewitb tó tu= tite aoiI
for which purpose, oxen are used of a remark-
ably fine breed; tite proeess of sowing foliows,
which in two or three months is succeeded by
a abundant crop; tite grain is titen placed in
an area, prepared fo: tbe purpose, and trodden
out of tite husk by benes and mules, who are
driven round it for that purpoae.
Towards evening we found it very cold.
perhaps ja consequence of being previously
heated with shooting; neerthe1ess the glasa
ni at one time as low as 65 degrees. La
spite of oit: precaution in not sleeping at
Bayladores, we had a mide stolen during tite
night; 1 have little doubt that tite depredators
were part of á body of troops who passed late
¡a tite evening towards Bayladores, and wbo
must han seen our atud feeding ¡a tite savan-
na below.
271h March. Were detained bern tUl ame
in tite morning, making search, sud writing te
tite authorities on tite road, te apprize thei» of
tite tbeft: st that hoar we got off, aM cern-
rnenced tite ascent of a small Paramo, called
Portachuelo. The ~ves regard Seat spots,
where on the sunimit it ¡a generaily very coid,
with a respect almost aznounting to awe. We
met a party descnding so rnuffled np, that their
eyes asid noses were the only puta exposed to
tbe atinospbere; they expressed surprise at our
not being additionally clothed; but to us tite
temperature was znost agreeable, being at 605.
The descent was extreinely tedious and fatigilee
ing, by a winding road tbrough a continuation
of forest nearly, the witole way. We reached La -
Grita, a distance of only five ¡cagues, by two
o'clock, where we took up or residence with
the Curate. This town, which ¡a rather con-
siderable, is prettily situated on an eminence, -
comnianding a view of a large portion of culti-
vated land, the whole hemmed ¡u by high
mountains. The population ¡a by no meana
proportioned to ita size, inany of the houses
being deserted; bat as it was a "Dia de Pro-
ceasion," diere was a considerable influx from
the neighbourhood. Tite wozneñ are mostly tan,
and with a few except.ions very plain, and mucb
disfigured with Goitres, a disease which pit-
valls to a great extent in this une of moun-
tainous country. Wc met with very indifferent
accommodation, owing to tite late advance of
Morales, which had impoverished tité. .town.
Tite Pon of Maracaibo, the key to this part of
tite country being also ¡u bis possession, ah
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intercourse with it is st a stand still. Tite
detachmént with wbich he mMe that extra-
ordinary incursion, did not go beyoud La Grita;
indeed it is unaccountable how he was allowed
to proceed thus far, wben he might han been
opposed by very superior (orces.
281h March. St day-Iight we continued our
march through a fertile, but little cultivated
country, with finely wooded mountains, and
several small rivera. The voadwascomparatiiely
good and level for the first five leagues, wbich
brought us to a very picturesque spot, called
El Cobre, frotn the copper mines in ita neigh-
bourhood. There is a small house in the valley
destined fin the recéption of comiera, who con-
vey letters froni one pad of the country to ano-
ther, where we obtained excellent bread and
water, at times a very acceptable repastl Tite
faciities given to correapondeuce from one part
of Europe to another, are quite unknown in this
country. Public dispatches, official and private
letters, are all conveyed by men who travel on
foot, and -are relieved at every village; and
altbóugh they waik day aud night, tite commu-
nications are necessarily taidy, being forty days
between Caracas and Bogotá; their baga seldoin
appeared very burthensome.
H
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• We liad now topas a Parano, Sial El &tm-
Mejor, or Hnmmer. '-i--, it bis fon*tr
pasge, saya of it:
"We oómnzenced te asoent of (be Perazo,
"justly called El Zumbidor, froin theiacesssat
"violence of the wjnd upon ib summit. The
"ascent occapied tas several houn, and is in
"sorne places reudered extremely dangerois
"by te narrowness of te toad and strength
"of the wind, wbich frequéntly threatens to
"huri both mute and rider ¡tito te abysa below.
"We súifered moat seasibly froni te coid, ami
"more from tbe wind, which was almost irte-
"sistible, aM would oken drive te mutes
"sideways severa! paces."
The approach te itwas extresvelygrandfrua
the increning sise vid magnificence of te
mountains, but as tbey . were perictIy free frea
•clouds, ami Se aun shone with great bright-
ness,we did not :sufferatall from te rarityo(
the attnosphere, or Se Áasually boisterous wind.
Chi its surumit, wbich we gaita! st OftC o'clock,
the thermometer ni oSy at CO. ludeS, 1 felt
disappointed at so easy a punge, having pre-
pared for the usual dilficulties. Tbe viewfrom
he4nce waa truiy grand, eomprehnding att im-
mease tract of country, aM terminatiag ¡a a
sierrnia, or dmin of mountains, which to ah
appearance were tbe highest from the level of
tbe íplain of any we liad seeu, not excepting the
&lla of Canon: their coutte layiug from 8.
te ?LE., asid Uke, in tbe Silla, the mountain
¡u the centre being dic highest. Alter a, long
descent by a stqny and difficult road, we reacb.ed
a solitary house, called Los Caneis, where we
liad ¡atended stopping for the night, but found
it previouslyoecupied by a party of troops, who,
¡a charge of a commissary, were condueting
mozny and atores to La Grita: die latter was
mach disposed to be .quarrelsozne, aud as suS
cient time had notelapsed toobliterate the recol-
lectiou of our loss at La Playta, we thought it
expedidDt not to expose ourselvcs to a similar
misfortune, and we proceeded a league ami a
1Sf fhrther, in perfct darkness, upen a most
ntggedroad; we arrired at another lene hut ten
bagues from whence we started¡a the morning.
The poor people were ¡a bed, ami not a little
•alarmed at bering so many voiées; but no socaer
we theyapprised that we were Ingkse, than
tite door was opened, ami we received a bearty
welcorne; here we liad barely room to shing
u2
onr hammocki, in a room where there was a
man iii of a fever nevertheless, after tite fatigues
of tite day, we siept soundly. Savannak Larga,
tbe name of the place, is •prettiiy situated in the
mountain. A small conuco, attacbed to the cot-
tage, furnished tbe fhinily with an ample stock
of coifee, maize, plantains, and potatoes; bere
with the Ieast industry, the pooreat may uve ¡a
comparative p)enty.
291h March. At haif past six we continued
ovr journey through a very interating, fertile,
and well cultivated country.. The valley, which
widened aswe approached tite viliage of Taita,
is welLwatered by the ¡ter Tormes, and ¡a ex-
tremely picturesque. The situation anil advan-
tages of this district appeared to me such as
would recommeud it to colonists, as there are
large portions of fine land in want of cultiva-
tors. The valley is bounded by the same Cor-
dillera we observed from the Faramo, its l?fty
summits re-appearing aboye the clouds. We
stopped at a house at the entrance of tite village,
the owners ófwhich had formerly received
with much hospitality, aM we experienced
from them the same treatment.
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At five p• M. we ¡a Tariva, having waited
the irrital of onr baggage and spare mules
those we had ridden in the morning being per-
fectly fgged. The road runs north of the
village, ánd when we had attained the snmmit of
the eminence whiejh commands tite whole extent
of vale, the Sun was just setting, throwing on
this lovely landscape a variety of tints that
greatly enhanced its already graud and inte-
resting effect. We advaneed in obscurity for
two hours, and at eight we reached tite village
of Capachio, distant three leagués. Eighteen
months ago a piiblic school on tite Lancasterian
plan ¡md been successfully established heré, by
a priest named Mora, for tite education of the
yonth of tite village, many of whom had made
considerable progreis in reading and writing.
We Iearnt with much regret that this most
useflul establishment had, for sorne reason, been
broken up. The first and mOSt important
object in this country should be the education
of the rising generatien; that alone can eradi-
cate tite apathy aud laziness of the present
inhabitants, who nioreover labour under
the disadvantages common to aH Catholic
countries. To carry into effect a plan for
general education, which rnight be done gra-
dually, and a a comparatively small expence;
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and at the ame time, with tbe eoacurÑnee of
government, to distribute translations in Spa-
nish of tite Bible, vid a few other useful wórk,
would be one of tite reaten benefits tbat ecuid
be bestowed on this tractable, but priest-ridden
people, and worthy the magnanimous efforts
;hat bave already been made, by sotue persona
¡a England, fin the good of Colombia.
30th March. As soon as tbe moon rose we
continued oiw journey. On our way we passed
tite v'illage of San Antonio de Cucuta, at three
in tite morning, vid a titile beyoad crossed tite
Tachina, a river that divides the innnense pro-
vince of Venezuela, of which we have now tra-
versed six hundred miles aind upwards, from tIte
kingdom of New Grenada. Ileartily glad were
we at fouro'clock to take possession otan empty
house ja Rosario de Cucuta, having cornpleted
a 1tiguing journey of twelve leagues in the kast
twenty-four hours; oúr hanimocks were soos
slung, and overcome with Migue we siept
souudly tii noon. Tuis brings me to the close
of another division ofourjourney; aM ¡ assure
you, the prospect of a day or two's reat is mosL
coanforable.
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1 shall concludé this letter with aeontparativl
view of the population of this province ¡a 1804
aceompanied by tu extract of a letter, latell
addressed by Baron Humboldt to tite Liberato;
Bolivar, en tite estiaated population of Uzi
witole of America ja the yen 1822:—
IN 1804, Venezuela contained,
In 'Starinas ....................................... . ......... . .... 5qØ(J4)
the Govemment of Maracaibo.....................100.00
Cuniana .......... . ............ 80,0°
Guiana. ......... ............... 34,00
Marganto ..................... 14,00
728,00
The proportion of whicl, were
2.1Oths Wbites ..........................  ......... ........145,aJ
8-11ht Siavea... ............... 2181441
4-10thi Free .................................................. 291,20
1-10tit Free Iwhans ........ . .......... . ... e.... -...... . 72,0C
MIOC
• Statistical calculations on America, from
letter addressed from Paris, by Baron 1km
boldt tq Bolivar, tite Liberator Md Presideat c
Colombia:-
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RZTZWT ot TnRzTosLsj, Suvnncias lo
aqoare Leiguu of ao to Ihe Equatorial POPULÁIION ix 1m.
Depee.
Maleo, or New Sp. 75,830
	
.•. 14000,000
Quatamala. 16,740	 .' 1,600,000
Cuba vid Porto Rico
	 4,430	 800,000
o .. L ÇVenezuela........ . 33,700 .....900,000
w,umuia New Grenada
	 58,260 ....... 1,800,000
.<	 ..Pena ................. ............... 42,160 .... ..1,400,000Cbd i ................................ . ... 14,240 ......... 1,100,000
Buenos Ayrea ....... .......... .... 126,770 ............... 2,000,000
PossessionsoftbeSpanish)
American .................. j 372,110United Statu ...................... 126,440
Brazil! ......... ........................ 246,900
The aboye superfices have been calculaS
witE much care from niaps corrected by astro-
nomical obsen'ations: the computations having
been verified both by myself and Mr. Mathieu,
Member of the Bureau of Longitude. The re-
sults difl'er froni those contained in the table
published iii :1809,and insertedin the Political
Review on Mexico, in. which the inhabited
districts were alone calculated, not iñcluding
the deserttracts belonging to the various tribes
df independent nativés. fle extent of each
country to its xnost distant limita, is now mea•
• sund, which the respective populations may
one day occupy.
16,400,000
10,200,000
4,000,000
The population of the various párta of
America, belonging to the Spaniards, ¡a vny
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uncertain, nevertheless, each branch has been
carefully examinedaccording to the latest data,
that have come into my possession. This state-
ment should be Iooked upon in tite same Iight
as the others published byme on America; that
is, as an attempt, which ought hereafter to be
perfected. The Statistical divisions can only
be brought to perfection and accuracy by de-
greca, in the sarne manner as the component
parta of the Meteorological and Astronomical
TaNes.
Fnrpoflioné that niay assist in a conzpari.wn.
Spaiú containg 16,094 squareleagues of 20
to tite degreé—or, 2,854 toises—inaking 5,572
me tres.
Tite whóle of Europe containS 304,710 square
léagues.
The whole of Sóuthern America consists
of 581,891 aquare leagues.
(Sign&) HÜMBOLDT.
BOATÁ, luis April, 1823.
Rosario de Cuenta will ever be ftmed
in the annais of Colombia, as the town in
which the first general Congress was heid,
and where the Constitution was forined.
7». 1820 the deputies of Venezuela ami New
Oreada assernbled here; their session lasted
three months, and was heid ¡fi the sacristt
of the parish church. You will readily ima-
gine that our firüt pursuit, when refreshed from a
fttiguing journey, was to visit this memorable
spot. itt present there is nothing to coinme-
monte this important event; but the chqrch in
which it took place is by Oir the ntest, ami in
the ben ptesenation of any we bave hithertø
seen. The architecture is somewhat iii the
moorish style, and would do honor to a country
more advanced in the art. It is kept in the
nicest order—the least respect that can be paid
to its important history. Amidst a quantity of
trásb, it contains t paintiñg by a Mexican
artist of the name of Pan; the chief figures
are a Madonna and child, evidently copied from
Raphael'É Madonna del Pace. The execution
surpasses what one might expect in a South
American artist. It Is the off'ering of a late
bishop of Caracas, and was painted in 1774.
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• Thó appearance of the town, in the centre of
whieh is útuúted tbe church, is extremely pleas-
¡ng; surroun4ed by rieti hacienda.,, ja ezceltent
condition, it is, as it were, in the midst of a de-
¡ightful gardea. Thc perspective atthe extremity
of eack street terminates ¡a beautiM vistas,
with high mountains in the back ground. The
town, which is not large, lies N. aud S. aM is
in itséIf neat vid well buiR. It has nót aM-
SrM from the earthquake that desolateci tue
neigbouring province; the ¡muses, though not
Iargb, lave a chan appearaDce; the atreets are
paved, with a cnrrent of water running tbroMgh
tbe middle.. The population is proportioned to
its Se, aud they appear to indulge in much
amuseanent and gaiety.
Oné of the greateat curiosities we have met
with ¡u this country is a hot spring, distant from
tbis twn abont a league, in a N.W. direction.
We made a point of going toseeit,and have
again to regret tite .destruction of our last thér-
mometer, by which we could aecurately have
asceitained tite heat. Tite ¿ntrt of tite spring
being in dic middlc of a swamp, prevented our
trying it where tire heat must necaariIy bave
beca tite greatest; but from tite bubbling whicb
appeared on dic surface, 'the water wss.evidently
ja a state of ebullition. Tbe surpius water
finds a drain írnder ground and re-appears at
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tw&tty yarda distance; of course cóoled ja a
degree by ita passage; but even here tbe heat
is so great, that youcannot bear your hand in it
many seconda. The spirits of wine thermo-
meter only indicated heat as high as 120 9 to
which it immediately rose on being iminersed.
1 have no' doubt, that ¡u . the iniddle, an. egg
might be boiled. It evidently partakes of mi-
neral properties: ¡ron, 1 should think, botk froin
the tate, and the f'erruginous sediment.that Ls
left in ¡te course. It is singular that vegeta-
tion ¡a remarkably strong immediately rouudthé
spring. When ita properties are correctly as-
certained, it will' in afl probability be of imper-
tant use. At present it excites no attention.
The inhabitants appear to be very fond of
dancing; every evening they assemble ¡u the
square tó the number of fiftyor sixty, and figure
away with great animation to tbe most deafening
music, by the light of paper lantboms, and the
glare of innumerable segars. The cLief instru-
ments are calabashes fihled with ludian corn,
which are rattled to the thrumming of guitan.
We found provisionq. much cheaper than in
Venezuela, and to)erably abundant. Grapes
are grown in the neigbbourhood, of a very guod
qnahity; the firat we havemet with.en our-way.
Money is proportionably depreciated; the dma-
bloon, for which we paid eighteen dollars vid, a
haif at. Jancas, here only circulates for aix-
[&t
• 2w) April. Having rested two days at Ro-
sario, and effected a change of baggage animal;
with an addition to cur riding stock, we Ieft .it
this morning at 9.
• From a gentle rise west of the town, there is
a very pretty view.of Rosario, vid San Antonio,
embosomed in haciendas;. the. latter is ¡u Verte-.
zuela the former in tite kingdom of New Cre-
nada. The road fron Rosario de Cucuta, in
each direction, lies through verdant avenues.
We passed rich plantations. of ,cocoa, cane,
•cofl'ee, and cotton. Tite latter.was only intro-
duced here in the year 1782. It titrives in
almost any soil, provided it be dry, asid sheltered
from the iorth winds, which are moat deatruc-
tive to it. It ja allowed only . to grow to the
height of aix feet, ami ita numerous branches
are covered with poda. containing tite' cotton
which envelops the seeds. Tite same plant will
produce several successive years, by being
próperly pruned, but it ja more generaily tite
practice to plant fresh stocks, which always give
a larger quantity.. -
'lo
The church is aconspicuous aud picturesque
object froin the eminence abóvq tuentioned.
Tbefirstpartof theroadwasa verysteepand
rocky ascent, after which we traversed a leve¡
tract of great fertility. The soil is generaily
Hght, ¡mt good, and it might with ease be
cleared of the useless shrubs whieh at present
inonopolize it. ¡ should t.hiuk it well calculated
for the vine, which is ah'eady brought to per-
fection in the neighbourhood, although to a
limited extent. A great deal of rain baving
kHen during our detention, we were apprehen-
sive that the rkver would have been impassable;
bowever we affected tite passage with no other
inconvenknoé Uhan a wetting. A short ascent
brought us to a beautiful plain, abónt a inile in
extatt, another moat favoured situatiun; its
'enly produce however are useless herbs, which
hide a mijititude of snakes. The sniall village
of (Jarillo is situated at the extremity. Here we
took np our abode at ata hacienda, the owners
of which, ate proprietore of tite plain. The
'house where we lodged is one of the ben in
tite route, ¡mt in common with the reat, almost
void of forniture. Tite only (ault to be found
here, is the abundante of serpents of different
denomlnations and sizes, with which the place
1* infrsted, as well as those tormento ys, mos-
quitos; of tite existence of the latter, CnT
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persus affurded evident proM tite foliowing
morning; and the country pesple do not stir
out aft& dusk witboat unbeaux to scare tbe
(oriner.	 1	 -
3td Ápril. Besides coffee, plantaina, &c. tite
estate averages a «op df 250 mule Ioads of
cocoa, which at tite present reduced price oS'.
all agricultw'al production, owing te the stag-
nation of commerce on the side of Maracaibo,
is worth 3,500 dollars. The house ami ha-
cienda are let at the Iow rent of 500 dollars.
We proceeded towards the source of the river
San Joté, wbichruns tbrongh üÑse gronuda.
•We were continually chidbing ansi deseanding
rough steepsineumbered with buge loosestones;
the pus however is very fine, with the river al
thébottom rolling its accumulating waters over
a rockybed On either side tite defile, the
mountainous woods vise te a great height, witb
masees of rock obtruding througb tite tites.
Our curiosity to sea a serpent wus br thefirat
time giatified this morning, tite pathway beiug
•obstructed by ene. We succeeded in kiiling
him, after ffting three times in tnzly sportsmau-
like style, that is,at a long shot.; he proved te
be what tite nativas cali a "Caçador," betwei
six and gayen feet in Iength, tite head and hajf
tite body yellow, the tail part block.
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A new . road.,.has been ¡nade within a year or
two froin Carillo te Pamplona, the only effort
of the kiid we have met with. We traversed a
very tolerable wooden bridge thrown aeross te
&n José, asid commenced a very ftiguing asid
long asoent lead ing te a table latid, surrounded
by mountains partially covered with pasturage,
aud amaR cultivated apota inhabited by peor
Indiano; te mountains rising one aboye te
other, terminate in an azure and cloudlesa
sky, which appears to rest on their aspiring
summita. O» the left of us appeared at a great
depth, in a beautiful verdant vale of meadow
latid, tbe village. of Chinacota, the rAbat pic-
turesque object imaginable, asid .greatly resern-
bling drawings 1 have met with of Swss scenery,
although 1 imagine tisis te be on a grander, scale.
At . this spot we were at a. great elevation.
aboye the level of the sea, having., for sorne
days gradually, though almost constantly as-
tended; this is indicated by the rarity of dic
air; we are dill making a due southerly course
among the ramiñcations of the Andes. The
exuberaní fertility of thesoil is very rcuiarkable,
froin every inch of which, vegetation appears te
shoot with irresistible. force.t We stopped for
the night at a lone house, about five leaguep
from Carillo, ata place called Gallenazo, where
we obtained, cine for tite mules, a' fowi for
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ourselves, and were served wiih tbc sanie
ready alacrity we have invariably met with.
4th April. We proceeded early the following
morning along a gradual rise; the chain oó
eitber side receding, presented partial, but
luxuriant cultivation, and sorne quantity of
cattle of a remarkably fine breed. The village
of Chopo is placed on un erninence, the approach
being by a sioping meadow of considerable
extent, well stocked with horses and. sheep.
The neighbouring country produces, in conse-
quence of a moderate temperature, wheat and
maize, With a variety of fine vegetables. We
made an excellent breakfast upon a fowi, fresh
eggs, and milk, and two fine pines, which cost
the moderate sum of ene rial! On leaving the
• vale, the toad which winds round the mountain
is comparatively good, cmmanding extensivç
prospects, with occasional specimens of good
tilage, and a rich soil. On turning one of
diese eminences we suddenly carne in view of
the city of Pamplona, placed ja a vale about a
league in éxtent, aud hemmed in on all sides by
high bilis of variously colouréd earth. It was
a perfect panoramie scene of no ordinary beauty.
The town ¡a large, and divided into squarea,
similar to Caneas, the streets running at right
angles; a great many churches enliven the
1
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ct, vid to eseb house is attachd a portion
of garden gtound, which at a distance hayo
a very pretty appearance. The surrounding
ie*ds are enclosed by stone walis in a regular
manan, giving att air of proprietorship whicb is
set oRes met witb, but exhibited ¡ide vegeta-
lien, it being tbe winter season. Severa¡ streanis
mu tbrough the vale from north to soitb. The
ny pictuvesque effect from the distant cm¡-
mm*, was hardly realized oit descending to
Se bwn; br anny of the honses are abandoned,
Se streets overgrown with grass, aM gardens
neglected. Contrary to onr plan, we ataid a
wboletyhere, havingmetwithanoldac-
quaintanee, Colonel Lyster, with whom we
took up our quarters, aS were entertained
mest hospitably. There are no leas than ten
churebes aM eonvents hero, a sufflcient reason
t itsetf Sr Se existing poverty; added to
which,it hssbeen rnadeamilitary station, aS at
ynent as a depót for invalided soktiers,. upwards
0130001 whimt are in tite different hoapitals.
We vSted Se coavent of Franciscan nuns,
tbüty-two ja number, who have tite reputation
of being way rieti. itt tite ebureb diere is tite
~u~ altar pitee imaginable, as nch
es gilding can make it, sud of very bandsoine
woáamnsbip. A multitude of paintings deco-
ak Se waik, but noae of soy merit. tite
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Coloiiel happens to be a Avourite with tbe
sisterhood, and receives frequent prçsents frqw
them; during or stay they sent sorne ecellent
preserves, for which tbey are very celebrated.
The cathedral is a good deal ornamented, hin
the ouly article of merit or taste is a painting
of St. Francis. Tbe artist's name we oould not
lean, but the work Ls much ¡u the style of
Velásquez. The red óf the conventa are
vacated, asid the churches contaiu notbiug
remarkabJe.. We visited a Colombian (niIy
ben, wbo are emigranís from Cucuta, la con
sequence of Morales' advaace; tite 1znnJes weró
the rnost favourable apecimeos of their ser that
• we have liad the fortune to meet .witb. This
Ls considered a very cold plaée, añd ¡ti &et we
felt a considerable change of temperature, the
average during the day being aboutøO°, asid ¡si
tite night as kw as 42°.
Within two daysjourney of thiatowu, are tite
•gold mines of Veta, mentioneçlbyHumboldt, they
have not been regularly worked for tite laat cen-
tury, Mit tite Inaiiins occasionally bri»g graws
te seli of a considerable size. The cctninandant
told us titat last year he had forwárded a solid
piece of gold to tite capital, weighingupwards
of sir pounds. We understood there i'ere
mines of copper azul silverinunediately adjoiniag.
i2
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The poptil&ion of Pamplona is about ¿ 32(Ñ)
ainongst which are inany objects frightful MM
tbe goitres.
6t/z April. It was nine in the morning of tite
sixth before we left Pamplona accompanied by
Colonel Lyster. The country asaumes a steriié
appearance, excepting only the spontaneous
growth of a variety of mountain shrubs, such as
inyrtie, box; acacia, &c. Our ronte lay south
through the same range that we have been
long traversing; the fint. pafl was a steçp
ascent, but the road unusually good, owing prfñ-
cipally to the nature of the soil, a species óf
mica, so brilliant, as to have aH the appearance
of silver.
At the distance of two leagues is a defieioiis
spring ofwaterissuingfrorñ the mountain, as eóld
as if it were iced, and ofexcellent fiavoúrj eeü iii
a country .where the water is so gÓod thIs
was peculiarly gratefkil. On the summit of a,
mountain, at the distance of three leagues from.
Pamplona, and just aboye the small villáge of
Cacuta ja a lake of smdl dimeúsions, where the
• The existence 1* Venezuela of a mountajn of tbis
spbstandh, of a gobi colour, was the cause of afl tbe fablee
sud researan for the celebrated El Dotado.
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Ser Apuré has its sourcó; w.did not observç
any outlet, consequently its waters must fiite
through the soil tul tbey form the small current
observable at the foot of the erninence; The vil-
lage is a miserable hol;eneompassed bya bar-
re» soil; nevertheless, we observed sorne fine dat;
tic feeding 011 tlie mountains. We continued thç
sarne course, constantly ascending aud descend-
ing lofty eminences, wbich extended to the
right and lef't, and although mostly barren,
forming a grand scenery from their diversity of
• shape and outline. It was nearly dusk wheu
we arrived at the village of Chitagá, a di!tance
of nine leagues, situated on a high spot,. com-
manding the vale.. Altbough the Álçalde put
hall' the viliage in requisition for our service
we fared but bad!y, and our aniznala wotse.
The hooping cough has cornmitted great rayages
Mere; indeed, it is surprising how any of dic
children survive who are attaeked by it, owing
to the znode of treatment, . and total. absence of
medicines and me4ical aid; . spirits, and the
strongest astringents being dic usual means of
cure resorted to. We were toid that Bolivar
intended making thia a.positio4 of sorne impor-
tance, but ¡U want of natural. resotarces seerns
opposed to such a project. The chief support.
of this place is grain and potatoes, v4ithlittle
pasture, natural or artificial. Tbe clirnate is cool,
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tbe mas. in the day being 680, and min. 4,
during cor stay.
7th April. We liad beni toid to prepare for
a formidable undertaking, in the passagé of the
Paran» Almotadero. Leaving C)hitagá at a
early hotir, we began the asceat for the most
part giduaI, and on a good road. Nothing
can be ¡note drsry and sterile (han this tráct,
often4osing slgbt óf Ohitagá; at the expiration
óf five houts we gained the summit of the Pára-
mo, withoüt any other incotivenience than chap-
ped lipa, from tite extreme rarity of tite atmos-
phere. The aun shone wlth ctoudless splendour,
and the glass did not fall below 620. It Is not
however fabulous or irnaginary, that inconveni-
encó aud even danger are often experienced in
ttaverslng it, so great is the éxposure to the
inclemency of the atmosphere, to which many
a traveller has fallen a victim, andis nów buried
cii ¡te sumniit. ¡fuman bones were even titen
Iying abont, áñd Sóñié huindred nide crosses,
erected by the pnsung tratehler, either to eón-
unemorate the fact of a friend emparamado (a
victiut of the Paramo,) or a gratefúl oflerung at
bis escaping ita dunger. In al) probability this
it thehighest Mot we ha y-e gaiúed in our jour-
ney, anij ¡ regret fiot having the hwans of ascer-
taining tité álevation wlth precisión. Mi hóur
and a haif of graduaFdescent brought us to a farm
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house ami. Pulperia, witere we proposed re-
maining the night, as there was guod pasturage
ja tite vicinity. We agamitad occasion to remark
tite beauty of tite cattle; multitudes of goats
skipping on tite mountains, flocks of sheep, aud
a quantity of breediag mares. ' Hatojutado.
is tite nune of, tite place. Tite glaas felI lo
520 during tite , isight. Tite following morning
ve found that tite heat of tite aun, ami. radty of
the air had more titan usually acorched u$.
Sth Ápril. Hence we proceeded al en eafly.
hour, through a stouy valley, diffioult and din'
greeable for man and beast. Al tite distanceof
a league ami a haif we passed the statU sud
miserable tillage of &tito, elevated a little
aboye tite river Tequia ; ami at anotiter bali
league &rvita, something better, but povertyr
stricken withal: fçorn Iba lattei tó 11w vilage of
La Conceptista, we observed a gradual impmve
ment bótb. ¡u respect tu fartility azd'cqltivatióa,
aud a correspoading incitase uf osttic. la
pasaing tlwough the village we zedognizad a
acquaintance mMe al Pamplona, Gaetano Gar
cia, tite Cuate, ant! at Ma iayit*tion ve halted
duripg tite ben of tite ¿ay. Our worthy host
desenes tite mofl favourable mention; to bis
hgspitality be wiited every useftil aud moral
quality. Under bis anspices tite sinlil villagé
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and, it8 iuliabitants are jo a Mate of anslioration
Scveral new houses are ¡o progresa; a school
is eatablished fo; the education of the children
of the villagera; bis usefulness exteuds also to
a knowhedge of medicine, aqualiñcation as es-
sejflialas it is rare to be met with here; hislite-
raryacquirements,and unbigotted generous sen-
timents, render hito agiecable in society. His.
house, kept ¡o tite neatest order, and pleasantly
situated, is a most desirable resting place for
travetlers. It was with regret wé left him late
¡a the afternoon to pursue our mute. The as-
pect of the country improves considerably oit
leaving tbe village; the ialley weli cultivated
with íugar-cane, maS &c. is watered by ¿be
Teqizia. At a short distance froto tite villageis
a considerable formation of sulphúT, wbich im-
pregnates tite surróunding atmosphere. The
proprietor derives no adiantage from it, but en-
tirely neglecté it. We liad not an opportunity of
visiting it, having mistaken our road,, aad instead
of going to Llano Anciso, found ourselves 1h'
advanced towards Malaga. It being too Se
¿a retum, we gained the latter, a considerable
villige situated midway onaslopingmountainof
greatelevation; the land is in full cultivation, aud
divided by hedges nearly to ita rocky sumutit;
abundance of fine cante and horses were feed-
¡ng lo tite pasture which encompasaes U. The
12!-
AktxldJ furnfshed us wlth a lodging wherí te
only nuisance was such a progeny of batí
starvéd pigs, tbat it was with difficulty OUT'
animais could, eten with our aseistance, sedur&
a paft of their rations from their undauñtdd
assaults. Whether from curiosity or respeet 1
know not, but we were visited by á large por-
tionof dic population, sil eager to exert theih
selves ¡u our service.
9th April. The follówing morning we liad t
make good the ground lost the préceding eren-
¡ng; we descended by a winding and steep road.
to the village of Llano Anciso, situated in the
mitt of cultivated fielda of sugar-cane aud
maize, on a sioping bank gradually declining to
the river Teqñia, whicb we érossed by a bridge
of rude amd tottering workmanship; the popu-
lation of this village auffered exceedingly from
the goitrc. The deformity caused by this dis-
ease is really extraordinary, ita victims ha'Ving
little tbe appçarance of human beings; and it
has gained such an extended empice ¡u tite
count.ry as to engage the attention of the Go-
verflnent, who have urged the Legislature to de-
cree a handsome premium for tite discovery
of a cure or antidote to tbe evil. iii riding
through the village, we were repeatedly saluted
with mira! no tienen Gota / which signiües, see
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they han no GSn! thus happity kr ¡te vic-
tun, fiS disease ¡a considered by them as rather
ornamental t.han otberwise! Continuing along
the defile, nanowing by degrees, the country
gradually losa ¡te appewance of fertility, until
it tenninates ¡a ¡ud ami rocky mouutains,
through which tite Tequia continues to wind.
The aun nowbecaine exceedingly powerful, and
wehad no resource butthatof proceeding to Ca-
pitanejo; we therefore croased by a steep ridge
of mountains, fon1 tiñe into another parallel
chalo, at.the bottoivn of which was a river, sud
froin thence gained a secoad range of atili
greater olevation, from tite sumxuit of whicb we
liad an extensive view of tbe vale of Capita-
nejo, running N. and S. vid watered by a rapid
and considerable river, the Chichainacite; tite,
left bank ja well cultivated with sugar-cano,
wbich gives it a lively appearauce, aud forma a
pleasing contrast to tite dark and barren inoun-
taina which ñse en tite other side. During
the whole of our journey 1 have ¡mt felt tite
heat haif so oppressive. as ¡a croíeing thea
ridges. At two o'clock we reached tite village,
nearly melted by a cloudless and vertical aun.
The population of tiñe village doca not exceed
200 to 260 souls, a large proporton of
which are rendered niost unsightly frbni thc
belbre.,mentioned disease, ami a speeies o, ci.-
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phantiask whlch swells their 11mb. to a mon
unnatural size. Tite heat varied ítem 82 to 86
degrees during our stay here, a great transitioo
from the temperature we had lately experienced.
We were nterta1ned itere with a new species of
vermin, cucuracho, about tite site of a large
beetie, which found tite ir way luto the hamznocks.
A new church has lately been built here, asti a
pretty bridge thtown acrosa ¡he muddy Ser;
the water was intolerably bad, the only place
where we have found it so..
101k' April. We took our departure at an
.early hour, our way Iying across the bridge,
and followed tite course of tite valley about a
league, accompanied by tite rapid and muddy
Chicharnache; leaving it on the left, the road
winds np a high pass; the more we ascended
the more the soil improved, and on the summit,
wbich it tookus two hours to gain, tite cultiva-
•tion ls considerable; a short descent broughtus
to Tipacaque, a» estate belonging to a conveiít
of nuns, but now occupied by tite director of
posta, where we staid during tite heat of the
day; tite chief produce is sugai-cane, con, asad
maite, enjoying a temperate climate and rich
sol!. In advancing further, we had sorne ex-
tensive prospects; tbe toad was diversified with
variqus wild fiowers of great beauty, amongst
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which, different sofls of hoz and myrtie were
pre-eminent. In the course of the day we shót
a great many doves. The approach to Soata is
ene of the moat imposiug sights imaginable.
At the beck of tbe town, which ¡a situated
midway en a s1oing eininence, the land divided
by. hedges, ite the sections of a map, is culti-
vated to. the very summit. The moantaina litre
appeazed te coneentrate tbeir chaina, forming a
nst ainphitheatre of pródigiona height and
niaguitude; one mus rises aboye another ti)
their heade are lost ¡u ctouds. A storni was
pending over their dark susnmits as we ap-
proaehed the town, aud the effect of the thunder,
rolling from one chain to another ¡u the distance,.
was extremely graud. Iii itíetf Soata poasesaes
litit worthy of note. We availed ourselves of
tke ¡nvisaüon of the A/Calé, to make use of his
hoise, where we received every civility, bid
being attended by severa) of his fainily, who
wero most unsightly victims to goil res, neutra-
tizad al! pleaautable feélings. We were detained
bese a whole day in procuring a relay of mutes
te conduct the baggage to Bogotá, which last
diyiaion of our jcwney 1 will describe ¡u my
ant.
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BOGOTA, 2SthApril, 1823.
12th April. A short distance from thé town
of Soata we met a detachment of seven buadred
recruits, commanded by Col. Manby, wbo were
marching towards the Une of operationa round.
MaÑcaibo. 1 believe that we have Dow pasae&
the most difficult and elevated spots in tS a-
tensive branch of the Andes, in which we have
been iminersed thirty-one days; the monnlaüls
are gra4ually diminishing. The bridge ovett
river which wé had to pass, having been cerned
away the preceding night by the violente' of the
mountain iorrent, we were obliged to maké *
détour to reach the village of Susacco, aboat
three leagues distan4 where we made a halt to
give time for the baggage tocome up; afta
were .most hospitably and generoúsly en'tCt1
tained in the hoase of$adame Calderón, ater'
supérior womanv Par from béing Mt t 1W-
duce:her to accept any recompence for Ser kS&
reception, she saM that one of he' greatest p)ea-
sures, as she coúceived it to be her duty,' was
to administer to 'the wants of trkvellers, 'apé-
cially when they were foreigners! At thrSwt
proceeded gradually to ascend a moúntain,
which was cultivated in aif directions; a num-
ben of cottages being seattered about, to each
Lpj
of which was attached from ten to twenty acres
of lajid, producing wheat, potatoes, &c. of very
good quality. Before we h4d gained the sum-
Sit, a heavy storni carne un, which soon ren-
deréd Se toad so slippery, it being a clayey
soil, that with dilficulty our animals-could keep.
theír footing, which torced us to take shelter
fbr tite night in a small hut by the• toad side;
tite coid was very intense, asid with impatience
we waited for day-light to proceed on our
jouney.
13Lh 4ril. The next morning cur ráad
oonünued very slippery and dangerous, parti.
cularly during the rernainder of tite astent; the
country on either sideis rernarkably fertile,
each cottage being surrotmded with con landa,
in a, clean asid thriving state. We had a long
deent to tite parish of Satiou, where we arrived
between nine asid ten; its scite is mi an eleyated
plain, backed by a senil-circular inountain of
coisidetable extent asid height, presenting every
appearance of a rich and proliñc soil, although
imperfctly cultivated. It being Sunday asid
msket-day, the village, as is eustomary on
sucia occasions, was all bustie; there were
asaetubled in tite square from twelve to fifteen
hundred persona of different classes and avoca-
tiona. In one comer the coaninandant was ex
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ercisiug the militia—the nc plus últra of ah
awkward squads! and who went through their
etolutions with chazacteristic ¡eiçurc—in anothet
the country people liad assembled with their
various wares and produce; while others we
pouring into thechurch at the Sil of tite St-
pr istan's befl. A , most striking iñiproveaeat
was observable here, in Se comparalire abseace
of the goitres, which have attended us through
so lazge a portion of the country; indaed
amougst the crowd, we diii not fail *0 disS.
guish sóJne pretty Ices, hall' enveloçied in biue
manties, with which they cover their heat súd
shouhders, a straw hat surmounting it, blue
petticoats aud sandais rinde of eurd; the tout-
ensemble is not unlike the style of dresa of the
Welsh 'peasantry.	 -
The temperature here was modeate sud
agreeable.
At tbe distance d haY a league is another
small vihlage of the same name, oniy called Se
pueblo, or town. After a trifhing adúnce, we
were apia compelled to seek shelter for tite
night ¡u a miserable jn4eria, by tite .roa4 aMe,,
in consequence of att approaching etorm, aM
Se badness of the toada. 1 doubt if we han
been as badly lodged elsewhere. la a én*il
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hovel, the MIt of which was occupied with our
luggage, we liad barely room to suapeud our
hammocks, the country people,, who were over-
taken by die storm in their returií from mass,
azul the Sunday festivities, were pouring ja like
drownpl rats, aud occupying the outbouses ami
pulperia, solacing themsehes withgüarapo. Not
- without difficulty could we procure any pat
turage for our train of twenty-two males; to-
wards uight the family ¿mme creeping into the
hut—men, wotnen, and children, abóut a dozen
of them, besides dogs, eats, and poultry, aH
pigging together.
141k April. fle ruin havingceased, we were
glad to be off at anearly hour; 1 grdua1aúd
slippery descent brought us to the river Chi-
quito—a mountain streaxn running with great
(orce. At Soapagá, distant two leagues, we fed
the males, aM continued our course for Serinsa.
Thus faz there ¡a a striking difference between
Venezuela and New Grenada; the former ¡a
more wooded, leas peopled, vid, generaily
speaking, more fertjle, but as we now gradualjy
leave the chain of Andes, the soil ¡a better en]-
tivated; numerous huta vid cottages present
themselves, eaeh of which possesses a portiQn
of ground mote than sufficient to support the
• inbabitants; tbe roads continue to imprové as
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we advañee. We deeeuded into the vale of
Serinsa, presenting a differat aspect to any of
the vañed scenes that have oceurred during the
journey; the :contrast is most striking—an ex-
tensive asid perfectly even fiat, varying from a
quarter te haifa mile in breadth, is boundçd-on
eseb side by- a range of moderately high moun-
taine of arable land; the talley is in general,
cultivation, and remarkably fertile, producing
fine crops of maize, wheat, beana, potatoes,
peas &c. ah of which were ¡rs a state of spring-
like verdure, aud cultivated with tite utrnost
regularity asid. cleanhiness. Verdant meadow
landa intersect tite tihlage; the Ser Serinsa
(lower down called the Chiquito), slowly wind-
¡ng through tite midst, with a placidity more
resembhing "the soft-fiowing Avon," thais a
mountain streasn in America; the whole extent
of tite valley, which with different windings
may be threé or four leagues ¡rs Iength, ¡a ex-
tremely wefl peopled; many of the cottages
were adonied with fiowers, ami very neat; the
1aM belonging te each individual is partitioned
off-by mud walis, or hedges, giting a further
appearance of civilization asid independence,
asid tite pasturage is abundantly stocked with
Rheep, oxen, and horses. It ¡a upon tite whole
a most ¡nteresting tract, and givee a favourable
opinion of the kiugdoin of New Grenada. We
K
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took a slight repast at the house of the village
curate, which is about haif-way in the vale..
Açcording to bis account, the parish contains a
population of upwards of 3000 persons. ¡o
the early part of the. revolution these people
made extraordinary exertions ¡a the cause of
the patriots. When Bolivar arrived with bis.
army, worn out with fatigue, from the banks of.
tbe Apure, they clothed tbem—remounted their
officers, aud a great part of the cavalry, and
supplied them with necessaries at their own
expence. lis known patriotism brought upon
it, during its subsequent occupation by the.
Spaniards the greatest hardsbips, and contribu-
tions dut of number. It was late. in tbe
afternoon when we left the parochia; at .the
distance of half a league is the pueblo of the,
same name, and it was quite dark before we
had haif completed the evening's march. We
had infinite difficulty in proceeding, owing to the
intrióacy of the road, and although we meta
great many persono returning towards Serinsa
from a neigbbouring market, they were al! so.
completely ¿aguarapado (drunFwith guarajo,)
that we could obtain no sort of information
frojn them. We reached Santa Rosa late. ¡:
tbe evening—three leagues from Serinsa—where.
we found the people ¡a a similar state of. intoxi-,
cation, and we were obliged to take forcible
possession of tbe Akaide's house. The village
'3'
is large aud populous. We were awakened at
an early hour by a contination M the ev-ening'í
revel, the Alcalde having a pulperia attached to,
his bouse.
15th April. The country continued very
fertile aM well cultivated. AL the distance of
two leagues is Duitárna, a small straggling vil-
lage, in a rich aM productive plain, encloíed
by distant heights, among which was pointed
out to us the fleid of Bargas, where the Spa-
niards received, from lis consequenees, a most
important defet from the patriota, commanded
by Bolivar, who, with a force of 900 men,
great part of whom were English, badly armed
and equipped, aud almost overcome by a har-
rassing march from the banks of the Apure,
completely routed the enemy, who were 4900
strong, possessing a body of 600 cavalry, well
mounted, besides artillery, the wbole well
provided, clóthed, and fed. Frórn hence pass-
ing a defile in the mountains, the road ópened
infó an extensive plain abounding in large herds
of oxen, sheep, and horses, and consisting en-
tirely of pasture 1aM without any trees.
Having traversed about three leagues, we rested
for a few hours at the village of Paypa, in the
house of the commandant, Mr. Monroy, who
treated us with the greatest hospitality and
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atteution. This village was the head quarters
of. tite Spaaiards previous tó the affair at »ar-
os, which aL the expiration of a kw days, was
followed by the more decisive battle of Boyacá,
and the consequent occupation of Santa Fé, by
the patriots, on which occasion Bolivar entered
ui triumpb. 1n the afternoon we pnkeede4
alpng dic plain, which has remarkable
but its barren aspect. On the toad we met
Col. Jackson proceeding to take oommand of
the division we passed qq leaving Soatá.
itt dic distance of four lees we quitted the
road, amd clossiqg tbe plain, 4rrived at the vil-
lage of Tuta, where Mr. Monroy recomrnended,
us to pass the night. We were received by the
curate, 4ntonio .
 Guevara, tUi the greatcst
cordiaJity; he w*s bçought up in t4e college of
Bogota, ami was coutep2poity.
 with Mr. Zea.
This mp», suprjQr in ipfgrmatio aid ¡u liberal
sentiment tQ almpstany ,f bis.cowtryiu.
 that.
we have mqt wjth, is dqqmçd to pas hi4, gaya
ip a sal! s,çquestered village: his. n3ost pica
surable mpments are thpç in whiqh he, can
enjçy tje soqiety of fqreiwiersatd enIigitened.
travellers;
 pasaing from aç1 to t4g capital, thop
number of which ishoweverlimited, owipg to thp
village standing at a distance from dic high roa4.
The coavçrsation of this christian-like and cia-
Sable man was highly intcresting. Knowsfto,
most of the leading characters of his country,
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hb ígave u many pleftsing aneedotes regarding
theta, sud described with great energy tbe
events df Bárgas and Boyaca, aM the Óntbu-
siaam whith tite name of Bolivar inspited..
WitbeSs alsó to the titeities of the Spiuiards,
un&r Boyes aM Morales, be related circum-
stances of cruelty comniitted by tbém, whith
would be hardlycsdiblebad he notbéS himself
an e e-ttness of tbem. it seerned as iflie couid
not sufficiently load us with atteptioS. We
had net been in the house fin minutes before
sweeteats and chocolate were setved—in a
short time calces and liqueurs--and afterwards a
substantial supper; olean beds were also j*e-
paÑd--a luxury we had úot efljG3red extept ¡ti
Valencia.
e
The curates in catbolic countries, more than
in others, are, in consequence of tbe anliinitéd
powet they ossess over the minds of their pa-
rishioners, either tite most useful an4 valoabie
clan of menj as in tite present instance or 0W
tite contrary, destructive of ev%ry social tie,
whén they abuse the confidence with which, by.
virtue of their avocation, they are invested.
It was late the following inorhing before we lelt
this amiable character, who ¡a an honour to bis
profession.	 -
l6th ApriL Reached Tunja, a diitance of
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four leagues, st one o'clock. Thia toen; which
¡a the capital of a departlnent, is situated
aneminence, and seen at a considerable ¿Manee,
surrounded by stony . ,heiglats and swn'py.
meadows. We Md pineda day's máreli upoH
our baggage, for the purpose of devoting it.to
aeeing this place, .which we underatood. to be
worth attention, but were disappointed oit a
neareraequnintance. The Alcaide quartered us
ona person of the name of Baños, wbo U. ¡u.
the habit of receiving al! the Englh who pazs,
¿md that most hospitably, it' we may judge by
tlie attention we received from himself sud
daughter, The on)y manufactory we have seen
¡a the country, is one belonging to Mm, of salt-
petre, with which he supplies the governxnent
works st. Bogotá; the premises are extensive,
and fortnerly gaye employment to upwavds of
200 meo. The earth, fro which the -salt ls
extracted ¡a found in abundance in the vieinity,
but ita proportion is amatE, being about 086
arroba in one bundred of earth. The little
chemical science he ¡a master of, was acquiréd
1%om a French gentleman, of'the name of Jolivet,
who was made away .with by the Spaniards, as
vas their custom with all men of ability, whose
influence in society they very justly (from their
viciona system of goverument) dreaded. In the
bejght of their pawçr the difficulty of ingreas
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iwas so geat, that very few EurópMns got
beyond the coast. No one could embark . ibr
Spziizh America without theking's pésiasion,
which was never given bat for conunercial un'
dertakings, and then only for iwo yéars. To
foreigners it was never granted, but under very
heavy táxes, asid then they were 'not allowed tu
gó into dic interior. Tbere is little, worthy of
notice in tite town, ezcepting the churohes an4
convents, of. te inter tbere are five, two of
nuns, and three of friars. We could not seo any
of tite former, of which Stnta Clan is thu
principal—a ricli order. Tite mónks are of..the
orden of St. Francis, St. Donñuiek, ami ,Juaft
de Dios, they were civij iii shewing as afi that
was to be seeri intheir reépective monasteries
tite ornamenta of which cónsist chiefiy in a
proSion of images aM gilt. work, very rich
but gaudy, with a great iñany pictures, . dic
¡Murality being mere trash,.but çontaining sorno
feto of merit. A Magdalene iii theFranciscan.
çonvent La amongst the best. The parish
churck La well wórth visiting, as it contajus
several véry oid piótures . óÇmerit. ápimrently
by Spanishmasters. The architecture of these
edifices is of the sitnplest, aud freqnently
tite rudeat kind; the portal to tite, Parochia La
boweier an exccption it is carved in stone; aud
of tolerable execution. St. Juan de Dios: ¡a
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cosverted into as hospital ¡br the railitay aS
poor of the placa Of aH religioua onlets, this
la probably the only one that ¡a atali 'aeÑl to
society. (Me oftheir piefesskms la tire science
of medicine, which they study in ita different
branches, asid givt advice asid rnedicS gratis.
During mit fly ene of tbe monks isited 8k
Balos; he liad lafeIyanived from tbe ny a
Quito, where be had beca fihling tire ciRce of
Surg'eon General; be served ¡si tite sanie capa-
city darihg tite campaigns iii Venezuela and.New
Oreiada, having held'that post -tm 7en 1
hould not oznit to niention tire Colegio de Boyçwá,
or public coilege, lately established ben,
wherein thehigher clases are taught philosóçÉhy.
matitemasia, ad divinky, asid for tite pporoftke
town la establiaheda achool on tire ¡sncasttrian
plan. We visitd it 'while Se boya werethere,
asid were struck with tire regulaSy with which
itisconducted, aswe3isthefneappeSaoe
of the y ths,ixtyiasMwber,.seve$l of whain
had siSe considemblé sogvs. Tite t
penJtRre viery pleasañt. varying frcm 68 0 lo ?O°.
iL1$im ezercise, we Si e%perieoced n
oppreáive.sasatíoí atthe chest fr'rn tber&ity
of the atmosphere.
lSth ApróL Leftourkind hostatnineintlie
morning; he ocszntry sti&l open and nre, l)M
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very susceptible of cultivation; st tite dimatice
of two leagues we reached tite memorable field
ofBoyatá,'whereth&Spaniards ttNcw Grcmadtt
received their death blow from die redo'ubtabk
BolÍvar, aided by bM brne Bi4tiMt Auxiltait;
tbe respective positions were. pøinted €att to ut
.by a initabitant óf tite place. Tite SpaDiards
Izad their centre ma plain, prótected ÍD frónt
by a small Ser asid ravine 1 their rightoccupied
a rising ground, beyond which was the bridge
of Boyacá, defended by tite trtillery; ben it
was titat tek poStion was firat torced by t
English troops, wbo gnMed tite bridge, aa
charged np so tite mouS of tite guns, ai bf
whiéh were takea, together 'witit te &paiilbh
general, IBwTeiw4 his st4 sud a large nutnber
tfpriáoaersi Thus havewe viMtS, what, iti
i'uture ages, tU ja sil probkbflity be tooket
upon as tite clasaic ground of Coloznb4a, Cara-
bobol Bargas! Boyaca!
Beyond this, ube -country awmes a much
betteaspect, Rpontaneousvegetation re-ap peaz,
ihe roads are good, «M free frorí stones, tite
soil ¡a cultivation, ant! tc4esbly peopled. We
halted atthetilageof Venta Quemada, ant! dined.
It desenes no other inention titan thai it pos
sesees en obliging and civil Pulpero.
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Starting agais late inthe evening, we had a
most delightfiil ride by the light of the moon,
tite night being uñid, and .the roads as even as
¡ti any gentleman's park in Englaud. We
pnsed a valley about midway, chartningly
situated, and susceptible of the , highest cultiva-
tiQn asid diere are many Well ananged ftrms,
in one fleid we counted no lesa tban twcaty-one
plçugbs at work!
Completed our ninth league on arriving at a
place, called La Pija—a lone house where wé
were obliged to pass the night; the only place
we had to put our heads ¡tito was a small venta
or shop, where our bosteas servéd out chkké( a
fermented liquor made frommaizeandhoney,)
¡u liberal potationsto sorne thirs;y peone who
liad posaession of the apartment. The senants
having miased the róad, we found ourselves
without hammocks, asid were driven to the
alternative of peraznbulating ánd star-gazin
the whole night, or, roosting in* conimon with
the hosteas, servants, children, muleteers, &c.
on tite daznp earthen floor—fatigue decided in
frvour of the latter alternative, in spite of tbe
effiuTia arising from fermented liquor, rancid
meat, &c. with wbich the hut was furnished.
Wrapped ¡u our cloaks we took our stations in
the midst, and had almost forgotten tite disaL
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greableneas oíthe situation, wben at inidnight
the servants arrived, and we liad the satisfac-
tion of getting into our hnnmocks, suspended
orn nurnerous sleeping beauties—and beata!
191k April. We left, la Pila the following
morning, aM arrived.at the village of Alto Viego
without any thing remarkable occurring; hence
the country widens eonsiderably, and presenta
a rich fiat well cultivated with whcat aM other
grain, to the very suznmit of thehills. A great
many houses are soattered over the plain, and
it presents altogether an aapect of plenty. At
the village of Choconiá, which is iii .the rnidstof
the plain, pleasantly situated, we stopped to
dine. At two o'clock we continued our mute
through a fertile country, and by a gentie
rise, we reached a height from whence we liad
a fine prospect of tbe vale. of Pan Vicente:
it. is more extensive than even the valley ot
Caneas: the view from the aboye is lively
and picturesque, as rnuch of the country
seen froni hence ¡a pasture huid, wdll stocked
with. cattle of every description, and watered
by the river Bogotá. At a distance are the
villages called the Pueblos. Wc descended to
the plain, which in sorne parta is very marshy,'
consequently well stocked with gaipe, especially
herons of besutiful plumage, sorne of which we
shot. As it grew dusk we sought for lodging
HO
'M t%P hdtsé ót the curate of a saail village,
called Esqudlé, about a infle of the IriS road,
and learn't Itere, by a Bogotá Gazette, tbat the
meetiwg of the first National Ccmgress liad
comménced. A messenger waa dispatchedto
ihb capital 'toprepire lodgings for u, having
beftrd how difficuft it was to obtain a honse
or apafWherrts, owing to the influz 61' strangers
anddepiities. lt *ttÉ netr twelve tite follówing
day, ore our baggage carne np, tthout whicb
we ccmld not pmcéed.
201h Ápttil. Wfé teáchéd Onaehasipá, the of
ihe Pueblos, aS finished the day's joúitey by
baltiag ti ihótIiet village, abóut a 'infle beyohd
it, aatled Tbtnsipá—a stagé of dny tee
IeagveL A lhrge portioYi of the plahi con-
tintied to pitseñt a manhy suYfac, but with
tite tdvantage df tire Ser windiñ throtigh it
a little trouble and etpence 'would render it
capable of cultivatioÑ tire rest is wéfl *toóked
with whéat, potatoés, &c. At ten at night
reh us, kw the purpot of proteetliñg to
Bogotá, and artan1ng mátteS before oür arri-
val. We folló'wed the né*t morning at an
ea±ly hour, with a iew of reaching our ¿esti-
nation itt tité evening.
2Ist Api!. From the btidgc of Sopo we
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Izad a distaut view of a large village, úalled
Zipaquirá, where there are very valuable salt
mines, belonging to the government—thence,
turniñg tbe. fpot of a rango of hillstbat ¡tu N.
ami S. we entered the une of plain tbat
conducts to dio capital. It i& of conaidsiable
widA; Uit borizon aWi, bQunde4 by distarit,
mouotaies, aM dic fiat preutisg art appearr
auge oChigli. cultivation; in.the midst.nans the
river. Bogotá; the scenery waahighly pleasing..
We passed a riéh hacienda, presentedi t4o tha.
Vice-President Santander by his friends since
tbe Revojution.. The circusastance is eomme-
morated by, an inscription oit the. portal. Our
approach to tIw capital (wbich we caugbt dio
first znomentary glisnpse of' from an ezninence
four leagues distant froni it,) was annonnoed by
diflrent parties of equestrians who we met
riding at ful! speed (tixe accustomed pace) on
small but active horses—mules being compara-
tively out of use, excepting for travelling.
We overtook our baggage at the village of Su-
saquia, distant only four miles from Bogotá,
where it was agreed that we should await a
messenger from ; here we took up our quar-
ten at the Alcald&s, who we found a very obli-
ging 'flan; from henee we hada splendid view of
the plain which extends in fropt of the capital;
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on this side of the Ser are very fine coro.
¡anda.
• 23rd Áprit. Owing to the expresa which
ns sent to urge us to proceed iminediately
biving missed us, we were detained here tul
this morning, when we atarted at an early hour,
more and. more astonished, as we advanced,
at the neglected atate of the valuable land that
actually joins the capital, and the bid state of
the roads.
• Thus, at the expiration of At'o months, we
entered the capital of the Republic, Santa Fé
de Bogotá, not only in goo4 liealth, but really
without.any sensible fatigue, from so long but
very interesting a jouniey.
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BOGOTA, iotA ¡use, 1823.
Alter a stay of nearly two months at the
Capital, it is probable that recent occurrences
tU rendes' it necessary for me to return to
Europe; but, as ,the time of my departure is
dependant upón circurnstances over which 1
have no control, 1 will no longer defer sending
you such paniculan of Bogotá as 1 have had
time to,commit to paper. 	 -
Not baving succeeded in procuring a house,
owing to tbe great inñux of deputies and stran-
gen during the session of Congress, we were aH
kinilly received by a friend, until such time as
we could suit ourselves with one, at a small
Quinta delightfully situated o» the Alameda or
publie waik, which forms one of the principal
entrances to tbe city. The road. ¡a enclosed on
either side by fragrant hedges of rose bushes,
and a variety of wild fiowers of luxuriant
growth. It is the usual promenade on Sundays
and festivais. Ile membera of tbe Oovernment,
tite Senate and Congress, gentry and inobility,
assemble bac. indiscriminately, either onfoot
or on horseback.
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At the expiration of a week we fortunately
succeeded in engaging the principal part of a
house, ja the Calle de St. Juan de Dios, where
wq have each a good bed room, an office, and
eating room; in tbecentre is asma!l court planted
with piñks and roses, round whick an open gal-
lery communicates with the respective apart-
ments, the usual style of building in
tisis country, aud generaily convenient on
¿ccqunt of the beat. The usual scarcity of
furniture is as apparent here as at Caracas ; we
have with difficulty succeeded in
 procuring a
bedstead each, a table, a few chairs, and
mat.tioq for our rooms, but being as we!l oil' as
Ofl neighbours, have, no just cause of com-
plaint.
The firat Suzíday after our arrival, it being the
eustomary etjqpette, wc paid ouy respects lo
te Vice-President Sapander and fue ministers
GuaZ. Castillo and Restrepo. la the absence
of Bolívar the ezecufive authority is: vested
intbe' formar., who o'ccupies the paláce of
the lat4 Viceroy, which excepting the state
apartment, is fay from astonishing one with lis
splenL4gur, gr arcbiizctural beauty; it is in fhct
a very humble edifice, inferior lo many prívate
houses. General Santander has every appear-
ance of being an affable and gent!eman-like
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man with a good person, and the manners of
one who has seen inuch of the world. S6r
Gual, the Secretary for Foreign Airs, 1$ COn-
sidered to be a man of talent, and has perhaps,
more weight than any other in the council of
ministers. Castillo beara a character of great
integrity, joined to extensive knowledge, and
easy eloquence; he is the minister of the Haci-
enda (Finance); 55v Restrepo, of te home
department, also a polite, and well educated
man, is at present charged with a compila-
tion of a history of dic revolution; aM as he
possesses, in 'virtue of bis office, te most authen-
tic documents, it may be looked forward to as
a genuine narrative of fitcts. General Briseflo
Mendez is the minister of war, and is also very
well spoken of. Besides te aboye, we visited
te Bishop of Maracaibo and Menda, a member
of the senate, aud at present the only mitre in
te Republic; for although Bogotá and Caracas
are each Bishoprics, they are now vacant. He
ja a reverend and respectable looking oId man,
zealoub in the support aM jnterest of the church,
and as ¡ am informed attentive to foreigners.
General Oudinetta, dic President of te senate,
also bears a very respectable character. We
likewise visited Dr.'Pella, formerly te Judge
of te Alta Corte, (High Court,) a man of ex-
tensive information and agreable manners.
L
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At Se tapital of a repubiic of snch geat
etent, situated in the heart of the immense
c ontinent of South America, *e site of Bogotá.
is peculiarly- advantageons, both as 'regarás ib
ctnnparative facility of outward communication,
aM ita tingular advuntages of clinnte, soil, anti
pieturesque position.
fle cummunication with the Caribbean sea,
'by the Rio Grande (Magdaletaa) is vay expedí-
taus; neglected, as all tIte roads in Ehis eountry
are, at tIte presen't time, it ¡a only a three ¿aya
journey to the town of Honda, 'situeted on the
east bank of the Magdalena, from wbenoe tite
post generally reaches tht coast ka seven ¿aya,
owíng to te extraardinaty velocity of the en-
rent—to ascend, fha disproportion ¡a iinmense!
itis not at afil uncommon, after therainy seeson,
tó 'be delayed (ram fty to 'sixty ¿aya, ifl navi-
fltingfrom Santa Marthato Ronda, adifferenoe
that at first qpeait hardiy credib4e, lsd the
fact aforda df itself sorne idea of the or&of the
cnrrent; this tediona tnethod of travelling ja
however likely soon to be remediad, a contract
having been inade with the government fiar
establlshing steam vessels on 'tite Magdalena,
st tIte same time to ferm a new road 'te tom-
municate with the capital, and 'canals which
are to connect tIte Sin of Cartbgena t
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eMts Martha with tbe MsgdaJeua; although
&wn the maguitude of tite undertaking, ao'pe
4oübts are eptertained of ite being arried
speedily ¡ato eøect. Oit tite other side, running
¡u a uorth-eastérly clirection, ¡a tite river Meta,
ewptying itself ¡ato tite Orinoco, at about ono
kuwlred leagues froni tite Átlantic, by which
tite coznmuuication ¡a equally rapid, iii propor-
don te tite distance. Ero,» tite capital fo tito
Mata, ¡a ajourney of titree or four daya.which,
in addition to ¡a greater lengtb of course lenes
a decided preference, as 1r as tite conimerco
Qf Bogotá ja concerged, to tite navigation of' tbe
Magdaleua.
Tite advaatages of tite climate are most
sbikng, %ituated within tite Mit degree of north
Istitude, Bogotá enjoya a teniperature that is
siugularly constaut, aud agrceable; during the
witole time that we han Leen hete, tite thenno-
meter has never varied more thnn tve .degrees,
titan la, froin 58° to .63°, amI we bate nevertheleas
liad frequent ebanges of weather; for tite firit
(w'tnigb& it rained coutinually, when tite mini-
mum ns 580; we han since Lsd beautifully
clear days, witii warm aun; ¡a tite sanie posi-
don, tite titermometer has not beta higlier titan
.30. Tbdeanrofaomodenteandagreeahlea
.dawa&e ¡a & murse auzibutable te tite gres
L2
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elevation 'of the table 1aM upon which tbe city
is situated, being 8815 feet aboye thé level of the
sea. The consequence is an extreme rarity of
tite air, which, for tite first week is very oppres-
sive to alt strangers, causing a difficulty of
breathing, and an unpleasant sensation at the
chest. After a few ¿aya bowever one becomes
accustomed to it. On exposing yourself much
to the Sun here, it takes greater eff ct upon the
skin than in warmer climates; 1 éxper'ienced
this to a great degree, one day that .1 rode to
tite falla of Tequendama; in twenty-four hours
tite skin péaled off my ftce, althougb at the time
1 had felt no inconvenience from the heat.
a
This city, which is in 4 06 N. Lat. aiíd 78° 3O
W. Long. is built at the foot of une of tite
highest mountains in a range of emiriences,
running in an amphitheatrical form, nearly froin
N. to S. It is a little elevated abo ye the exten-
Se plain that lies before it, bounded again by
variously sitaped mountains, at a distance of
about thirty leagues. This plain, from tite
extreme • richness. of the soil, rnigbt be a pérf'eét
garden; that part immediately joining tite
town, ja formed into Potreros, or plaées for
grazing cauJe, but by far the greater portion is
either comnion, overgrown with shrubs, or
márshy ground that might be drained with gréat
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facility, as the river Bogotá serpentines through
the centre of the plain, about three leagues distant
from the city, which has assumed its narne. It
was originally called Santa Fé, to which was
added de Bogotá, but since the expulsion of
the Spaniards, it goes solely by the latter titie.
• There exists a difl'erence of opinion upon the
superiority of' site of Bogotá, sorne preferring
that of Caracas; but 1 think tite former is de-
cidedly prekrable, especially as the climate of
Bogotá is more adapted te English con!titutions,
and is favorable to greater b6dily exertion.
The two lofty and 'rocky znountains, thatI
have before mentioned, at the back of Bogotá,
said to be 17,000 feet aboye tite surface of the
sea, are called Mont Serrat and Guadaloupe;
they completely shelter tite town from cíasterly
winds, and ' Se tite means of its being well
supplied with water. Oit tite summit of each
is á convent, where the natives ascend on cer-
tain days in the year, and 1 ant toid monks are
sent therefor penance—sucb it córtainly rnust
be, for their summits are more-
 frequently in,
titan out of the clouds. 1 undertook this
journey one morning, and never was more
gratified, than with the view of the eityand.
plain of Bogotá, vid tite amazrng variety, and
ffil l
báuty of dat mauntain shrubs that grow at tite
back. It is a perfect botanic garden; the
a*cent is i'ery circuitous and difflcutt of acceso.
Severa! persons have agreed in infonhing me
that the population of Bogotá exceeds 35,000
the streets always appear welI fihled. There
Mi however, a larger proportion of moüks,
nous, and. clergy, titan in any óther pafl, or
perhaps. ira fiat whote Republic dombined.
When seen from the mountains at the back it
has a very pretty effect. The streets, alt bullt
at right angles, Jane an appearance of great
regularity, ami have a stream of water .con-
8tantly fiowing in the centre; there are, also,
several bandsome public fountains. Great as
is the extent of the city, 1 think 1 am ¡mt
naueh out ¡a computing that the churches ami
convento cover one haif of the ground. Thete
are no tesé than thirty-thr«l which, with their
respective domes and towets )
 very muth en-
hiten the view of tite city, although essentially
tbey must prey tipón tbe industry ami property
of its inhtbitañts. These are realty tite only
edifies that distingnish theinselves The re*-
.gióus minifa bs now happily ínbsided, atad the
•peophe of Bogotá, ercepting only the popuiact,
.havethro*ñ off the ybke kf biind atad tasit
obediern* wish wbidt tite SpanSb Govetn-
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mezfl ¡nade tkem vassals of ihe ptieathood.
(thereby keeping them both in subjection and
ignorance,) and are beconte indépend.eut of ita
power, aud tite belief of their iufallibiity.
Many of tite conveuta are ¡u parto ;wl otitera
wholly deserted since the Revolution; 9çVet-
theless titen ¡a stit a redundant nuiaber of
drones 1 The ground thtt sorne of tite couvents
cover a immeuse.
Tite streets are generaily narrow, sil of theta
paved, and tbe principal ones ha've foot-patbs.
By far tite Iiveliq$, and built witb tite greateat
regularity, Ls tite Calle Real. Tite ground
Boors of the houses are occupied by shops,
with onestory aboye, each habitation baving
large wooden balcony painted green. Titis
street ¡a well pava!; aud as there are no carts,
or vehicles of any deacription, the traifie being
hitherto exclusively taniad on witb mutes, it
does not require frequent repair. At tite ex-
tremity of tite Calle Real is the principal
square, where tite daily market is heid; one
side bing occupied by tite palace, tite otber
by tite custoni house, tite cathedral and its
offices.
Bogotá Ls well supplied with afl tite pece-
sanes of life; meat vegetables and poultry, are
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very abundas, but there is no fish. With the
exception of pifies and granadillas, the fruits are
neither so fine nor so plentiful as ¡u warrner
regions, notwithstanding they enumerate thirty
different sorts. Articles of luxury are nre, aid
very expensive. Very tolerable Frencli wines,
however, were to be bat during mit stay, at the
rate of five to six shilhings a bottle; but at
present it frequently occurs tbat the stock is
exhausted before fresh supplies arrive. Euro-
pean manufactures are likewisé soid; but gene-
rally at extravagant prices, aM often of very
inferior quality. Tbe foliowing articles will
give sorne idea of their relative value.
A Bat, 10 dollare.	 A dono of common Tum-
Pair of Boota, 16 donara.	 hiera, 10 dollare.
Con of inferior Clotb, 30 Do. coinmon Cupe asid Sao-
doilar..	 ceta, 9 doflare.
Superfine Ctotb Coat, 60 dollars.
The principal merchants of Bogotá send to
Jamaica to purchase their stock of goods.
The costume of the inhabitants is singular,
especially that of the wonen. A lady of the
first importance and a common person dress ¡u
Se sarne ityle when they walk out. A black
gown iii tbe Spanish fashion; a square piece of
blue cloth which eovers their beads, and hangs
don to their waists; with this they generaily
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envelope tbemselves, so as barely to leave the
face visible; over it tbey weara large blackbeaver
or silk bat, with a very broad brim. This at first
8igbt has a most singular and outré . appear-
ance; the ladies allow it to be a barbarous
fa*hion, but want courage to break through the
custom. About the feet, as witb their penin-
sular progenitors, there is considerable coquetry.
The common people on certain occasions are
very smart; but as the women of this class, as
well as the men, are bare-footed, their bugled
and lace-trimmed dresses appear very much
out of character. The peasants, over other
garments, wear a hill kind of mantle called a
roquilla, formed of a long square of cloth, or
striped cotton manufacture of the country; a
hole in tité centre admits tite head, and it falla
loosely over the shonidirs, completely pro-
tecting the body. The arms being hid, it gives
the wearer a very indolent appearance, but it
has a certain degree of elegance from ita
hanging in easy fblds.
As ftr as 1 liad att opportunity of judging,
Bogotá is the most justly celebrated place . ¡a
tite whole Republic for beautifulwomen. Tite
change is the more striking, after tite hideous
population one meets with in many of tite
towns and villeges in tite great esteni of
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cotntry between the two capitais. It ¡a not
from a few lóstances that one is led to form
suck so opinion; '
 the majority of tbe frmale ser
here being fairly entitied to this reputation.
From tbe coolness of Se cliinate their com
plexions are naturaily (sir, aixd very clear.
They inberit st the sazne time the fine expres-
Se dark eyes, sud regularity of features, of tbe
Spanish wonen, altbough partaking but in a
alight degrée of their elegant figures, owing te
tbe cuoteas rnnrner of dressing, aud aetting off
their persona. However they hayo pretty feet,
sud an cuy carriage, (gr which the former are
greatly distiuguished. One cannot help being
struck st this agrecable ehange; but from so
.great a sujleriority of personal appearance, fuere
is the more te regret ¡u the absence of those
endowmeuts of mmd azud couduot, tbat alone
render beauty permanently •attractive. Ile
illusion ¡a hero destroyed by Se abseneé of
both 1 Tbere are perhaN few cities (it ¡a to be
hoped so st least,) where the women are so
generaily depraved; azud although there are, no
.doubt, individuala of uncorrupted monis, and
virtuous caaduct, it ja toe evident that their
nwnbá ¡a bat amail.
fe heavy rnins haing jo pan subsided, my
curicsitywanuchercited te Ñjt thecelebrated
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&ÜSO, or taUs of Teguendama while augmeated
by the gteat inerme of te watsrs. 1 left dio
city at day break, crossing the plain in a south'
wstérl5 direetion. At the distande of three
leagues and a haif ¡a the village of Soacha,
Situated in the plain, aM encompaased by krtiie
corn lands; from hence to tite Ser Bogotá was
about haifa league, where 1 was obliged to lan
my hóreel and cross the river iii a canoe, it
hasring overflown ita banks te a considerable
extent; the *idth might be abóut that of tite
Thames at Chelsea. Having engaged a pide
at Use village, we welt both accommodated tiith
fresh horses at att hacienda, to enable un te com-
plete the expedition. Tite road from titis lies
attoss the ridge of mountains whioh tonas tite
boundary uf tite piaba in tite south-west, from
the summit of which diere ni a gnnd view of
Use iow land; a largo portion of it beiog ¡aun-
dated, had alt tite appearance of att extensite
lake, with vazlously ahaped hilis rising abruptly
from ita waters. Tite koriz*in mt dio opposite
sido of tite plain Ibuned bya long rango of
enlnens of various heights, was very pictu-
resqut Tisis ÑU Ís one of tite world's gltatest
wonders, probabiy tite inoat extraordinary of ita
bitad, oven in this country-,where we constantly
se nature in her ~es4 asid meel fantastic
forme frbnttSe ñverto tite Sil issdistaiceof
mi
about a league. Having ascended the heights,
the country becomes all at once most luxuriant
iii wood, aud wild shnibs of peculiar beauty;
• long, vid winding descent succeeded through
• dai,k thicket, from whence, at a considerable
distance, you firsthear the roaring of the waters;
a quarter of a mile from the Sato, we were
again obliged to ¡cave our horses, vid descend
by. a precipitous path-way to the brink of the
precipice; but how can 1 convey to you any idea
of the tremendous sight it offers! The river 1
before mentioned, having wound through thé
plain, contracta at this point into a narrow, but
deep bed, not exceeding forty feet inbreadth;
the banks on either side are clothed with tsees
through which it iowa with increased toree,
owing to ita con&ied ¡imita. Imagine yourself
placed at the edge of the precipice, oit a leve¡
-with the bed of the river, and distant from it
about fifty yarda, you observe this immense body
of water precipitated to the depth of 3Lr hundred
asid jifty feet, with indescri bable force, into a
capacious basin, the sides of which consist of
solid perpendicular rock. It is almost pr*
aumption to attempt the description of a sight
so sublimely beautiful!
This overwhelming body of water, when it
firat puta from ita bed, forma a broad arch of a
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g1ssyappearance, a little lower down it assumes
a fleecy form, and ultimately in its progreso
downwards, shoots forth ¡tito milliona of túbular
shapes, which chase éach other more like sky
rockets tban any thing else 1 can compare them
to. The changes are as singularly beautiful, as
they are varied, owing to the difl'erence of
gravitation, vid rapid evaporation, which takes
place before reaching the bottóm. The noise
with which this imwense body of water falla is
quite astounding; sending up dense clouds of
vapour, which rise to a considerable height, asid
mingle with the atmosphere, fonning ¡si their
ascent the most brilliant rainbows. The most
conclusiie proof of the extraordinary evapora-
tion, is the cornparatively small stream which
runa off from tite foot of the útiL Tó gire yots
sorne idea of its tremendous force, it is an
serted fact, that experiments have more than
once been made of forcing a buliock into the
streain, and that no vestige of him has been found
at the bottom, but a few of his bones. To gire
due effeet to this mighty work, nature seems to
have iavished all the grand accompaniments of
scenery, to tender it the most wonderful vid
enchanting of objects; from the rocky sides of
its iminense basin, huñgwith shrubs vid bushes,
numerous springs, and tributary streams add
their mite to the grand effect. At the bottom
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tbo water wbich nws cfi', ns knpetuously
PioDg a stony bed, overhuag with treta, and
Iosesitselfinadvkwiadingofthe .rock. From
tbe leve¡ of Se riverwhne you stand towitness
tbis sublime acene, the mountains Se to a gre$
htigbt, sad are coanpleteiy eovere4 withwood;
and st ose opeaing is a extenüve prospect,
wbich os a ciar doy encompeses sçme distant
tntairw in tbe pwviace of Antioqula, whosq
iummitsereclothed ¡u perpetualsnow. Hovering
ove tbe friglitful chasa, are various bMds of
(be moat beantiful plumage, peculiar to the
qiot, aud difering froxn anyl have be&irç •seu.
Another of the naturai curiosities of tilia
próvince, is a lake supposed to bave been fre-
quented by tite early Lndians Sor the purpose
of worshipping their ¡dolo. It has evr beea
iíagined that conaiderable treasure is deposited
¡u ¡ta beL Aa individual has láteIy und.ertaken
to drMu it, aud has expended Iarge suma of
mooey in tite procesa, but for want of funda he
wili .probaiÁy aooa be obliged to abandon tite
woá. 188W ata geutlemaWs boiise in Bogotá
an idd of solid «oid, thaI liad been recovexed
from. tWa Lake, it was about three inchee iii
beigbt, aoci restaublod tite objects of Hiudeo
worabip.
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Of sil tbe rehgious ediáces is tIS country,
the ce&edral of Bogotá deaerves inont particular
uienik*n. (u any country iii Europe it would
be considered a handsose building, altho4tgb
far froin being eciasiructal un etrict architectural
principies. The design is however boMi, sud
tite general effect grand and irnposing. The
-interior is bit acooMñig to tiae Coñut4iizn
srder. Tke nave isaepnsMdfrom the aisíesby
two ron of vay sasnive pillara, 4* in each,
die surihee of whiich is .a wiSe cozuposition
brought to a bigh polish, forrning a goed voutraøt
wi* SS riohly gilded.capitais. tinder a Io&y
dome ¡u the centreof the bviMing, ube principal
a)tar is raised, a splendid stnictawe of dnvling
brightness from the richness of its gildiug. The
choir whick ¡mes it at *he entnace, is very
epaoious, ami ricbly cerved, wi.th a profuaion of
goid work; various capellas, dedicated to cdWr
ferent sainta, surround the whole. They are
very splendidly ernazniecied, sad oontein Borne
geod $iutings, exceded . by .a nativo artiat.
Phe various wo*s th.at adora Se cntkedsal ea
al¡ of bis necution.
in a chapél, adjoining ¿be same, t&ere am a
fw very good paintings by Spanish ami Itm1in
masters.
1 Mí
The church of St. Juan de Dios has. a 1h11
length ChiSt, also finely executed. This, and
tbe Dorninican convent are the most spacious
of any; but 1 shall take another opportunity óf
deseribing the seteS religious edifices more
ininutely.
Unquestionably the principal object of ¡it-
terest aM importance, both as regards tbe
preaent, and Mure state of the Republic, ls the
national Congress; aM 1 have 'to regret, that
want of time has prevented my frequently at-
tending the debates, as 1 otherwise shóuld have
done!; 1 wil hQwever give you sorne idea of ita
institutions and prerogatives.
The national power is divided into three
distinct bodies ;—the legislative, exeeutive, and
judicial.
The legislative authority consists of the Se-
nate and House of Representafives, the sane-
tion of both being necessary to enact a law
which may originate with either, excepting such
as have a reference to contrib'utious aM im-
pofls; these have their origin ¡u the House of
Representatives.
To pass a law, three diseussions are neeessary
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ja either house, with the intenal of a day at
lean between each reading, unless in such cases
as are declared to be urgent, when the Iatter
regulation is over-ruled, and the first, second,
aud third reading may psis in three distinet,
but conseéutive sessions.
A project or proposition for a law having been
thrown out from one chamber, cannot be pre-
sented a second time until the foliowing yeai';
and no Iaw cón'stítutjonalty determined upon ¡a
both houses, can have effeet, until signed by
the ezecutive; should it think fit to withold
ita signature, the project must .be returned to
the house where it originated, accompanied by
the proposed alterations, within ten days after
ita receipt. It then undergoes fresh discussion,
and it approved by a majorityof two-thirds of
thé members present, passes into a iaw, even
•without the signature and approbation of the
éxecutive—so that in fact, the exe.cutive has no
absolute vote, flor even has it the power to pro-
pose a Iaw, but only to present moler which ¡a
taken into consideration, and upon which a law
may be founded; neither can the President,
Vice-President. the Ministera of tbe High Court
of Justice, Secretaries of State, Intendants,
Governors, &c. form part of the legislative body,
tither as Senatora, or Menibers of tite lower
M
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lloüse. In fact, its powers are virtually re-
atricted to carrying iñto efl'ect the Iáws that are
enactedL
In the general elections, each province names
a Representative for every 30,000 soule; in any
particular one, ahould diere be an exceas of
15,000, it appoints att. additional member; this
proportion of one Representative to every 30,000
persona will be ¡vi ibreé until the number of
inembers atnount to lÓ0—and although the poe
pulation augment, the number of deputies will
not tk só, úntif the ptoportion corresponda to
one for every 44)000; iii' this case they may
ñirther increase, until the nurnber of Represen-
tatives amount to150.
To becorne a Representative, it ja neceesary,
besides possessitsgthe qualifieations of an elector,
to be a resident, of nativ'e of the province for
which yott are elét,ted, a two years residence in
the country itnrnediately prior to yourelection—
to possess a» estáte óf the value of 2,000 dollars,
or an income of 500 dollars, or to be profbssor
of a science.
• Persona not born in Colómbia can become
Representatives, after eight yeam residence in
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the republic, azul on being possessed of att estate
of the value of 10,000 dollars.
The house of Representatives has the exclu-
sive right of inipeaching before the Senate,
either the Presiden.t or Vice-President, and the
Minigters of tbe High (lourt of Justice, iii cases
wheie their conduct militates againat the good
of the repub1ic
The election of a Representative is fm finir
years;
fle &nate is composed of Senators, elected
for tite different depaitments, éach naming four.
Their funetion Iub for eigbt years, but at the
end of tbe fourth year, one half for each depart-
nient áre replaced by fresh enes, t'he seceding
members being determined by. lot.
Besides possessing the qualifications of an
elector, a Senator must be thirty years of ap, a
resident, or native of the department, for which
he is elected, and liare lived in the tepublic
three yeaxs immediately prior to his election.
He must possess a property of 4,000 dollars
value, or an income of 600 dollars, or be profes-
sor of a science.	 -
M2
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Personi not born in 'Colombia must have re-
sided ja it twe!ve years, and possess estates to
the value of 16,000 dollars, to becoine Senators.
T/ie e.recutive power is vested in a President,
who must possess afl the requisite qualifications
of a Senatót; he is elected for four years, and
can be only re-elected once, without an inter-
niission of one other nomination.
AVice-President is alzo named, who performs
the functions óf the fonner during bis abaence, -
orin case of death or seceasion.
Li the absence óf both, the Presides of fue
Senate is the executive power.
To assisfthe President be has a council com-
posed of the Vic&Presidént, one of the ministers
of tbe Lligb Court of Justice, nominated by
himself, and the Secretaries of State.
Tite constitution recognises fiye Secretaries,
that fo, Foreign Affairs the Interior; Hacienda,
os' Finance; the Marine; asid Secretary at
War; the tt Iatter are at present united ¡u
the same person.
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Each Secretary is the organ, through which
the Executive delivers its orden to the Subor-
dinate authorities; aud it is tbe duty of either.
to give such information verbally, orin writing,
to bojh Houses, as .may be required of them, i
their respective capiicities.
The Judicial or third power in the state, is
that which at present is the least defined; nor
is it probable, from the present advanced state
of tbc session, tbat tite civil and penal code
will be drawn up before the next meeting of
Congress.
A$ it stands at present, the attributes of tbe
High Court of Justice are—that at least five
Judas shall be named for the election of one,
three óf whom are to be proposed by tite Exee
cutive to tite House of Representatives, who
reduce tbe number to two, the Senate finaily
fixing upon the individual.
Tbe Higb Court of Justice is to take cogni-
zance of al¡ contentions of Ambassadois, Minis-
ten, Consuls, or Diplomatic Agents of all
countries, which may result from treaties, or
negociations, entered into by tite Executive, aixd
any differences that may arise ¡u the up'erior
tribunais.
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Of superior Courts of Justice, anfl inferior
Judges, tbe Constitution saya, that for the
resent the Congress wilt nanie such as it inay
think necessary in the different departments,
the Executive nórninating for the approval of
the "Álta Cene," the chiefJudges. The iúferiót
mies to continue tbeir ñinctions, according to a
mporary law, until such time as the Congress
shall refllate the adminfstratioñ of justice.
This is a brief ouiline of the three cónstituent
powers ¡u the nation.
The discussions ¡a both Houses are open to
the publie, excepting on such cases when it is
Judged expedient that it should be otherwise.
This reserve eíists ¡esa ja the Senate, t$n in
tbe lower Honse. The fonner is held in á largé
hall in the Convent of St. Domingo, the centre
being railed off for membeta; the publie stand-
ing at tbeir backs without St partition, but
sufficiently near to make it very inconvenient;
at one end of tbe apártment is a kind of throne
for jite President (General Oudlnetta), elented
aboye the refl, and decorated with silk hang-
ings, and the arma of tIte Republic; on bis
right is a portrait of the Liberator Bólivar,
placed there by order of tite Congresa. In an
assembly of this nature, so recently established,
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ansi composed of menibers who HeCeS$aflly have
not had great opportunities of witnessing tite.
proceedings of more civilized nations, it would
be absurd to expect rnuch eloquenee, generaily
the resultof a finished education, and much prac
tice in the art of apeaking. Tite restricted means
of acquiring knowledge during tite oid Govern-
ment, and the recency of their institutions, wili
furnish a sufficient excuse; but, nevertheiess,
much pleasure and satisfaction may be derived
from attending their debates. Tité principie
which seems to actuate their endeavours, is a
search after tTUthb and to administer justice in
tite most libenl point of view. la arriving at
these desirable «gis, diere is frequeatiy agood
deal of e.xtraneous argument, but their decisions,
are e.ch as do honour to their endeavours, and
prove that they are bah conscious of tite im-
portance of the duty they have to perform. aM
Uit trust reposed in titan. Tite apeeclies are
inostly very short, but havía tite merit of,
generaily bearing upon tite point ja question,
without any attempt M rhetoric; it is, never-
theless surprising, tite thcility with which alcnost
every member delivers Ms sentiments. In a
new assewbly, oae naturaily expecta to fiad a
diffidence aM hesitation, where people epress.
titemaelves Lot tite firat tizne in publie, oit sub-
jects whioh require a certain degree of order anct
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analysis; but ben it is done with aH the case
of common conversation. The !ongestspeeches
¡ have heard have not exceeded twenty minutes;
the general average may be from five to ten.
Among the best of the speakers in the. Se-
nate (of which there are but sixteen members
present, the number consisting of forty,) is Sór
Soto, a man of very. ¡iberal sentiments, and of
good understanding; he is !ooked upon as one of
the ablest of that body. Mr. Hurtado is another
who expresses hirnselfwitb considerab!efluency.
But nóne excéeds in libera!ism and indepen-
dence Padre Breeenq, member for the Depart-
ment of the -Orinoco. 1-le senas particularly
tenacious of any encroathment, of tité executive
authority. He speaks frequent!y, and very
znuch to the purpose. The Q!d Bishop of Mc-
rida is very fond of giving his opinion on afl
subjects, consequent!y.
 often !oses himseZ
whjch never fails to draw upon hm tité minh
of the House; however he very good-naturediy
and wiseLy joins in the !augh against himse!L
He is not one of those who facilitate the pro-
gress o( business. 1)' .said of Mm, "II a
été tres bon pour l'independence, nais, II est
fort mauvais pour la liberté." However he
bears an excellent private character, and is
very zea!ous in the support of tite church.
¿69
The Vice-Presjdent Torres is a man of tolerable
eloquence and good reasoning, bat ratber too
• much inclined (according to report,) to the side
of power. He has of late generally officiated,
in consequence of the illness of Oudinetta,
whose character stands very high for impar-
tiality, and bis opinions are generally respected.
General Nariño, formerly Vice-President of tite
Republie, is a man of considerable talent, but
during. bis administration, ié 8aid to have exer-
cised bis power with great severity. It is only
of late that he has taken his seat in tbe House,
in consequencé of charges (emanating from an
unknown source, but publisbed in tite official
Paper,) having been brought against blm,
wbich, as they implicated Ms competency to
boid the office of a Senator, it was necessary
for blm to disprove, before he could enter upon
his .functions. Tbey amounted to an accusa-
tion of hjs having applied certain publie monjes
to bis own use, and of his having been me
solvent, either of which would have been suffi-
cient to have deposed him; but he succeeded
in completely clearing his character before his
judges, (the Senate,) of the aecusations biought,
anonymously against him. He made an at-
tempt to form an opposition party in the Se-
nate, being personaily inimical to Santander;
(a circumstance wbich must be considered as
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unfortunate ata tiinewhentbe greatestunanimity
is absolutely necessary to ensure prosperity.)
A subsequent reconciliation has taken place be-
tween these ~ates, which has given general
satisfaction.
• The Legialature is deprived of the talent of.
twa of ita bat oratots, Gual vid Castillo, tbey
being ja office as Seeretaries of ,State. 1 had
a &vourable opportunity of hearing the former
upon two occasions; the one on tite expe-
diency of granting General Bolivar penniasion
to match to the assistance of the Peruvians,.
the other lii vindication of a treaty entered
into, of. offensi've vid defnsive alliance, with
the Republies of Buenos Ayres, Cliii, aud
Peru: on tite former point, in particular be
displayed great eloquence—pointing out tite
honor that would accrue tu tite Republic of
Colombia, which had been the fíat to assert
aM achieve her independence, and would be
the Iast to sheathe bar victoçious sw(ffd, whíle
an enemy remained te - be expelled, even from.
the territory of her allis. The pdicy of the
mesure was subject for difarence of opinion,
sorne considering it bátaMous, that Se main-
ring of the Republic should be aflowed to quit
¡te territory, aM be removed te so gréat a. día.
tance as Pan,- whule tbe enemy were ti actual
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posséssion of the principal points on tite northern
coast, making frequént incursions, and 'keeping
a Largo extent of territory ¡fi constant alaXflL
This objection was coinbatted by Gual with
great energy; he stated the probabiiity of tite
subjection of the Patriota ¡u the south, tite
Spaniardsinthat quarter beingevidentlysuperior
at that moment; in which case, they would ¡u
al! likelihood enter Colombia, asid recomrnence
tite war. Of all tite apeakers that 1 have heard,
he is decidediy tite on!y ene who piay justiy
be considered an orator; he certainly possesses
advantages wbiclt entitie hita te the distinction;
a good person, witit a manly voice, aM easy
action; a gteat fluency of words, and, ¡u
theory at ieast, a competent knowledge of
European Governments, aM the principies
upon which they act.
Tite sessions are heid in the morning fron
sine ti!! Çwo, asid again ¡u tIte evening (mm
seven te tune.
lii the Chamber of Representatives there ¡a
more party epirit, owing to tite larger propor-
tion of. c!ergy, who seldom take tite liberal sido
of a question; the twó ends of tite house are
denominated, tite nsouiUains and the vailty; tite
fonner consisting o( tite liberais asid sorne of
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tite priesta, is by fax the most numerous, and
boasts the greater talent; and although the
latter are !ess tolerant, it is justice to them as a
body, to acknow!edge thatcthey are certainly
actuated by a spirit of freedom and justice,
that doei infinite credit to theeçuntry. There
han not assemb!ed much aboye fifty members
in tite preaent.
 conreas; the ñumber elected
being eighty .five—the deficiency is cbiefly in
tite deputies for Quito, ery few of whom
have anived, the distance being so great.
The House of Representatives is immediately
facing tite Senate; they bccupy a very long
room, tite centre being railed off as in the otber;
tite President's eat is in the midd!e, opposite
fo which is a portrait of Bolivar. Here there
are three Secretaries, all of whom are Members;
asid perform their double functions; they have
not, however, yet arrived at the systám of taking
down apeeches in short hand—a plan. that would
be bighly beneficiaL; 16r when a man knows
that bis sentiments are fo be laid before the
public, he is natural!y more cautious in his
language. There are certain Committeesformed,
to whom sil projects and petitions are referred
prior to their being discussed; when their
report is drawn up, tite I-lóuse genérally enters
upon the topic in rotation, un!ess any important
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affair intervenes; vid in cases where júforma-
tion is required f'rom tbe Executive to elucidate
a subject, the Secretary to whose department
it refers, is invited to attend. He gives his ex-
planations, but ueither votes, or takes pafl in
the debate, unless to enlightén the subject.. In
vi as8embly so recentty formed, it is matter of
astonishment dic regularity that prevails. It is
of rare occurrence that a member is calied to
order, the debates'being conductedin vi orderly
and quiet manner—no personality is indulged
in. 1 was present, for tite firat time, during. an
interesting debate on a petition presented by a
student fo; tite church, whom the Bishop of
Popayan had refused admittance into holy
orden, oit account of his ilegitimacy. The -
polnt for argument was, lst. Whether a» inflo-
cent person should be made to sufler fm tite
• crime of his parents. 2ndly. it .the bonda of
society and public morality would not be better
maintained by visiting tite parents with punish-
• ment ami disgrace, than permitting the guiltless
oflpring to suifer through l¡fe the odium vid
disadvantages incurred, by being placed in vi
unfortunate situation, vid lo whom no blame
conid attach. The priests inaintained, that the
greatest check to ''ice would be given,. by the
children suffering tite disadvantages arising
from the parent's crime: because tite strongest
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ti& lo naturé being that of parental affection,
the consideration of the disgrace to be incurred
by the ehfld, would att as the greateat pSven-
•tative of immorality Oil the pad of tite parenta.
Tisis opinion was combatéd in the first place,
Qn the inanifest injustice of an innocent person
suffering for tizó guilty ;—upon the experience,
not abststact %heoiy of tite question, whether
suaji reflectjona are of sufflcietit weight, orif they
çffectually deter a man from error; and it was
inBisted that it would be a more expedient
melh xl to itigmatize tite authors of the evil, and
by sorne .heayy punisbment to make tbem feel
the injury done to soSty: It in evident that
tite latter is tite purest reasoning; but still' it
wai pleasing to sM din upon tite naain .object,
tite Tiews of alt parties were directed to the sanie
endthat of presérting the 'publie monis in tite
greatest purity: .the ltteropinion was the most
prenlent, aud tite petition ng
 admitted.
Sór Caycedó, tite President, is a man uni-
ve.rsallyrespected; he is of one of tite firet
families itere, ami fills tite Chair with equal
credit to himself and servioe to the country—
witose interest he studies asid promotes witit
sil tite disinterested zeat of an enligktened arad
just man—combating the nazrow-minded policy
of sorne indviduals, who álter through personal
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intest or huiad prejudice, would have done
an irreparable injury to the credit of their
Country.
Sór Pedro , Mosquera is perhaps the. most
fiuent speaker in the Chamber of Representa-
tives, and his reaoning is invariably ja suppore
of a liberal policy.
Dr. Palacio is also a very clever man, and of
sound ¡rinciple, aud enlightened ideas.
Padre Santander is likewise quite the liberal,
giving bis deçide4 support to the maintenance
of a politicál system in Eumpe which has so
miraculously raised the credit oí this country to
so high a pitch: indeed none but the most in-
experíenced would have aided in destroying so
noble an edifice.
The Secretary Herrera is a very clever man,
and, as far as 1 can judge, the most correct
speaker ¡u the Rouse. Col. Olivarez is another
distinguished patriot and ioierable speaker;
aud Borreros' zeal yields to none in the support
of a liberal policy. Amongst the priests there
are sorne good speakers; but tbe greater elo-
quence is in the Mountain.
• The .Authór qiludes to fue discuasion on Mr. Zet's
loan.
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Amongst the most important laws enacted
this Séssion are-
1. Ono decreeing tbe universal adoption of
public Schools throughout the Republic.
2. A law establishing a copper currency to
a certain extent.
3. Another tending to enconrage emigration
to-the soil of Colombia.
4. A decree of Government, facilitatiné tite
grant of ¡ande to Colonists, with particular
immunities.
6. A law authorizing the Executive either to
continue, augment, or decrease the Naval aud
Military Force.
6. A law granting the exclusive right of
navigating with Steam Vessels (the Magdalena)
to certain individuals, under certain conditiona.
1 am, &ç..
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SANTA MARTHA; August 6 1823.
II
Tbe day after to-morrow is likely to be the'
term of my present visit to Colombia, after
spendhig exactiy six montbs in the. country. 1
have engaged a passage by a. small Sebooner to
Jamaica, whence 1 purpoíe taking the earliest
cqnveyaitce to Europe.'
But.to resume ¡ny Journal; 1 left' Bogotá oit
Sunday, June 22, at. half-past three, P.
passing. through Foatibob to tite village of
Serresuela, a distance of five aM a haif leagues,
.where it was adviseable to stop, tIte mulés being
already fagged, owing. to 10w' conditio4 ;—both
places are in the plain.
23rd .June. Ajded by. a ciar moon at bali'-
pan tbree in tIte morning, 1 proceeded to'íards
Facatativá, entering the mountains west of tite
plain of Bogotá at half-past six; with great
difflculty reached. the Venta of Cerraderá at the
foot of the Pararno of the same name, at Nine in
the Morning. This is nine leagues from the
capital, and 7494 feet aboye the leve¡ of tite
sea. As yet no sensible changç of climate.
The mountains are well wooded. 1 reached
iz
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Villeta at Six in tbe Evening. The toad hither
¡a actually appalling, constantly mounting or
descending on a rough pavement, tovn up by
dic violence of the mountain torrent, asid totaily
neglected sities ¡te firit fonnation The mules
with the utmoet dilficulty keep their footing,
haviMg lo jump from one man te another at the
imminent risk of tite rider!s neck; or on Se
other hand, *itere the toad has not been paved;
deep rnts are formed by tite constant traffic in
wet weather, in wbich at every step the anímala
are ¡wmersed up te tbeár girths. As aqr-
nwzt de plus, it rained itceasaaty kw thme
hours during Ibis stage; aud 1 was thrim. un-
horsed ÍD desceading, (the bit time in a hcg)
¡u conaequence of having bpst my crupper.
flete are some.tervible paea between Carneas
and Bogotá, but none t.o compete with Ibis
toad from the capital to the point of embarka-
tion .oa the Magdalena, snó'psóbahLy thernost
frequensed la ithe counby. Before the. eo4
€ tk ty J. foun.d a :gtat chaage in the
teapenture, hi» descended from: 'aq
etevatiS of flDI (oet tó 34$. •Phecountry is
very hixuciant and pictunsque... fle.&y
Gbjecta thai attract.átteútkin in tbp vilia*é, are
tite *onkan,who ja. spite o€ bItr crewn,rn&tur,
are particularly geod looking. In tfr niht.tbe
Súinnmiof he.twas W. It báagtthe £ve4f
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St. John, parties of calabaah musiciañs «aid
noisy revdliers prevented my gettiug much rest.
24t/z June. At titree ¿u tite moming bogan
a steep and &tiguing ascent, which occupied
four bours, called tite Alto del Trigo. The aun:
rcn in golden apiendour from behiud a» extended
range of the Andes; the summits of the different
heights were distinctly visible, aud a beautiful
a=re sky, totaily Ate froto clouda, appeared
to Qst on their elevated summits; but the.moat
striking beauty in this seene was derived frezo
all tIte vapouirs baxing accumulated in tite
valisy, and extending te about midway up tite
mountains, in the form of undulating waves of
fleecy whitieness; ate effect was tite niost
singular of any titing 1 ever beheid, having alt
tite appeavvtce of a ruffied sea of snow—the
nriously sbaped mionutaiña looking like so
many rocks and islands. No soor had tite aun
risco, than his raya beganto attract tite miztz,
whiá gtSually rising, disptayed a vanety
of the most brilhiant colours. Iiia short-time tite
seene was dotaily changed, and the verdant val-
tep becaSe elearlyvisible. 1 reached Guarduas,.
seventeen leagnes from Bogotá, S ohio,
having driven my mulo before inc a great par-
tion of the deep descerit wbich Ieads to that
town. TIte ceuntry continues very gr*nd, bot
iq 2	 -
not znizch cultivated. The town is prettily
situatéd in a •
 small and fertile plain. 1 was
received by Col. La Costa, to whom 1 had a letter
of introduction, with great kindness. 1 could
not procure fresh animais until four in the afier-
noon, when desirous of. reaching the end of my
journey that evening, 1 1Mt the town al the
mmencement of a very heavy thunder-stotm;
but before 1 eould gan tite foot of tite mouü-
tain, the rain and hall carne down with such
violence as obliged me to shelter, and ultimately
tu give up the idea of attempting tite 'ascént
tbat evening. The additional guide, whom 1
foúnd it neeessary to bring with me from Guar-
duas, assured me tbatitwould notonlybeñseless,
but extremely dangerous to proceed whilej tite
roads were inundated. Itherefore reluctantly
returned to the Colonel, meeting on tbe toad
tbe greater part of tité inhabitants (decked out
in all their holiday finery) scarnpering borne in
alt directions. It being St. John's day, they-
had been enjoying their favourite sports, bu!!-
baiting and cock-fighting, horse-racing, &c. in
tite neighbouring fields, wheñ overtaken by the
atorm; it continued until Late at night, ac-
companied by trernendous peala of thunder, and
more vitd hightning than 1 had seen in any
pafl of the Andes ; the atmosphere was ¡u a
eStinual bine for sorne hon ys, the effect being
grand beyoqd description.
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25tA Ja.' 1 set : .out. about four o'clock.
The destent to tite plain, watered by dic Rio
Magdalena, exceeded jn length any that 1 liad.•
experienced; it requires aff tite confidence
given by practice, aud the conviction of a
mule's great caution, to enable one to drop from.
one bank os rock to another, with any degree
of óonfidence. On gaining the fiat the heat
became oppressive, and 1 found myself
again among the eustowary inhabitants of a
warm chimate; birds of most beautiful plu-
mage, a great varicty of wild fiowers of . bril-.
liant colours, lizards, snakes, &c. The, mule
nearly trod upon one of the latter of tite moat.
venemdus kind, without my having perceived
it, called the coral; ita heaá and tail being of a
bright red, exactly resembling that substance;.
thp body a hight , brown marked .with rings.
At tite top of a higit bank, at the western
extremity of the plain, the majestie Magdalena
firstopened to my view, winding betwccn two
chaina of lófty and woody mountains; ita
width even here cannot be leas than a quarter
of a mlle, ami the kmpetuosity with which it
flows ¡a grand in tite extreme. 1 left the mule.
at an Indian hut, and embark 'ed in a canoe, for
Honda, situated oit tite west bank, and reached
tite town at elevei o'elock—a distance of
twenty-two leagues from the capital.
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The first object of my srch was a canoe, or
small-craft, to ensure a speedy cornréyance
duwn to Monipox, but 1 learat there was 'mt
one eidter for sale or hin; the onty mean» of
proceeding was by a champan, titen taking ¡u
hn cargo, ami likely te depart it two or three
dayL
26M fiat. A constant breeze from the st
makes tuis place suppoftable; the beatwoyld
otherwise be intolerable; at noon ¡u tite *hado
tite glass is at 93—the minisum at nigbt 80;
tite mosquitos are very troubleeorne 1
 aM a very
di,ninuthe ily, called çjin, the bite of wbich
draws blood, ami causes a mach greater degree
of irritation titat thai of tite former. Tite site
of Honda is pretty ami romantic. Being tite
pon to tite cftpisI, there is sorne commerpe
carried en, ami a very considerable number Qf
Indiano ami males emploed ¡a tite transport
of goods. Que is astonished aL tite weigbt
sorne of tite forme, will carry; tite more so
froin tite steepness of the mountains they haye
to astend, ami almost impaMable Mate of tite
itads. There are men who cany (tota seca
te eight arrobas, with whiebthey reach Bqgot$
¡u eight days, eaniiug from seno to eig$
dollars by their journey. Tite hite of a
averages five dollars.
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The river Guate joins its waters to the
Magdalena ¡a the centre of Ronda; it it a
broad though shallow flreavn, aM rushes down
witb considerable force, reudeñng the passage
to and froni the town very hazardnus. Tite
consequence is, that sil large boato, especially
tbose that are laden, stop either st the Bogotá
or Honda Bodegas (warabouses Oil either bank
at about haif a mlle from Ihe town,) whenée tite
goods are sent te their respective destinations.
A wooden bridge of consideiabté elevation ¡e
tbrown across the forme; rivtr.
29th June. After sorne trouble with the pilot,
who did' not like to risk himself in a smáll canoe,
wtiich 1 at last succeeded ¡d purchasing, we
pushed off frorn the shore. Whe'n aH placed in
this nutshetl, with our baggage in tbe centré,
the Bogas (rowers) and myself iii the fore paft,
sitting between each others legs, and the pitot
at the rudder, almost every inch was covered,
it ¿mt being abon twenty fret long; orn safety
requited thát we sbóuld remain perfeetly stifl.
hthiscondition 'webegen to descend, thecurrent
tnnnihg at least six miles an hoar. By keeping
steady, although tite t&noe was not more thai'
tau; inches out óf water, 1 conceiv'ed we were
tolenbiy safe, until we reached tberapids, WItIÍ
wbich the firat day's nayigation aboirnds. Titen
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are cauaed as well by the decivity of the river,
as by numerous sharp turninga wbich it makes.
In certain places the impetuosity of the stream
is so great that it causes a number of conflicting
currents, raiping waves and eddies that threaten
to engulph even inuch larger boata tban ours.
Tite first dangerous pasa that oc urs is where the
river Guarinu falis hito the Magdalena; tite
descent was rather nervous work, but from the
buoyancy of or boa4 á very few waves broke
over us, aM only wetted us a little. We
passed all the other rapids; of which there are
eleven, with equal success.
lii the course of the day we passed the fol-
lowing rivera, which fail into #the Magdalena,
Rio Negro, Riq Claro, and Rio de ¡a Mien.
Mao the two small Indian villages of Guarismo
and Buena flata, consisting each of about twelve
houses.
To persona navigating tbis river in 'a conveni-
ently rigged vessel, aM so as to be protected
from tIte heat of the aun, tite voyage would be
delightfiul and interesting beyoñd deseription, ita
ucourse continally serpentining either through
high chaina of mountains, rocky passes, or
tite most Iuxuriant woods. We descended about
seventy miles, from the morning unt.il Sun set,
when it was necissary to mbor our boat on a
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sand bank to peas the night, for during tite
rainy seeson tite Magdalena overflows ita banks;
inundating witole villages, and tearing np trees
by tite roota, which are carried down with the
streani ira suck abundance as to render the
navigation dangerous afta dark. The waters
at thia time had begun to subside, although
fiowing with great violence. 1 believe it was
never known to be higher titan this last season,
when a great portion of tite town of Honda was
under water..
After supper we sp!ead our mata upon t.he
sund, tite starry heavens fonning our canopy;
tite pight was very bot, aud rendered doubly
painful, by swarms df mosquitos, tite flitting of
bata, aud otiter nocturnal animals, abóut our
heada, ¡mt to mention our datad of alligatora.
asid tigers; for althougb the former seldom.
lene tite river ID th night, it is difficult for a
novice to be perfectly at ease, on a place where
he has seen them basking in tite day time; froan
tite Iatter we were more pro teeted, being iso-
lated from te woods, asid by our fue being
kept up during the night. In addition to.
our iznaginary evils, we sufered real incon-
venience from a heavy storni. which carne on..
about twelve o'clock, accompanied by thunder
aud lightning. This left me no alterbative, but
to get np asid sit in my cloak until day break,
5
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under the partial ahelter of n enibrella. Such
•	 were tbe featiires of mit firat nighfs biva.ac on
tite Magdalena. Tite storni having ceased, we
re-em barked at siz. At Son ¡u the ahade, tite
• thermometey
 was sr.
30t/i June. We were saluted by tite zpañng of
a tiger on the opposite'bank; the firat sund of
tite kiwi 1 «ver heard, but not on that actount tbe
more agitable; they rarely «ver come don
to the Ser but during the night, burying them-
selva ira the depths of tite forest in the day
time. The tiger or jaguar of the country se!-
dom attacka me» unless prevoked, but he is a
formidable enemy to tite kayman or aligator,
which he frequently surprises when asleep dii
the banks, by springing upon bis back; thó
alligator if a young one, is sure to fhlI a victim;
tite larger ones sometimes succeed in tuno ing
witit their antagonist ¡oto tite river, when ib bis
tun he is conqu&ed by tite numbers with
wbich he ir, immediately surrounded. Whén
the tiger has occasión to croas tite river, before
entering it, he seis np a tvesnendous toar, tite
kaymant immediately diiperse, and he croases
¡u safsty. Another inhabitant of this magní-
cent river, ¡a the turtle, whick abound ¡a alt.
partsof it, aM which, aswell as itseggn, depo-
sited at certain seasons in tite sand, aré preyed
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upon by both tbe kaywan and tiger. At those
penada tbe tigers come down in great numbers
¡u search of tbem; Jarge quantities are also
conanmed by the Indians. -
After passing the monntainous disbnict, the
niver coútiupes gradusily te widen on either
side, overhung by very extensivo foneMa. We
reached the village of Nare, situated on the left
bank, at haif ¡mit eleven. It was hére neces-
sary te show mu passports, and 1 thought it
expedient to excbaiige the canoe for a larga
one; the Indians continuing te assert the Sic
ofproceeding!rtbeninsosmall aboaçand 1
could no loriger dispense with an awning,
having suffered greatly from the inereasing
power of the sun; 1 succeeded ¡u making as,
exchange for ene that will carry me te Pueblo
Viçjo. Left a loaded champan here, thirty-onc
days from Mompox, bound upwnds.
A little below the village, tbe niver Junta
joins the Magdalena, after traversing a pafl of
the province of Antioqula. Ita atream heuce te
Gampata, a arnali Indian hamiet of twelve
houses, is divided by several ¡slands, ah of
which are wehl wooded, and han a very pica
turesque appearance. A few ludian huts are
likewibe ¡nt8rspersed oit the banka, the ¡niza-
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bitants of wbicb subsist upon tite fish of tite
river, asid by cuttivating ama¡¡ spots of plantaina
asid cocoa; the cocoa nut tite grows wild alt
along the banks. At one of diese cottages,
we landed to fon» an awning of leaves. At
Garapata the mata were apread upon tite
ground, and we stept tul two, when the moon
being up we again pioceeded.
This day's work 1 reckon at sixty-five miles;
tite thermometer at noon in tite shade was at
8•0.
Ist July. Tite morning so cold asid damp
titat ¡ was obliged to have recourse to a blanket
asid my capote; the dews during the night are
very heavy. At day-light passed tite amail village
of St. Bartolomé, stopping for haif an hour to
breakfast at tite hut of a ludian. A little lower
down, the Ser Nuevo joins tite Magdalena.
Made great progress in the course of this day,
not stopping again until eight at night, baving
tun at leaat one hundred asid twenty miles.
Maximum of heat 9O in the shade. Tite sun-
set was one'of tite graiidest sights imaginable;
its rays ftlling on a higit distant mountaiñ, over
which appeared a heavy thunder-storm; the
blackness of tite cloud being finely contrasted
with the fiery red with which it was fringed.
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Every night we haYe had thund!r and lightning,
more or ¡esa distant. The atmosphere in tbis
direction appears to contain more electricity
titan inany part of tite country 1 have traversed,
tite ignition was general in alt directions.
2d :JuJy. At haif past twelve the rising of the
moon perinitted us to lean our mooring, greeted
as yesterday by tite growling of a tiger, near
tite encsunpment We dropped dow» with tite
atíjani at about . six ,knots an, hour, breakfaate&
at S. Pablo, aM arrived as Badillo about sir in
dio evvuing. To-daythe river has increased very
much ¡a width, and tite scenery has been ex-
tremely grand; it assumes, in its various sweeps,
tite aspect of a large lake, fringed witk forest
trees of great variety and beauty. Tbere ¡a a
great abundance and singular variety of beau-
tiful birds ¡u these extensive woods, their mon-
meúts affording constant novelty azul admira-
tío»: the wild turkey, guachar&a (American
pheasant), different kinds of cranes, flamingos,
herons, great variety of wild kwl, parrots, ma-
caws, and amaller birds of equally beautif'uI
plumage, and hordes of moukeys, whose dread-
fiat howtings keep the woods in constant uproar;
snakes of alt kinds are very numerous, and tite
Indiano say, diere are, as weH as tigers, many
boas, asid sorne wolves; tite butterflies are not
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tbe loút interesting, froin their numbera -sed
great brifliancy of colours.
Nothing so mnch bespeaks tbe inadequate
population of this country, as thó negleeted ami
wild state of so desirable a tract of land as that
watered by the Mngdalena, capable of growing
the moat valuable produce to ezehange for ma-
nufactures, aud with every tcility for its expor.
tation. In the space of tome hundred miles
itt 1 .haye now descended, tbere are probably
not more than thiny isolated ami peor bus;
none of whkt base abon an acre of cJNd
latid, over asid aboye a few *mal¡ s'illages.
The usual solitude has been broken to-day by
the pasaing of several ch€tmpans, laden sith
merchandize for Honda. The export of bullion
being subject to a very beavy tas, the returns
are mostly made in cotton, hides, súgar, ami
dye woods, those of the moet valuable quality
growiñg in this district; cocoa aind coifee, are,
comparati veiy. speaking, little cultivated.
It ie moat lahoricus woyk ¡br *he bogas (Lu-
dian boatmen) to punt np theee beavy boata;
you fi'equently see twenty men at work tUi
long poles, aind it is by the utmost exertion
they keep tbe boat in motión, so strcng is Se
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eurveat; indeed, in many places they are driven
back aud torced to regain the lost ground by
tbe aid of topes and pullies, wbich they attach
to trees. Sorne idea of the force of the Étream
may be formed by tbe comparativo time of the
passage up and down. 1 now expect to reack
Mompox in five days; to asceud from thence to
Honda the loaded boats avengo from thirty-
fluye to foty days. It is a pretty sight to see
the kdians at work in champana; every thing
proceede with the ntmoet reguiañty, each man
keeping 'time with his voice, so tbat they am
heard at a considerable distance. When two
boats meet, the salutations on bah sides are
must vociferous and abuSe, each party endea-
vouring to surpass the other in the obscenity
vid opprobriwn of tbeir language; yet, when
together, they appear to act in perfect coneord
These men, ja their manners and babits, are
most disgustingly fl1thy-4ho beaMs of tbe liéld
have a much higher sesee of deceneyl They
have the charaeter also of being great rogues,
btt1havenoreasontocomplainofauy of
thoee 1 have had to deal with. It is surpriaing
what wevk tbey get &ruugh. }t may seem a
sol.óism, but as far as o*y experience goes, 1
tbink.inhot ciimates the nativos are more capa-
bit of exceasive fatigue, and exert themselves
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occasionalíy.in a more extraordieary dree titan
tite labouring classea of tite north. Por instailce,
tbe enormous weight.s that sorne of the ludian
carry oit their backs up the mountains from
Honda tó Bogotá. A boga til w9rk at tbe
pa4die (wbich is.much more. Iaborious timo tite
oar) for aixteen OF seventeen bours out of tweuty-
four, for a succession of many days, and exposed
to a tropical aun. Having landed at BudiIM
with tite intention only of preparjng supper, vid
continuingour course a!l night, our plan was
fnstrated by one of tlose tremendou8 storms to
wbich the tropies, and especially tose parta
wbere tite large rivers are situated, are so su!»
ject. The thunder vid lightning was moat
awful, accompanied by suck Sorrenta of miii vid
gusta of wind, that threatened to carry eveiy
thing before them.
3dJuIy. Thi wind havi g abated by two ¡a tite
morning, we were enabled to proceed.
In the course of to-day we passed tite villages
of Morales, Rio Viejo, vid Regidor; we fol!owed
tbe course of te Brapo Ocana, which branches
off from tite main .
 body —a small stzeam lading
from hence np to tite town, froin which it ja
named, on account of the current being .stronger
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than in the Magdalena; tite two join again at
Regidor.. The heat to-day has been ixcessive,
maximwn 930, without a breath of air.
By promising a reward 1 induced the bogas
to proceed throughout tite day, making une
stoppagi of haif an hour, and also kept theta at
work the whole of tite night, whieh proved very
strwmy; during this time we passed the villages
of St. Pedro, Tamalanáque, El Pojion, El
• Banco, Tujayca, Guamar, Leira Margarita,
Leiva 5. Fernando, S. Sebastian, and Meneo-
giquejo; likewise the river Cesare, proceeding
from tite lake of Zapatosa, and 11w Braço de
Lobo, connecting the two principal rivers in tite
north-west part of the cóntinent—the Magda-
lena and Cauca.
In the lást thirty-four hours we cannot han
made less than two hundred and ten miles, dur-
¡ng that time wc landed but once. ¡ never
suffered so much from itrosquitos as during tite
night; there is no deseribing the state of irrita-
tion caused by them.
4tJé July. At noon we reached the dty df
Mompox; thought it expedient to remain itere
Tbese ocasional delays are inevitable, lo give the
bogas time lo cook (luir ms!.
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tjie rest of the afterQÑou, ha the SM place, to
procure » additional boga, to replace the
pilot, who izad faflen sjck, Md to have oste
made, with whieh we should proceed with more
npidity than by the paddle. 1 was informed
that 1 could daceud with aafety itt the same
canos to Pueblo Viejo, bet not to Santa
flartha; (QF which reason 1 proposed landing
at the former place, atad croesiug 'with mules
to Santa Martha, distant from thence seven
leagues.
Considerablé commrce is canied on with
this city, it being tizo entrepot between tite
coast1 4'd tite capital: all merehandize is sent
by the river to Bogotá, at a very great expense.
In tite first place froin S. Martha to Mompoz,
the charge is eitber five or six dollars per load,
wlzjcla consiste of ten arrobas Should lite
package be very btdky, something additioaul is
expected; from Mompoz to Honda, óosts tea
dollars more; atad it may be reckimed tbat tite
latid conveyance to Bogotá wili autount to aix
or eight dollars; 80 that exclusive of duties,
¿ommissions, warehousing, packing, porterage.
&c. ten arrobas, oF 2501bs. weight of goods, will
co6t for txwsport ooly, from Santa Mait to
Bogotá, between twenty-one and twenty-four
dollars.
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The city consists of three very long streets,
running parallel with the river for at least a
mile; the ¡muses are generalty large and com-
modious, but consist of one iloor only. It is
well supplied with aH articles of provision, at
moderate prices. The population, including the
neighbouñng villages, is estimated at 15,000.
Several gun-boats are stationed here for the
protection of the navigation.
Sth July. 1 left Mompox at day-break, hay
ing efl'ected the alterations necessary ¡br the
completion of my expedition. Passed in the
course of the day the village of S. Senon,
S. Fernando, S. Anua, Talayqda, ito, Ta-
calon, Tacamocho, and, towards the evening,
made tbe mouth of tite river Cauca, where it
joiqs its irnmeqse body of waters to those of the
Magdalena, hying rna almost a parallel course
witb the same. For a river scene none can be
more grand than the junction of these two ma-
jesc streams, wb.ose waters seem to contead
with each other for the superiority, and it is
ziot tiLi after a distance of several .Jeagues, that
tite clearer streani of tite Cauca is ultimately
ingulphed in tite more muddy Magdalena. At
the point where they meet, tite scenery is
strikingly beautiful; the banks of each being
o2
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ClQthed with wood. The picturesque little
vllage of Pinto, built in a grove of cocoa nut
trees, and characterized by two mango tites in
tlie centre (a peculiarity observable in most of
the villages on the river) forms a beautiful object
on the west bank, at the spot where the rivera
raceL Fine rising woodlands to the S. W., and
blue rnountáins Lo tite north, addgreatly to the
grandeur and tnajesty of the scene.
At sun-set a heavy squafl carne on, obliging
us to lay to for nearly three hours; tite surface
of the water became so xnuch agitated as to han
more tite appearance of a foaming sea than an
inland river. The pilot assiired me, we could
not proceed without imminent risk until the
wind abated; heavy rains succeeded. Wc con-
tinued, nevertheless, to run down with the
stream tite whole of tite night, ha'ving no Ion ger
any apprehension (mm sand banks, with which
tite river abounds aboye Mompoz, aud from its
extended width tite less likelihood of running
foul of iloating trees. In tite night we passed
S. Bruno; Plato, andTeneriffe, havingrun by mid-
night about seventy-two miles. The heat to-
day was aboye all precedent; the therríiorneter
under the shade of tite awning at three in the
afternoon being at 1001 the minimum during
dic uight 750.
2
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The mosquitos increase, ifpossiblé, in núznber,
md my body was ¡u a state of general inflam-
mation fSm their repeated attacks. As to
getting sleep during tbe nigbt, it is next to an
impossibility, and instéad of being refreshed in'*
tite morningafter tbe heat of the precedingday,
¡ rose in a state of general irritation.
GUi July. At nine iii the morning tanded at
Nivito, to allow thebogai to buy fish, and prepare
their provision for the dar. The intermediate
village between this vid Tenerifl'e, is S. Augus-
tin, and after it, WC passed Ducal, Baranea
Viejo, Baranca Nueva (here is a branch of thc
river called El .Digue, which conducts to Car-
thagena,) and Pedraca. At Ducal, wére obliged
to bring to at the signal of a gun-boat, asid give
vi account of ourselves.
At noon the Cierrania of S. Martha appeared
in sight at a great distance; the mountains are
of an extraordinary elevation. Maximum of
temperature to-day 92°. Wc passed the villages
S. Antonia, Pelion, and Punta Gorda. An excel-
lent opportunity presented itselffor the first time
of examining a kayman ; 1 had beSe seen
hundreds basking on the banks with their buge
mouths open, vid fioating oit tite surface, but
Done sufliciently near to judge he their propor-
tions. In tite present instance, one of large di-
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mensions was Hoating clown the stre.am, its
appearanee fully justifying the dread enter-
tained of them when met in their 0w» element.
Every partofthis animal is covered with a thick
seale of uncommon hardness, perfectly impene-
trable to a musket-balll It was at least four-
teca feet long; the body five, the tail five, and
the head four; the mouth of this crocodile being
armed with from sevcnty-five to eighty teeth,
amd tusks wbich have a znost formidable ap-e
pearance. It was with much difficulty WC SUC-
ceeded in knocking out one of the tusks by the
beIp of a small hatchet. It is generalty of a
dark brown colour, excepting only the bclly,
which is a pale yellow; vid along the back,
from dic head to the taj!, is a zow of projecting
pyramidal seales; ita fore-feet are covered with
the same hard substance, and anned witb for-
midable elaws, those on the hinder onea being
much dic largest. Natura seems' to hayo pro-
vided againat the tao rapid increase of these
monstérs, (or they fortunate!y destroy the
greater number of tbeir youug as soon as
hatehed: lilia the turtie, they deposit and
carefuliy cover over their eggs in the sand
banks.
We continued or caurse the whole of Mis
night, fbr the first time, being favoured by clear
weather.
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In tite last twenty-four bonn 1 coúaider that
we hate ¡nade one hundred asid twenty miles
paseed in the night Guüymaro, Remolino, 94
Sitio Nuevo.
lth July. When day-light appeared 1 found,
myselí unexpectedly near the tennination of
voyage on tht Magdalena. This majestie river,
¡a itselfúlone a mine óÍ' we.jth te tbe luxuriant
and universally (ertile country through which it
rana, surpasses, ja ita natmtl riehnets asid
grandeur of scenery, afl titat possibly can be
¿inagined, stndded with numerous butiÑt
¡elands, asid r&eiving inmumerable nagáiñ-
sent tributary etreams, partieuMrly tite Osnra,
en auxiliary oC almost equal forte asid dimesi-
sacos.
itt tbe moment of quitting the sublime acene
we entered a natrow strait, conducting froin
hence through a chain of small lakes to Cienega.
The aun w rising behiud tite lofty cordillera
(Saeta Martha, giviug addiüwial aplendoarto
one of tite grandeat views on tite river. It fornas
itere, as it wer att extensiva lake; distant
mountains appear in tite south-east; in the esat
rises the chain at the back of Santa Manita,
six thousand feet aboye the Level of the sea.
T* tower of tite ebureb of Bannquilla is seen
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¡a a neighbouringwood. Tite distant roaring of
the sea, after an inlaud course of two thousaud
miles, brought witit it the most pleásurable
anticipations of the vicinity of that ocean which
was to convey me to my country aud my friends.
Upon enteriag tite Caños we had a most te-
dious and laborious navigation of twelve hours,
owing to the shallowness of the water, and the
great obstruction from a weed which fioats down
from tite Cauca, knitting together, and forming
an almost impenetrable barrier. Tite CIaS ¡a
almost the first we entered, about two leagues
in length; to this succeeds a number of other
small lakes, cailed tite Çienega de quatro Bocas
Guatinoja, de Soledad, Benja, de la Cruz, Ca-
nalete, Pascaro, Negro, Sucio, Redonda, and
Honda, to Ihe Cienega (a very extensive salt-wa-
ter lake.) In tite last twénty-four bours have
not ¡nade aboye seventy-five miles; heat 900.
It was dusk when we reached the Cienega,
vid tbe bogas having toiled three successi've dáys
vid nights, it was neeessary to allow them
a few hows repose befóre we couId cross to
Pueblo Viejo.
81k Jis!5. At one in tite morning unmoor'd;
a bigh 'west wind rendered tbe passage of the
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lake rough ant incónvenient, being much ex-
posed to the surf in so low a canoe.
• Landed at Pueblo Viejo at six in the morning;
precisely nine days from the time of leaving
'Honda. A Bungo having just left for Santa
Martha, aud no otber conveyance offeñng unUl
the foliowing day, 1 had no alternative but
crossing the country with mutes, for whicb
purpose sent an express to Pueblo Nuevo to
have them in readiness. Went myself in the
canoe to the Savannab, whence without loss of
time proceeded to Santa Martha, distant seven
leagues, which city 1 reached in the afternoon,
after a burning ride over a sandy road, suffering
excessively froin thirst, and le heat, not only
of the day, but from the constitutional one,
contraeted in a succession of nine days naviga-
tion on the river in an open bait.
Being unexpectedly detained here, affords
me the opportunity of giving you sorne account of
this part of the coast. very kindly invited
me to inake his house my residence, but for
whiçh it would have been irksome indeed, for
of all the duli towns 1 have been in, this sur-
passes thetn. Att unoccupied man has no re-
.source in S. Martha; the excessive heat,which
is seldom below 90°, prevents your moving
about by day, and tite only recreations are
bathing morning aud evening, waiking either on
tite beach, orin extensive labyrinths of wood at
the back of tbe town, which are cool and agree-
able, although harbouring a great variety and
abundanee of snakes; they exteud for sorne
miles ¡u su easterjy direction, and are teraiinated
by rnountains of a great elevation, which gra-
dually Se 611 tbey attain the height of 16,419
feet from the level of the sea,: such is tite eIe
vation of tite Nevada, ió CSIICId from ¡te being
covered with pérpetual enowt these fon» a
baek ground to tite town, afl of thein clothed
witit fine timber or brusli wood. The inter'
mediate fiat ja interspersed 'with numeroas
Rosas or Quintas, where the fruits asid vegetab}es
are grown to supply the tnatket; but as they
cbiefiy belong to poor people, kw of theta ¡re
in any kind of order. Pronting tite itest is tite
port, open to tite sea only in that quarter, other-
wise surrobflded by bigh land, and very strongly
fortified. In tite centre of the ehannel is the
"Moro," a rocky mountain; a fortress on its
suinrnit cómmands tite entrance on 'either side,
besies several other fortifications, whieh if ¡u
proper order, and well manned, wonld renda
titis one of the strongest holds on the coast. Oit
ascending tite headland, whieh protecta tite bar-
bour from hortherly wnds, on the oné side is a
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highly picturesque and panoramic view of the
town and bay; on the other a great extent of
ocean, with the boid co'ast of Terra Firma,
stretching to windward. Wc used very much
to enjoy the freshness of the breezes on this
spot, it being many degrees eooler thán the
town. Santa Martha is so hid by headlands,
that it is difficuit to make fróm the océan, un-
less when rurnilng álong the shore. The aix-
chorage is safe, excepting in gales from tite
westward, which very seldom preval!; bút wheu
they do, the vesseis are frequently r driven on
shore, but receive no dainage, the beach being
of fine sand, in which is a very large portion of
sorne metallic substance; 1 was toid platina, but
think it much more likely to be lead, a miné of It
having been discovered under the citadel, parti-
cies of which are probabiy dislodged by the set
The town is large, and contains sevetal goad
houses. 'Ile cathedral ja a very conspicnrnn
object, both in tite approach by huid and sea,
but neither in architecture or interna! orna-
mento, is thde any thing in it wórth mention.
Tite population is very muth Teduced from
a variety of causes, not exceeding at tbe preseht
time froin 4 to 5,000 sonis; aznongst which are
the general desoiation caused by the war, vid
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¿he number of families that have been banished
from their adherence to the Spanish cause.
In the time of the Spaniards, this was a very
considerable commercial city, enjoying almost
the exclusive importation of manufactures for
Bogotá, and a greatpart of the interior, owing
to its ready communication with the river Mag-
dalena. ITow there are not aboye a dozen mor-
cbants of any note in the place, and the business
carried onis comparatively trifling. The com-
mercial importance of S. Martha has, during
the war, bben much injured by this circum-
stance, and might be perhaps perrnanently so,
if a contract lately made by the government,
with a gentleman at Bogotá, were can'ied jato
effect, for the exclusive privilege of navigating
the Magdalena for twenty yeárs with steam
vessels, with -the condition of forming a direct
cominunication between the river and Cartha-
gena by a canal, which is to be in proress
within tbe year. This would tend to remove
much of the trade from Santa Martha to Car-
thagena.
Before 1 left tite capital, a measure was before
the Congress, for making a free port of, and
building a town at Savanilla, neaí tite mouth of
the river: strong interest was opposed to tite
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measure, but the ultimate decision appears
dubious. If carried hito effect, it *111 inost
materially injure ' both the, above-mentioned
cities, but prove at the sanie time a general
benefit to the interior. It appears singular,
that goods shipped direct from England, aixd
well assorted for tite market, cannot be soid at
as low ante, as those sent o'ver from Jamaica,
wbich have to pay additional port charges,
commission, &c. It either arises from Jamaica
being a kind of depót for the manufactures of
England: sales are often made there at a sacrifice
to the owner, to ensure a quick return, of which
tbe Jews, who are numerous in Jamaica, take
advantage, and are thereby enabled to underseli
other merchants, when the Colombians come
into that market; over and aboye which, the
latter in landing theit purchases here, contrive
to compromise for the duties with the offlcers
of the customs; for such peculation it is well
known has been, ánd probably is still carried on
to a great exteút. On the otherhand, the English
'inerchant, who arrives bere with goods, , is made
to pay the full amount of grievously heavy
imposts!
The returns made froni hence are either in
specie, to export which, a heavy duty is in-
curred; or else in cotton, hides, and dye
woods, chiefiy the Nicaragua, or Palo 4e Rio
Hacha.
The Governor toid me titat froxu the I6th te
tite l8tb uit. Padilla was in possession of Mara-
caibo. Morales having evacuated it te prevent
tite junetion of the biockading anny witit the
(orce on tite jakp. The movenent4 of Padilla
QCcasioned tite re4prn of Morales, whçn not
htving a adequse force to reist tus entry,
Padilla retired froqt
 tite towo, çarrying away
with blm, or destroying ali the stores azud m-
munition, after razing tite works, azul spiking
tite cannon,
141h July. 1» tite middle of tite pight, ac-
counis were received, that after aziotiter severe
struggle, la which there had bçeagreatslaughter
oit bQth sides, tite City of Marcaibo was re-
occupied by tite Patriots; Morales' (orce being
it' a great measure destroyed, be escaped
te San Carlçs, witere be is ahut up witit. only
200 men. Street by, street W34 defended by
tbe Spaniards, bei'ore Lhey were driven out.
No sooner was. this intelligenee made .public
itere, (at, one in tite morning) titan tite most
»oisy and boisterou4 rejoicings cammeneed in
tite town. Tixe cathedrai belLs ruzig a deafening
peal, which laMed until daylight; parties
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paraded dic streets, singing ass4 knoekiug at alt
the doors; the military were itt lose, asid a
general firing of rnusquetry took place for tite
ten of tbe uight. Tbe band paraded the streets,
bonfires were macie, ami fire works tet off ja aH
directious. SucK deal'ening 4iseord, upon the
whoie, never was heard before 1
J5M .July. To-day the shopa are shut, asid
tite rejoicings continue witb unabsied vigour.
bCth July. The hihrity of the mob exhibited
tself in tite most eztnou4inary mauner. ¡st
tite evening ball was givea by the garSon
officers, wbicb sfforded use nn opportunity of
seeing sorne ef tbe principal famiies in the
town. Tite women are of' a dark colour, and
generaily speaking, plain, careten of tbeir drezs
and person, and far from fascinating ¡a their
mauners. Tite Spauish country dances and
waltzing are most in fawour with them; *bese
wem kept up with gmat spirit, aud sorne 4egree
of elegance; especially the foymer, the figures
of wbich are varied, asid very pretty. A
singular circurnstance at these eutertainrnents
is, that they are in a inanner open to the public;
wherever music is heard, persons uninvited
make no scruple of walking ja and viewing the
entertainments; far frQm beiog molested they
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are allowed to take their stations with the
biddeu guests!
1 7th fidy. A gentleman who arrived to-day
from Carthagena, speaks of that town as being
bealtity arad weIl-built; its site, a neck of land
stretching out to sea, ehjoying almost constant
sea breeies; it has a good port, aud cheerful
society; but its greatest drawback is, a scarcity
of water, that which is used being co1lected ami
kept ira large tanks. He had lately been at
Mexico, which he deseribed to be a superb
city, containing 120,000 inhabitants; it is dis-
tant only ten days journey from Vera Cruz, arad
twelve from Tampico----:a good road connecting
these porta with the capital ; tite coast is dan-
gerous td anchor on, and very unhealthy, owing
to stagnant waters and extensive forests.
lit August. A schooner carne ja to-day, ira
which ¡ have engaged a passage to Kingston;.
and, ¡ trust, 1 sitaR soon have the pleasure of
being with you.
am, &e.
J. ?fqjjen, Privar, T.Mn.aI, Walt.
